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GardenWorld Politics -
drama of humanity

and its economics and philosophy
Douglass Carmichael

The economy is doing well but society is  doing badly. There are  alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION  

—————————
We now find ourselves from the very start in the midst of a dialogue between 

nature and man, a dialogue of which science is only one part, so much so that the 
conventional division of the world into subject and object, into inner world and outer 
world, into body and soul, is no longer applicable and raises difficulties. For the 
sciences of nature, the subject matter of research is no longer nature in itself, but nature 
subjected to human questioning, and to this extent man, once again, meets only with 
himself.

— Heisenberg 
  ——————————————————

Vitruvius, in his Ten Books of Architecture, arranged building designs around the 
human body and its actions, and he did not leave out the implications for surrounding 
room sizes and the size and proportions of the various parts of the body. As we move 
through the 21st century, we need to struggle to bring the human, as the design criteria, 
back into the center of design and policy. 

– John Carl Warnecke.
 —————————————————

 
Any politics which does not aim toward the humanization of its people and the 

gardening of the world is not an adequate politics.- DC.
 ______________________________________

 Without a goal to enhance the globe and its nature we have embraced the blind 
path of killing it off. The goal was to develop technology so as to free people from work 
and to live in a beautiful world - but not to free them from income.  The world we have, 
where technology, governance and infrastructure support the wealthy and their 
professional supporters, but not the majority of people,  needs to be seen as a grand 
failure. There is a goal for the world, a mix of nature and civilization, what I am calling 
GardenWorld, that has a deep appeal to many and could possibly be a goal to which we 
can work. GardenWorld would replace the drive for growth and consumption that has 
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benefitted the few and not led to a society we love nor can trust, that limits basic 
security and creates meaningless work and worse unemployment..

We can think our way to a better society rather than just being carried along like 
a semi out of control. Our society is not ready for autonomous driving (though the tech 
world is moving us there). We need a shared sense of what is happening and we need a 
goal to know what we are doing. “Without a vision the people are lost.” We are not 
using our intelligence to furthering the well being of the species but to enhance favored 
individual lives. Early societies had elites that took the well being of the population 
through the complex process of food as crucial, and managed fairly well. 

A return to thinking about how the human species and the natural environment 
can be interrelated is  essential, to our survival. We are organized to favor increasing 
complexity linking money, innovation and markets rather than favoring flexibility to 
deal  with  breakdowns and misjudgments.  Flexibility   may even help  us  to  a  more 
delightful  life.  While  we need innovation,  we also need,  as  a  balance,  restraint  and 
reflection on secondary consequences of  innovative proposals.  Proposals  need to be 
consistent with society, with the human life cycle, as well as technical requirements. 
Learning to appreciate each other and others cultures needs to be the core of a new 
culture for humanity.

One lesson I hope we all understand: it is very important to be better educated: 
philosophy,  history,  anthropology.  We  tend  to  believe  that  we  already  know  the 
outlines of what is important. This is not true. In fact we have built institutions that 
reinforce narrow thinking by creating narrow departments and a current practice that 
supports careers management,  not insight . 

I recently attended a national forum on research trends. All eight panelists wee 
enthralled with the forward movement of the their specialty that seemed reckless. The 
biologist asked from the audience about what if we failed to develop antibiotics to kill 
off all harmful bacteria. What is our plan B,  just avoided the question and reverted to 
how grand the quest was. The NASA person asked about what if a life form found on 
another  planet turns out to be intelligent and hostile. “The quest for  knowledge is 
grand.”  The scientific establishment - all its institutions - has become a giant economic 
distribution machine with high pay off  for  some whose patents  and business  ideas 
strike it big. Most young scientists seem to me to be more enamored with success, career 
and financial, than with the quest or basic science. It appears that maybe in the detailed 
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approach of scientific research and its funding, the basic questions no longer exist in the 
form of awe but in th quest for riches. I should say that when I entered Caltech as a 
freshman in 1955 the lower middle class background and concern for career stability 
were most common. Interst in the mysteries of the world far less on their minds than 
getting a place and getting ahead.

We  have  missed  the  obvious  point  -  that  we  should  have  been  creating  an 
environment good for growing people in generations, communities, and families. We 
should be healthy and educated and in love with life. But to do this we need a vision of 
where we are trying to get to. Our current world situation, including people, land and 
all  that  is  spread  out  around us,   is  not  doing  well.  We  need  an  approach  which 
nurtures the world and its people, not just an enabler of an elite.

This should be a stimulus to rethink - but how far? We might find that Chinese 
civilization  is  better  prepared  to  cope  with  the  real  conditions  than  can  Western 
civilization,  because  it  is  more  comfortable  with  large  organization  and  balancing 
thought and feeling, the practical and the spiritual. Perhaps the very idea of civilization 
- which can be directly linked to slavery and war and inequality -needs to be rethought. 
Remember,  we  need  changes  big  enough  to  at  least  substantially   affect  climate 
warming trends and get the nuclear genie back in the bottle.

We might be looking at a transition as powerful as from feudalism to capitalism, 
from agriculture to Industry. Or perhaps the need is not so ominous and we need some 
new  sense  of  how  to  get  increase  production  and  distribution  with  environmental 
safeguards, all tightly managed. Unclear. Through many conversations I am convinced 
that most of us are stuck, frustrated, even angry, solemn and disheartened, at just this 
point: we don’t know what to do.

We need to rethink how to more purposefully integrate humans with nature,  
returning to earlier thought, from hunter-gathers through the Greeks, the monasteries 
and into the renaissance. We need a better sense of what we are trying to accomplish. 

In the context of current major issues of climate, terrible distribution of wealth 
and poverty,  population,  threats  of  war,  the  economy and economic  thinking  have 
come to dominate the mental and anxiety landscape. One result is that the power of 
money has increased and the elite buys the politics. Politics ought to control economics, 
and politics ought to be relatively representative, and representative should be about 
people’s real desires, not those manufactured by advertising controlled by the economic 
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forces  that  are  causing  the  problems.  being  rich  implies  at  least  big  house  in  a 
neighborhood of others also rich, lots of travel, children go to good college, and lots if 
discretionary time. But at high cost to others and near complete isolation from reality 
for oneself.

Yet the possibility of greening the planet and spreading a humane culture does 
exist. The current situation, a bit more chaotic than a year ago, cries out for a vision of where we 
might go. Tech futures and more economic growth, just don’t do it. The Internet as alternative 
governance, hacker culture, share economy, grass roots are all plausible and attractive, but lack 
an aesthetic or an image of human development, and do not deal well with the question of who, 
in such a world has the power. As it is the Internet is an enabler of our better and worse 
tendencies, toward sharing and toward control. In  a recent Silicon Valley conversation I was told 
“You will have to pay for everything on the Intent, Facebook and Wikipedia. Nothing will be 
free.”

Economics dominates our conversation and we are not good at discussing history (the 
stories of what happened), anthropology (observations of how others had or still live), 
Philosophy (thoughts about who we are and how then to live). Much is being written, driven by 
the expanding awareness of crisis. Most of it is stuck on diagnosis: what ails us, rather than on 
who we are and what we should, therefore, do. 

The history of economics shows that the discussions started, with the Athenians around 
Plato and Aristotle, as a larger self-conscious reflection on the purpose of the use of land to feed 
us, and the emerging social organization to manage the whole. The Greeks called it eco (home)
+nomos (law, procedure or management. I will have more to say about the even earlier history of 
nomos, as equal distribution.) and hence eco-nomy.  “Economics”, which is the description of 
economies, came much later. The Greeks of classical times, about the time of Aristotle and Plato,  
were able to discuss the role of elites and the meaning of community good in the same 
conversation. But over time generations of later thinkers about economy reduced their thinking 
from being about the conditions of living, a pragmatic concern for the community,  to being a 
mechanical system of a few forces in quantifiable interactions. 

We frequently  hear and read that we need some sense of what is our purpose so that we 
can direct our activities meaningfully. But we get bogged down in proposals for change that are 
not integrated into a vision with other proposals.  The population is divided:

• those who want a life, security, continuity and rewarding work.
• those who want ownership that pays interest or dividends and want to push society 

towards controlled change called innovation, leaving them in control and rewarded. 
which the rich are trying to maintain and the 99% are afraid of.
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• And perhaps a third, those who are beaten and afraid,

I would like to put the emphasis in this book on the positive. The impressionist painters, for 

example, took the colorless world of 19th century, 

And filled it with color, making the bourgeoise life attractive and livable.

That is the quiet Bonnard. More vibrant the rascally Renoir’s Boating Party.
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For a deeper understanding of GardenWorld and its life  I will discuss a bit further on  the vision 
of  David Hockney, a painter, Chris Alexander Architect,  and Erich Fromm, psychoanalyst. But 
we live in darkening times and need to discuss all the trends showing the need for something like 
making a better world - from the earth through the society to the people. Probably only by 
exploring the dark side can we have the courage to search for the light.

I once taught a seminar on the psychology of creativity  at the Corcoran School of Art in 
Washington. I worked with the students to develop a perspective on creativity that would las 
their life. What we came up with was that the human (humus) rises from the earth and it caught 
in the cross winds of culture and its symbols. The symbols current in the culture only partially 
map onto our experience. The artist is the one who feels the awkwardness of that misfit,  and 
their career as an artist is struggling to make better symbols (art) while the normal person lets it 
alone. How far can we go in getting “normal” people to take their experience seriously and work 
to make their ideas a better fit? This question, how far can we go in the development of 
everyone, is critical for GardenWorld. 

The balance we have  now has led to a destructive economy hurting the environment and 
achieving an increasingly bad distribution of income and wealth. The  people are restless and the 
rich are militarizing the police. We have no vision beyond this tectonic plate balance of huge 
social forces heaved about by population and consumerism,. GardenWorld is an attempt to 
articulate a vision that is plausible, attractive and already present in the minds of all the people. 
GardenWorld is more of an intent to make our world more green, aesthetic, pacific and 
supportive of individual and community environment, and maybe a coherent believable culture, 
but not a plan. If everyone has the intent and act on it the plans will emerge but if we start with a 
plan,  that would be oppressive.

What would it take to improve the social and natural world nexus and get  us off  the path of 
catastrophe? A simple step, such as taking cars off the streets in downtown shopping areas, while 
probably enhancing, do not deal with underlying causes or the needed broad based powerful 
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interventions.. 
There is a fairly wide-spread understanding that we must deal with

• Climate (global warming, sea rise and ocean death)
• Population. (Too many people).
• Debt (unpayable, a siphon from poor to rich)
• Governance weakness (representative democracy not working, can't solve problems)
• Systematic poverty (housing job discrimination, racial markers)
• Automation (robots are owned, jobs are lost)
• Food (quality not providing health)
• Education (purpose has been lost)
• Health (poorly maintained and an environment that makes us sick)
• The use of social wealth beyond the limits of allocation through capital
• Growth, what is it? 

The problem is, the standard approach to each of these issues tends to make the others worse. 
Jobs increase pollution which increases global warming. Automation making things cheaper fails 
to deliver income to buy them. Preparation for war makes wars more likely.

And I want to add to the list, because they will be a major part of the focus here, philosophy, 
politics, economics, all from the Greeks,  all part of the modern term culture, as where problems 
arise and solutions will arise if we are to get there. I imagine a parallel book written in China, 
moving China toward a GardenWorld Vision.  As a culture they are closer than we in the West.. 
We need to learn from each other. The Chinese landscape was more hospitable to human nature 
perspectives than was the sands and rocks of the Middle East.

Economics, because it has become the normal language of social thought, the infrastructure 
of thinking about daily life, a close look at economics will pervade the book. At times it seems to 
me we would be better off without the words “economy” and “economics”, just drop it all, all of 
which makes it look like the experts are in control and making sense. We could continue to 
discuss things more specific like interest, money, investment, class, technology, trade, but not 
using the awkward vocabulary of economists such as marginalists, GDP, utility. The use of these 
words implies that the economy is a coherent understandable entity, which might be a great 
illusion. 

But I have come to a different view. That there is lots of good in the idea of “economy”, just 
that it has been coopted by those who are the supporting cast for the seriously wealthy who use 

economics as a justification to legitimate their exploitation.  “Economy” is suggestive of a 
more holistic interest and was used by Aristotle, Plato  and Xenophon for  estate 
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management. The farm or estate was the major unit of social organization and the 
writing  discusses everything: land, grain, animals, slaves, family members and relation 
to others - politics. It is an exploration of how to manage in order to produce the 
livelihood of human beings to flourish, not as mere consumers but as larger people. I 
will be discussing how we got from an holistic economics from estate management to a 
mere economics of an isolated individual, and how we need desperately to return to a 
framework for managing the globe with due respect for the needs of centralization and 
decentralization in the face of vary serious threats to the “estate” we now live  on. 

It is too early to lay out a single specific plan but it is not too early to work toward a 
vision with ideas about implementation. We need a framework that doesn’t dictate but 
provides some criteria for what the planners and implementers do. GardenWorld is not 
a plan but an intent.

The stress on the material, the shift from citizen to consumer, a shift we have almost all 
made,  avoids the deeper issues that might have to do with culture. Can a society without a 
shared comprehensive belief in the nature of reality survive? We might be living in a world 
where believe is somewhat arbitrary but essential. How to balance these legitimate concerns? 
Lots to discuss here. 

So far looks like we are fragmenting, bringing isolated individuals to the internet, or 
marginalizing the people outside the networks. We are tearing apart institutions and left with a 
soup of isolated individuals. A few large corporations and governments remain, but without 
loyalty or significant leadership. Where are the  leaders? Gates, Tim Cook, Besos, on the core 
issues? Silent, so far as I can tell.

Several other larger issues we have become aware of,  from unaided nature: asteroids, 
earthquakes, and then from aided nature, the geo-politics of war and competition, plagues and 
fires and sea rise. We know the sun will go out in a few billion years and earth has been here for 
a few billion. Our human story ends badly, later or sooner.  Should we even talk about these?
[ Douglass Carmichael 6/6/18, 4:44  PMtalk about  what ahs ben revealed by a ertin kinf 
of science, adam smith astronomy.]  As William Saroyan wrote, “Every man knows his true 
destiny, but he like his detours because they take time.”

 This above list of issues is too heavily weighed to the materialist thing-world side of our 
culture at the expense of the cultural,  political, social, educated and arts side. These are 
primarily about  relationships, self with other, self with self, self with nature - and all with all. 
David Brooks caught the spirit when he wrote “Market fundamentalism is an inhumane 
philosophy that makes economic growth society’s prime value and leaves people atomized and 

scrivcmt://94864713-C2ED-4B2D-8834-FDBA2FE7436B
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unattached.” 
We have not created a world where dealing with human issues is easy. Parents are too 

anxious to be emotionally available and take pleasure in children enough. Children can, in too 
many places, no longer be safe to go outside, leading perhaps to hyper-activeness and behavior 
stuff that in a healthy society would be taken care of through play in the park or neighborhood or 
“the woods.”. Families used to live and work together, then the wives brought lunch to the 
workers in the field, then with larger farms and factories, the home family work world was 
broken. 

Our absence of vision as to where me might try to go is paralyzing our imagination and needs 
to be understood. My writing here is based on the idea that there is already in the musings of 
most people a viable vision which I am calling GardenWorld - a mixture of nature and 
civilization driven by an intent to make the world more green, more productive of what we really 
need, and more aesthetic. A good place to grow people. 

We are all communists in our own families. No question but that we share. We could look at 
history as the extension or contraction of what is meant by “family”, whose fate  do we care 
about?

Shared culture? There is a possible shared culture in the world today: scientific attitude of 
honesty and comparison of ideas,  open interest in how things work and respect for facts,   a 
rising culture of compassion and concern  for others, a recognition that relationships are deeply 
meaningful., a belief in democracy and expertise, love of nature and life.love of life. 

From Princess Diana to the multi million person marches against the war in Iraq to concern 
for migrants and children and concern for health and parks.  When Princess Diana died in a car 
crash, the world wide reaction was powerful and nearly universal. The shock was not because 
she was rich but because she was rich and socially engaged,   a mix of aesthetic and ethical 
qualities. That something in the world’s people prepared them for that reaction did not have to be 
taught or shown, but evoked. 

What else is in us? A kind of post christian christianity in the human feeling of Christ, 
Buddha, Confucius, maybe even the open heart of Islam, and many less well-known religious 
and spiritual achievements which lead to compassion and awareness. 

 It is probably much easier to achieving social goals that are already present than to try to 
create an alignment of society to something unthought of. Social change is much easier if it 
builds on ideas and desires already thought, even desired, in many minds. But the alternative 
need may be present in the world but still present in the minds and aspirations of a large part of 
the people. There may be some hidden surprises. The most recent example as I write is the world 
wide compassion and concern for the boys rescued from the cave in Thailand. I think we have 
that intensity of concern for the rest of us, but fear of competition and getting left behind or run 
over by change keeps us from manifesting that concern in a world wide demand for better non-
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authoritarian global management.
I like the more recent work of the fairly well known architect Chris Alexander. He has shown 

a life long interest in what modules of architectural design lead people feel they are living well. 
In paying attention to the tone and feel of such spaces he came to pay attention to and gather, a 
strong collection of, early antique rugs. He wrote  that the rug makers in the 12th and 13th 
centuries were trying to create patterns of aliveness: what combination of colors, shapes and 
errors made the rugs feel most alive?

(Insert picture)

He realized that such thinking required a judgement about what felt alive. He developed a 
little experiment. Take two photographs of different architectural scenes and ask, which one is 
more alive. People make quick and near universal choices even across culture. He concluded that 
the ability to sense what is alive is highly developed in us - but not used by our culture as a 
design criteria.

The conclusion is that we can draw on this capacity of judging aliveness in our rethinking our 
economy, politics and philosophy. The fourth volume of his The Nature of Order contains great 
summaries of these ideas as a work in progress.

These limited examples raise critical issues about diversity we have to explore with better 
thinking.  But we are  not good thinkers, for example lying to ourselves when we confuse rising 
GDP with third world welfare for everyone. A rising income by a factor 2 when costs go up by a 
factor of 4 is not good. A per capita GDP driven by the rising income of the top and lowering 
income at the bottom is not good thinking. We are using military spending as a way to do Keynes 
without saying so to sustain the wrong parts of the economy, and intimidating our own 
populations  at the same time. We lie when we think we are good and they are bad. This is just 
lack of interest, lack of compassion, lack of imagination.

But lets face it, we have a weak culture  centered on consumerism and frustration, not of 
citizen, art and respect with serious interest in the world.

We create things like (I have not visited these sites so they may well be more than meets the 
eye. I am illustrating a point, not making claims about these particular realities).
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A graveyard without elementary respect.
We are prone to stories about feel good examples without taking a deeper look. “Better ways 

of growing beef.” Appeals. So we get  from Silvopasturealism, 

To my eye, this is attractive from the point of view of CO2 but - there are no people, and the 
shape of the land and trees suggests mega operations, not the work of local farmers but of 
agribusiness. The people are pushed off elsewhere. It may be OK outside the frame of the camera 
but I would like to see this tied to a village and the trees arranged in a more aesthetic way. This is 
a design issue whee money controls good initiatives that take on a sinister tendency to grow 
wealth but not people. Business wants us housed, worked and buying in small controlled areas 
that encapsulate the full cycle,  where business controls the flow cradle to grave and we are in 
the hamster cage and business - and owners - live off of the activity.

Intent informs, planning constrains.

From sunsets, spring breezes, reflections of light off of water,  buildings or landscapes – we 
all, city and country,  immigrants and Native Americans, have thousands of powerful memories 
of nature’s presence.  The same sun shines on us all. The moon still stuns. Children and artists 
are able to take the broken glass in an abandoned lot and find beauty in it. Let the green grow in 
the midst of all our circumstances with renewed interest and our care, and let well developed 
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human characters flourish! Interesting things can happen. Here is  a little gem of inspiration.

From New Yorker. May 6 2013 . 

“for the past twenty years archeologists have begun to realize that their assumptions about 
how pre-Columbian people lived in the rain forest were mostly wrong. Earlier theories held that 
the rain forest soils of Central and South America are too poor to support large populations, and 
that many areas could support only scattered hunter-gatherer tribes. increasingly, it appears that 
the Amazon jungle once harbored sophisticated farming  civilizations that cleared huge areas and 
built cities, towns, and networks of roads and canals.  Likewise, the Mosquitia of today looks 
inhospitable, but in pre-Columbian times it was probably more like a vast, tended garden, 
according to Christopher Fisher, a Mesoamerican specialist at Colorado State University. Crops, 
flowers, and fruit and cacao trees would have been mingled together, unlike monocrop 
agriculture of today, and spaced around dense housing settlements, with woods, paths, and 
shaded parks. Even the vistas were tended, Fisher said. like pyramids and large-scale monuments 
were built to be seen from a distance”,  something like Frederick Law Olmstead’s vision for 
Central Park.”

If they can do it why can’t we?

The tragedy we are in: we have seen ourselves as alien from nature by virtue of sapiens 
rather than close to nature, even as a part of it, as mammals.  This was a real struggle in social 
thought moving from the renaissance which saw humans as deeply animal like to the 
enlightenment which stressed the mechanical. The result is a series of strongly interconnected 
problems that need to be understood, and a path forward engaged.

I want to start with optimism, if not as to outcome at least as to a plausible path that would be 
attractive.

David Hockney the artist I mentioned a few pages ago, writes in his new book A history of 
Pictures, 

In the end –after you got a roof food warmth– all you can buy is beauty  what else can you 
spend money on?  

This is deeply optimistic and plausible. We can do it.The implication here is that while part of 
our working life and the income it produces, goes to necessary consumption it  then traps us in 
anxious drive for necessities. much of which  is really discretionary and not needed,  and we can 
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make better choices.   We can do what occurs to us that makes life better - and it will not usually 
be consumption based on advertising as we currently have it, but on things we can do for beauty. 
It is unfortunate that job and class position require property to make us look appropriate for the 
role. (This is the origin of the idea of property.)

I have called the goal GardenWorld because it is widely shared language about a 
realizable and attractive goal: using the natural environment to support the growing of good 
humans.

The  idea is that we are in a mess, and we need to look at what that mess is, how we got 
into this mess, and what can happen to get us out of this mess.   The goal is reintegrating people 
and nature  with  the economy as the support to the well being of the society - a perspective we 
have lost. That means rethinking economics.GardenWorld aims to bring our sense of the small 
scale decisions into alignment with larger effects. We need to keep Hockney’s perspective 
constantly in mind. To get there we need to keep renewing visions that  can  help us struggle 
harder against existing power and politics.

This is really a quite simple basis for action  and gives real leverage to rethink how we do 
things. To do this we need to rethink education and especially the opportunity and responsibility 
for self education. We need to  think of ourselves as larger, and that much of us is hidden from 
ourselves and from each other, but can be activated with a new vitality.

GardenWorld is to be greener, more productive, more attractive, less hostile world , 
a place to grow families, children, and adults who live a profoundly meaningful, less 
segregated life, more democratic and with some lucky breaks on tech such as 
sequestering, and with some serious rethinking of current economic institutions. The 
problem with populism , strong on indignation and frustration, right, left and center, is 
there is no proposed set of institutional changes. We must go further. Let me quote those 
line again from Hockney.

“In the end – after you got a roof food warmth – all you can buy is beauty  what else 
can you spend money on?”  

The truth is often simple. Try practicing Hockney’s suggestion in your own life, and 
bring this to politics and into conversations. In most of the world these things,  the 
necessities, are only acquirable through modes of work equal to or close to simple 
slavery. “You want to eat you gotta  let me pay you for some work I need.” Can we do 
better or are we trapped?
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The rest of the book will be an exploration of

• What is GardenWorld?
• What is the current state of things? (The mess, and the hopeful)
• How we got here? (The deeper history)
• What can happen now? Multiple scenarios all plausible.

With continual use if philosophy, economics and politics as a frame within each of 
these.

• Philosophy is wise thinking about how we should live.
• Economics is solid common sense about the material and social arrangements 

to support how we should live . At its best it is about the management of nature and 
people integrated together

• Politics, a test of character,  is the coping with difference of opinion as they 
arise and where harmony and balance is not possible but we need compromise rather 
than war.

I like to think of these few paragraphs as an Introduction, “let me introduce you two, 
my reader and my book,” in serious times. I tend to write as if I am in a conversation so 
I am expecting you to be present, not just scrolling looking for familiar thoughts or the 
first sentence that supports your impulse to throw the book aside, or click out of the 
screen.  I really want your participation. It is more of a studio than a lecture room. More 
informal, often not complete, but providing good leads to better thinking, even if I have 
not been able to go there yet myself.

Before moving into the main analysis I want to say a few words about the rest of the 
world, since the analysis here is mostly using western or even more narrowly US 
examples and anxieties and a very important addendum about the history of key 
words.

Word histories

I made a few parenthetical suggestions about the early form of key words in some paragraphs 
above.  Remember, we are looking for tools, leverage points, imaginations, that can help us 
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create a better future. I find  histories of key words  extremely important, showing the rich 
origins compared to the narrowness of much contemporary use. Old meaning resonate, new 
meanings feel relatively dead.  This is a long term trend.  Take for example from (Huizinga, 
Autumn of the Middle Ages.

When the world was half a thousand years younger all events  had much sharper outlines  
then now. The distance between sadness and joy, between good and bad fortune, seemed to be 
much greater than for  us: every experience had  that    of directness and absoluteness that  joy 
and sadness still have not in the mind of a child. The great  events of human life - birth, marriage, 
death - by virtue of the sacraments, basked in the radiance of the divine mystery.

I lived in Mexico in the late 60s how remember the local church and it's hourly Dells and the 
people coming in and out. Inside was music paintings sculpture carved wood scent glass 
windows. Even the poorest person felt the right to go into the space of high culture. We have 
nothing in contemporary life is like that.

Next time you are near such a church enter in, not because it is religions but because it is 
cultural and feel the impression it makes on the various parts of your body .

The word technology, now usually seen as coming from techne, Greek for craft or skill, and 

logos , meaning structure,  for earlier greeks, say 7th century BC  techne   meant engender. That 
is we do things - sex - to create the next generation. This slowly changed from the 7th to the 4th 
century BC to the creation of things, crafts, skills, arts. These clearly enhance the people who do 
them and benefit from the skills, the crafts.  But there are costs to the long centuries of 
exploration of the things that can be made ofstuff. The connection still exists between engender 
and craft. In the coal country of rural Pennsylvania I saw a T-shirt that read "minors do it 
deeper." Injuries from hot metal and broken tools, cramped postures and falling off of 
architectural projects are a major part of that history. Deaths and injuries from building and 
manufacturing are still common.. Worst are the technologies of war. Read Silas Marner for an 
example of a person crippled by spinning wool.  I once was a consultant to the International 
bricklayers Uninion and in visiting rural brick  locals  enjoyed their pride in the photo albums 
they kept of great projects and brickwork.

So I want to go into the origins of a few more of these key words.  I do suggest mulling these 
over as they contain hints of a new kind of world for us.

Words evolve meaning and the history tells us about what motivated the word’s earlier use, 
and what happened to that over time. Often the early meaning still has an effect on modern 
readers of these words, but work unconsciously.

Let me start with one that is more curious than relevant. The word cosmos. 
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For  most of us and all the way back to the Athenians of the classical period, cosmos meant 
the larger frame of all existence, just a little more than the universe, a word with a   latin origin.  
But cosmetics also comes from this word? How is it possible? Cosmos, in the earliest Greek, 
mean the pattern of silver studs embedded as decoration on a horse’s collar. We can see how the 
word could be used to point out constellations of stars;  “see the cosmos!”, and from there to 
name the container of those stars, or perhaps all the stars together, the cosmos. But the pattern on 
the horse’s collar is also a necklace. Hence a short step to enhancement, to cosmetics. These 
shifts remind us of h power of experience in the world of early humans - and us.

The word that most shook me when I discovered its origin  is capital. We all use the word, 
but no one I asked knew where it was from. It comes from cap, latin for head, and used as in “w 
new head of cattle,” which we sill use today. So capital come from the birth, production of a new 
calf, and the question tha was ok, who owns it, what can be done with it.Let me quote some of 
the easily accessible on line wikipedia entry on cattle. 

Cattle  … was borrowed from Anglo-Norman catel, itself from medieval Latin capitale 
‘principle sum of money, capital’, itself derived in turn from Latin caput ‘head’. Cattle 
originally meant movable personal property, especially livestock of any kind, as opposed 
to real property (the land, which also included wild or small free-roaming animals such as 
chickens — they were sold as part of the land).[9] The word is a variant of chattel (a unit 
of personal property) and closely related to capital in the economic sense.[10] The term 
replaced earlier Old English feoh ‘cattle, property’, which survives today as fee (cf. 
German: Vieh, Dutch: vee, Gothic: faihu).

The key insight for me is that capital is what comes form breeding,  managed sexual 
encounters, creating new wealth (remember the early use of techne). Creating that wealth was a 
key part of early life, from the hunter gathers who foraged for  the fruits of nature, nuts fruits, 
fish, frogs, turtles, rabbits, birds, roots and seeds… and on to early agriculture. Cattle came at the 
point in time where hunting was slowly (a thousand years) replaced by herding. 

The only question was, who owned it. Well, there are other questions: how to breed, feed, 
and care for cattle/capital. Aristotle said that money couldn’t breed so interest (the greek and 
romans used the same word for interest as offspring tokas) was not reasonable since it did not 
sexually reproduce itself. 

You can see why I say that early economy was organic and about reproduction. Think that 
capital is increase through the magic of managed sexuality, one of the greatest mysteries of the 
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universe., and still felt as such. Often when entrepreneurs talk of what they are doing I seem to 
see a misty spiritual look  because they feel they are engaging with the dopest mysteries of the 
universe.

I hope you can sense why it is important to feel through what an society is from these points 
of view.

Since it is so important to rethinking economics for GardenWorld, a bit more on capital. 
Quoting from the online Etymological Dictionary

capital (adj.)

early 13c., "of or pertaining to the head," from Old French capital, from Latin capitalis "of 
the head," hence "capital, chief, first," from caput (genitive capitis) "head" (from PIE root 
*kaput- "head"). Meaning "main, principal, chief, dominant, first in importance" is from early 
15c. in English. The modern informal sense of "excellent, first-rate" is dated from 1762 in OED 
(as an exclamation of approval, OED's first example is 1875), perhaps from earlier use of the 
word in reference to ships, "first-rate, powerful enough to be in the line of battle," attested from 
1650s, fallen into disuse after 1918. Related: Capitally.

A  capital letter "upper-case latter," of larger face and differing more or less in form (late 
14c.) is so called because it stands at the "head" of a sentence or word. Capital gain is recorded 
from 1921. Capital goods is recorded from 1899.

A capital crime or offense (1520s) is one that involves the penalty of death and thus affects 
the life or "head" (capital had a sense of "deadly, mortal" from late 14c. in English, as it did 
earlier in Latin).

early 15c., "a capital letter," from capital (adj.). The meaning "city or town which is the 
official seat of government" is first recorded 1660s (the Old English word was heafodstol; 
Middle English had hevedburgh). For the financial sense see capital (n.2).

capital (n.2)

1610s, "a person's wealth," from Medieval Latin capitale "stock,
[The term capital] made its first appearance in medieval Latin as an adjective capitalis (from 

caput, head) modifying the word pars, to designate the principal sum of a money loan. The 
principal part of a loan was contrasted with the "usury"--later called interest--the payment made 
to the lender in addition to the return of the sum lent. This usage, unknown to classical Latin, had 
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become common by the thirteenth century and possibly had begun as early as 1100 A.D., in the 
first chartered towns of Europe. [Frank A. Fetter, "Reformulation of the Concepts of Capital and 
Income in Economics and Accounting," 1937, in "Capital, Interest, & Rent," 1977]

In current anthropology and early history the story is showing itself to be even more 
complicated. In Goetzmann’s terrific book, Money Changes everything shows that in Macedonia 
5000 BC the exponential growth of cattle was already understood, along with contracts, interest, 
and complex accounting.

The depth of reliance on cattle as core to the economy, and hence to the culture, is articulated 
in Seaford Money and the Early Greek Mind and Mcinerny’s The Cattle of the Sun - cows and 
culture in the world of the ancient Greeks. The moden - cows, grain, land, railroads, stockyards 
(stock as in stock-market!)

Economics relies heavily on markets in countable units: grain most obviously, can be 
divided, weighed, stored. Most consumer products however cannot. Novels, movies, vacations.

The word economy, crucial here, is well known as eco = household + nomos = law - at the 
time of Aristotle’s and Xenophans books with that title, meaning managment. Eco-nomy was 
thus estate management. Have to be careful here. We have two words, economy,  the complex 
thing, and economics, the science of that thing.  I dealt with economy already in The intriduction. 
What is key is that it contains equal distribution early. nomia, which is then evolves to  
management. (Nomos). As usual the shift is from value rich to more value neutral (the word 
management is not entirely neutral as it implies organization and hierarchy and an implicit stated 
goal.)

Personal property is fascinating. Need to take them one by one
Personal

person (n.) from the onlin etymological dictionary.early 13c., from Old French 
persone "human being, anyone, person" (12c., Modern French personne) and directly 
from Latin persona "human being, person, personage; a part in a drama, assumed 
character," originally "a mask, a false face," such as those of wood or clay worn by the 
actors in later Roman theater. OED offers the general 19c. explanation of persona as 
"related to" Latin personare "to sound through" (i.e. the mask as something spoken 
through and perhaps amplifying the voice), "but the long o makes a difficulty ...." Klein 
and Barnhart say it is possibly borrowed from Etruscan phersu "mask." Klein goes on to 
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say this is ultimately of Greek origin and compares Persephone.

In legal use, "corporate body or corporation having legal rights," 15c., short for person 
aggregate (c. 1400), person corporate (mid-15c.). The use of -person to replace -man in 
compounds and avoid alleged sexist connotations is recorded by 1971 (in chairperson). 
In person "by bodily presence" is from 1560s. Person-to-person first recorded 1919, 
originally of telephone calls.

The concept of person is highly dynamic and we need to rethink its deepest meanings. 
GardenWorld needs to be aligned with the way humans really are.The very idea that it is a mask 
means it hides some reality. Rilke in the Notebooks wrote that he came into a square late at night 
and started a girl sitting by the fountain, who raised her head to see who was coming, “the first 
time I ever saw a human face without a mask,” In gardenworld people will still wear masks. 
David Brooks, himself struggling with what to believe, wrote an op ed  about person.. Several 
key passages:

Moreover, most actual human beings are filled with ambivalences. Most political activists I 
know love parts of their party and despise parts of their party. A whole lifetime of 
experience, joy and pain goes into that complexity, and it insults their lives to try to reduce 
them to a label that ignores that…Yet our culture does a pretty good job of ignoring the 
uniqueness and depth of each person. Pollsters see in terms of broad demographic groups. 
Big data counts people as if it were counting apples. At the extreme, evolutionary 
psychology reduces people to biological drives, capitalism reduces people to economic self-
interest, modern Marxism to their class position and multiculturalism to their racial one. 
Consumerism treats people as mere selves — as shallow creatures concerned merely with 
the experience of pleasure and the acquisition of stuff….. (He quotes) Back in 1968, Karol 
Wojtyla wrote, “The evil of our times consists in the first place in a kind of degradation, 
indeed in a pulverization, of the fundamental uniqueness of each human person.” That’s still 
true.

He then  make a serious mistake

Personalism starts by drawing a line between humans and other animals. Your dog is 
great, but there is a depth, complexity and superabundance to each human personality that 
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gives each person unique, infinite dignity.) 

Humans are more like animals and our humanity springs from the caring which animals have for 
offspring and, as youtube videos make clear, react often with great problem solving skills, to the 
pain of others cross species.)  He continues:

The crucial questions in life are not “what” questions — what do I do? They are “who” questions 
— who do I follow, who do I serve, who do I love?… Margarita Mooney of Princeton 
Theological Seminary has written that personalism is a middle way between authoritarian 
collectivism and radical individualism. The former subsumes the individual within the 
collective. The latter uses the group to serve the interests of the self.

Personalism demands that we change the way we structure our institutions. A company that 
treats people as units to simply maximize shareholder return is showing contempt for its own 
workers. Schools that treat students as brains on a stick are not preparing them to lead whole 
lives.

The big point is that today’s social fragmentation didn’t spring from shallow roots. It 
sprang from world-views that amputated people from their own depths and divided them into 
simplistic, flattened identities. That has to change. As Charles Péguy said, “The revolution is 
moral or not at all.” 

Sorry for the long quote but it makes the point that thee is broad consideration of these issues in 
society.

Property. What is proper to show a man’s rank in society. 

We still use this: “are you dressed properly for the party?” “That is not appropriate?” That is not 
a proper way to eat. Property then was a sign in society of who you were. Most societies have 
rules more or less explicit, about who can wear what and when.  The penalty for wearing the 
wrong hat, cloak or sword could be death in some societies. Moving from social sign to property 
as a thing took a while.

The word private comes from latin, to remove from the public sphere. 
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John Locke, whose tortured logic has created our own legal regime around property,  in the 
early 1600’s proposed. in justifying private property, that individuals wondered in nature and 
then acted to possess something and this made it theirs. It is hard to understand but in early times 
there was no “individual wandering around.” Even the idea of private property is devious. The 
original latin meant “remove from the pub;ic”. (From Latin prīvātus (“bereaved; set apart from”), 
perfect passive participle of prīvō (“I bereave, deprive”), from prīvus (“single, peculiar”). That 
is, death from the group. What is private is a death and the state bereaved. Long way to the 
modern meaning.

From the Online Etymological Dictionary{
1590s, “private citizen,” short for private person “individual not involved in 

government” (early 15c.), or from Latin privatus “man in private life,” noun use of the adjective; 
1781 in the military sense, short for Private soldier”one below the rank of a non-commissioned 
officer” (1570s), from private (adj.).private (adj.)

late 14c., “pertaining or belonging to oneself, not shared, individual; not open to the public;” 
of a religious rule, “not shared by Christians generally, distinctive; from Latin privatus “set apart, 
belonging to oneself (not to the state), peculiar, personal,” used in contrast to publicus, 
communis; past participle of privare “to separate, deprive,” from privus “one’s own, individual,” 
from PIE *prei-wo-, from PIE *prai-, *prei-, from root *per- (1) “forward, through” (see per).

So private property is a social sign removed from the public (losing its status as a sign) and 
beconing a dead thing, no life int the community. This whole piece of thinking is got to be core 
to the legl structure of GardenWorld

Money often  treated as obscure in origin comes from the name of the treasury below the 
Parthenon in Athens, the Moneda, the building where  deposited  tax collections were stored . 
The slow recognition that a piece of paper with marks on say the number of urns of olive oil, or 
bags of grain could itself be traded, too a long time. Goetznann’s Money Changes Everything has 
lots of very important history.  

Since we think of individuals1, we need some examination of that history. 1640’! So, a late 

1 early 15c., "one and indivisible, inseparable" (with reference to the Trinity), from 
Medieval Latin individualis, from Latin individuus "indivisible," from in- "not, opposite 
of" (see in- (1)) + dividuus "divisible," from dividere "divide" (see divide (v.)). Original 
sense now obsolete; the word was not common before c. 1600 and the 15c. example 
might be an outlier. Sense of "single, separate, of but one person or thing" is from 
1610s; meaning "intended for one person" is from 1889.
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comer, and causing lot of contemporary conflict. Margaret Thatcher remember said there is no 
community, only individuals. Individuals are treated as the source of the productive society, 
forgetting that knowledge and action are group, not individual achievements. Newton said “If I 
appear to have achieved anything it is because I stood on the shoulders of giants.” Robert Merton 
has a very intriguing book with that title about Newton’s sources.

Philosophy, love of wisdom unfortunately reduced to epistemology and logic.
Politics Theory of organizational mangement of serious conflicts in the community, the polis.

Feudalism. From feudal, meaning farm.  from Medieval Latin feudalis, from feudum "feudal 
estate, land granted to be held as a benefice," of Germanic origin (cognates: Gothic faihu 
"property," Old High German fihu "cattle;" see fee). Feudal

(Again note the importance of cattle in early economies.)

The most widely held theory is put forth by Marc Bloch.[14][15][16] Bloch said it is related 
to the Frankish term *fehu-ôd, in which *fehu means “cattle” and -ôd means “goods”, implying 
“a moveable object of value.”[15][16] When land replaced currency as the primary store of 
value (Italics minde. DC., the Germanic word*fehu-ôd replaced the Latin word beneficium.[15]
[16]But the word goes on to morph into federal, as in the US  federal system, federation.

I hope these give a feel for the change from gathering to agricultural and the origin of origin 
of key modern concepts that just may  suggest new ways of thinking about our time and its 
possible futures. 

Many more interesting word histories are given on my webpage at https://
carmichaelconversation.com/key-words/

Next  a brief discussion of other relevant frameworks of analysis, and then I will give a 
picture - we all have many - of where we are now in history.

China

China is obscuring its own past by its heavy reliance on western approaches 

individual (n.)
"single object or thing," c. 1600, from individual (adj.). Meaning "a single human 

being" (as opposed to a group, etc.) is from 1640s. Colloquial sense of "person" is 
attested from 1742. Latin individuum as a noun meant "an atom, indivisible particle," 
and in Middle English individuum was used in sense of "individual member of a 
species" (early 15c.).
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to tech and economy. The drive in china has been to recover form what it took as 
it humiliation in the loss of control of its borders and institutions  through 
western incursion.  Without this destructive ego driven West China might show, 
and I think still does, a fundamentally different approach to life than the west. 
The west is predominantly self vs object, inner vs outer, feeling vs  mehcanical 
rationality. The Chinese are less black and white, all or nothing, more aware of 
flow rather than fixity. Look at Chinese architecture, the construction of houses 
and pubic buildings of wood, flexible, can be taken down, replaced, re-
constituted. The West builds solid, monumnetal thick walls of stone and contrete 
and later of steel. It just might be that the Chinese way retains more of a feel for 
life, hmanism, subtlty than does te west. If so, we ve a lot to learn. It just may be 
that the Chinese world view is a better approach to climate, population and 
political power. I recall a wonderufl phrse “In China the people are in the forests 
and mountains and the emperor is far away. This is the condition for strong local 
initiatives among people who know each other.

______________
Shards  for Introduction - fragments from past drafts worth keeping but not 

organized. Shards are pieces of broken pottery  that don’t (yet) fit with others to make a 
whole.

————————
 
A civilization, we realize, is more mind than material. Think about that. Though we 

might ponder the origin of the world material in mater, latin mother, the nexus that 
holds us, the conditions of our survival. And mind? Bruno Snell’s The Discovery of the 
Mind is a great narrative.

———
  —————
Half of all americas live alone and loneliness kills. Commerce teaches us that if we 

have a couch and a TV and a pizza delivery we are full participants in society. The 
illusion of full participation extends from the TV into the culture of the computer 
screen.

——————————
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This book is exploring the possibilities and necessity for a reintegration of humans 
with nature. Very hard to do in a highly populated urban technoid civilization where 
people are being assimilated into the digital hierarchical master slave world of robots. I 
can imagine that, with driverless cars, many acres of parking lots, parking garages, 
driveways and lanes in roads no longer needed open up a large amount of land to 
repurpose. But I cannot yet imagine the governance, the communities, the education, 
the supporting belief systems necessary to cope such changes, much less with climate 
change, inequality and ennui. 

————————
 
 In  order to cope we need a vision of where, with effort, we can get to. The current 

view is that we are past the point of preventing climate change and now have to live 
with it. All serious scenarios start with the idea that voluntary collaboration among 
states is very unlikely given human and political dynamics, mostly in the form of trying 
to hold on to what people and institutions have and not willing to risk change. That 
means that what is more likely is a centralized global organization along the lines of 
Hobbes’ Leviathan: the power to enforce being 100% centralized across all existing 
states. 

Another scenario held consciously by elites and , is a world wide business 
consortium that manages the problem and just happens to counter the tendency of the 
states to take over the process.. But individual business interests that conflict with each 
other make serious coordination a long shot.

A third possibility is a more grass roots organization that emerges worldwide in 
resistance to increases rewards to the rich and degradation of the environment and the 
living conditions of the majority. The threat of violence from the majority would 
imposes constraints on business. The grassroots possibility is more democratic, closer to 
local problems and opportunities, and is probably preferred by those who have thought 
through the possibilities. That the grass roots contains lots of potential for local militias 
and mafia-like tradeoffs has to be considered. GardenWorld, while important in all 
three scenarios, is more in tune with the third: more democratic, more interesting, more 
creative, requiring more from us - and leave the species better organized than the more 
centralized authoritarian models.

——————
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Basically our population is threatened ecologically, socially and economically. Many 
small solutions are proposed - do they add up? No, bu they are suggestive and without 
them big solutions would turn more authoritarian. 

______________
This book hopes to take our thinking out of the box of our current predicament. It 

must, if it is to be useful, touch on many a raw nerve of existing privileges and 
inclinations. Society needs to be different and our smaller pesonal lives need to be 
different. We will need to rethink politics, economics and philosophy. While there will 
be serious sacrifices that will affect the way we live and our expectations for the future, 
hopefully we can say “Hey, this is really good. We Should have been doing this all 
along.”

______________
Most people, I think, have a vision and would prefer a green living environment to a 

private space filled with consumer-goods. In many interviews I did starting in the 
1980’s what surprised me from the earliest was a fairly articulate concern for the 
environment, its health in relation to ours and its attractiveness in relation to our feeling 
of well being in the world. There were no public polls yet asking these questions and 
yet the fairly widespread public opinion seemed well informed and fairly wide spread, 
a desire to live in nature and in civilization. This sounds contradictory but if we look at 
what people actually do or want to do it is to cycle back and forth between the two. The 
very idea of “vacation” is to “vacate” the hierarchy and experience clean air and 
freedom from schedule. Anthropology is increasingly articulate about early society 
cycling back and forth between winter close groupings when food is based on storage 
and spring- summer dispersal when game and grain, fish and birds support life in the 
countryside. I call this vision GardenWorld: the balance between civilization and nature, 
the blend of urban, rural and wilderness. To achieve this in a crowded world will 
require that we do not fall for the nostalgia trap of fishing for a turn or return to rural 
living, but require a very good use of technology and a supporting mix of governance 
and investment consistent with GardenWorld while frustrating concentration of wealth 
and the further development of cynical anti-social institutions, such as the big banks 
and oil companies.

—————————
Since we all want to live in a combination of nature and civilization why don't we 
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use out wealth to go there? 
—————————————

Simply imagine living in the country in good seasons and in the cities in cold and 
rainy or brutally hot seasons. I am calling this alternative, which I think is possible and 
attractive and could be successful GardenWorld. I have tried it out “GardenWorld“ with 
many people for more than a decade and find that people get it because they already 
have it. People already believe in this combination. They remember the words years 
later, and ask me “How is GardenWorld coming?”

————————
GardenWorld will be the result of many actions across all societies responding 

creatively to climate and quality of life issues. Somewhere between the hanging gardens 
of Babylon, Central Park in Manhattan, my great aunt’s kitchen garden and apple pies, 
the spaces between the monasteries in Kyoto, greenhouses, wall gardens, and especially 
the intent to make green, productive and attractive, even with urgency in the world’s 
difficult places: far north, far tropical, far dessert - Kids making a soccer field, adults 
drinking tea under a small patch of shade, parents with babies - are also part of 
GardenWorld. Under the frustrations of climate change and migrations, these are some 
of the key beneficiaries of GardenWorld efforts. Enlisting their participation will be 
crucial. Our social morale and morality will collapse if we abandon a significant part of 
the population.

————————
 I want you to take me seriously because we are having a conversation about needed 

change. This cuts deeply into our image of who we are, as a species, as living in modern 
times, as well intended. 

—————————
 This book has the working title GardenWorld Politics. I played with calling it 

GardenWorld: its economics, politics and philosophy., but while I believe economics is 
central now, the task of getting there will be more political and require much of us. 
maybe even more from philosophy, the discussion of what it all is and what is it for. 
Economics likes to look for equilibrium and harmony, the intersection point in supply 
and demand. Politics is really different. It looks for how to resolve differences by threat 
of force (after the vote it must be accepted or you are breaking the law and subject to 
fine or arrest.). We are quite ignorant of politics, having spent so many conversations on 
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economicsUnchanged ourselves from citizens and to consumers and entrepreneurs.
—————

Commerce connoted civil transactions between individual merchants and 
consumers and was not, by and large, used in the aggregate sense. Moreover, it was not 
just that early modern thinkers rarely referred to an economy, either national or 
international. Rather, their emphasis was much more on specific phenomena—the 
interest rate, for example—than on an overarching system by which the pieces fit 
together. from Margaret Schabas. The natural origin of Economics. The shift is 
important because shifting to the abstract made it easier to avoid the political 
implications of economic policy And those supporting a hands-off policy.

——————————
This book starts with three main chapters to provide a fulsome overview. I use the 

framework for strategic consulting, and it works well. 
————

 This will require also talking about technology , Income, quality of life, culture, , 
even a touch of religion (or perhaps it is all religion, a way of tying things together, a 
shared project in culture and meaning making).

The shift from a mechanical to a human as the substance of the universe seems to me 
to integrate a lot of my thinking and it becomes a big task - to wean people off of 
materialism (mother) and onto human (from humus, earth). At the core of that shift is 
toward the appreciation of what is alive, to see it, to create it, to appreciate it, to involve 
others in it. Alive here does not mean the standard biology of aliveness it means 
noticing that all things arouse us, some more than others, and to live in that arousal. 
Aliveness is found in the relationship between seeing and being seen. All objects can do 
this - arouse some state in us. They are not dead - ony our eroies about them are about 
them as presumed dead things..

My view is trying for the long range, what wise people have thought about since the 
gatherings around the fire: who are we , what should we try to become, as individuals 
and as a community and as a species. The issue is not just remaking the institutions, but 
remaking ourselves. A good society does not focus on producing wealth, but on 
producing people. The immediate climate, economic and political crisis seems to 
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swamp everything. It is striking that economics and politics come directly from the 
Greeks in a critical reflection on their effectiveness for human life they called 
philosophy. We need advances in all three. 

We seem to be really stuck on how to channel the despair of humanity about climate 
change into doing something about it. The severe problem is that people cannot see a 
path forward. It is not stupid to stay in a leaky canoe if there is not another canoe. That 
is where most people are.There is a huge gap between the phenomena of climate 
warming, and any attractive outcome. We are already in the period of environmental 
and social degradation. We will, either forced to or by choice, rethink our politics, our 
economy, and out philosophy. I am hoping that what I write here is useful to others who 
are helping to do so. i am not providing answers but ideas and perspectives that might 
lead us and colleagues to experimental paths of experimentation.

But there needs to be a goal and I am calling that GardenWorld, a balance between 
the best green practices and the best civilizational designs.

I cannot stress enough how valuable it is to write out one’s own thinking about the 
key issues of the day. And each day I had to discover where I was wrong. I am aware 
that there are so many writers, so many thinkers. This is my attempt to make sense of 
what I can read and discuss for myself, and to share with others in conversations 
supported by a website..

 
From Against the Grain
Once cereals became established as a staple in the early Middle East, it is striking 

how the agricultural calendar came to determine much of public ritual life: ceremonial 
ploughing by priests and kings, harvest rites and celebrations, prayers and sacrifices for 
an abundant harvest, gods for particular grains. The metaphors with which people 
reasoned were increasingly dominated by domesticated grains and domesticated 
animals: “a time to sow and a time to reap,” being “a good shepherd.” There is hardly a 
passage in the Old Testament that fails to make use of such imagery. This codification of 
subsistence and ritual life around the domus was powerful evidence that, with 
domestication, Homo sapiens had traded a wide spectrum of wild flora for a handful of 
cereals and a wide spectrum of wild fauna for a handful of livestock. I am tempted to 
see the late Neolithic revolution, for all its contributions to large-scale societies, as 
something of a deskilling. Adam Smith’s iconic example of the productivity gains 
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achievable through the division Once cereals became established as a staple in the early 
Middle East, it is striking how the agricultural calendar came to determine much of 
public ritual life: ceremonial ploughing by priests and kings, harvest rites and 
celebrations, prayers and sacrifices for an abundant harvest, gods for particular grains. 
The metaphors with which people reasoned were increasingly dominated by 
domesticated grains and domesticated animals: “a time to sow and a time to reap,” 
being “a good shepherd.” There is hardly a passage in the Old Testament that fails to 
make use of such imagery. This codification of subsistence and ritual life around the 
domus was powerful evidence that, with domestication, Homo sapiens had traded a 
wide spectrum of wild flora for a handful of cereals and a wide spectrum of wild fauna 
for a handful of livestock. I am tempted to see the late Neolithic revolution, for all its 
contributions to large-scale societies, as something of a deskilling. Adam Smith’s iconic 
example of the productivity gains achievable through the division of labor was the pin 
factory, where each minute step of pin making was broken down into a task carried out 
by a different worker. Alexis de Tocqueville read The Wealth of Nations sympathetically 
but asked, “What can be expected of a man who has spent twenty years of his life 
putting heads on pins.” 25 If this is a too bleak view of a breakthrough credited with 
making civilization possible, let us at least say that it represented a contraction of our 
species’ attention to and practical knowledge of the natural world, a contraction of diet, 
a contraction of space, and perhaps a contraction, as well, in the breadth of ritual life.

I want to emphasize the greek idea of equal distribution and also the ideas of 
Charlemagne. It was in 787 that a truly amazing order was issued under the heading 
Capitulare de Litteris Colendis, requiring the clergy to use their facilities to teach 
reading and writing to members of the community. These are the words that matter 
most in this Capitulare: “Take care to make no difference between the sons of serfs and 
freemen, so that they may come and sit on the same benches to study grammar, music, 
and arithmetic.”

We have built a world where who counts are the ambitious who got rich , not the 
persons of good will and kindness. GardenWorld is about sex and children and parents 
and food and flowers and  art and culture and reflective adults who appreciate being 
alive and do not regret teir hating lived..

—————
Aristotle writes:
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The true politikos is supposed to be a man who has concerned himself with 
particular care with the nature of Arete (virtue, more or less -DC), for he wishes to make 
the citizens good and law-abiding men. As an example of this we have the lawgivers of 
the Cretans and Lacedaemonians, as well as any others of the kind there may have been. 
And if this inquiry belongs to political science, clearly its pursuit will be in accordance 
with our original plan. But clearly the Arete that we must study is human Arete; for we 
were in search of human good and human happiness.

And by human Arete we mean not that of the body but of the soul; and happiness 
we also call an activity of the soul. Now if this is so, the politikos clearly must know 
something about the psyche, just as the man who is to heal the eyes or the body as a 
whole must know something about the eyes or the body. All the more so, since political 
science is more honorable and better than medicine.

And even among physicians the better ones labor hard at acquiring knowledge of 
the body. The politikos, therefore, must study the psyche; and he must study it with 
these objects in view, and to the extent that is sufficient for the purposes of his inquiry. 
(Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics I, ch. 13, 1102a 8–25. This is Voegelin’s own translation 
from the Greek)

———————

Garreau, Joel in his Radical Ecolution

slavery is important to understand. In early societies slaves were really prisones of 
war,  too valuable to kill.  It might be that two thirds of the population in the whole 
world of say 500 bc were slaves.  Our vision through the terrible racist slavery if the 
americas gets in the way of seeing thta writets like aristotle had slightly more humane 
view, and thta our current state of split between ownership and wages makes a wage 
based life look sonewhat like slavery.

see the penetrating and scary book Guy Deboard The Society of Spectacle. Much 
more powerful than The Medium is the Message., but close
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see The balanced sober book about China, more optimistic by a little than the title 
suggests. Destined for War  Can America and China escape he Thucydian trap? Grahem 
Allison.(a strong power confronts one that will overtake it.)

Note that all three of these words, philosophy, economics and Politics come from 
Athens in the th c b.c.

early christianity, the monasfteries.

as self-sufficient, above the production and exchange of physical goods (in contrast 
to themodernbourgeois),andontheotherthosewhomust engage in this production or 
exchange.

we have an economy that  is  oriented towards making the rich richer and  doesn’t 
need everyone to do it. hence the marginalized, which will get worse as money is used 
to protect the favored locations for rich enclaves under climate change. the marginalized 
will become the excluded. unless the serious problems of climate, inequality, weak 
governance all come together and break the society apart and, in coping, everyone  
finds a role.  for example  ghetto land and buildings cease current absentee ownership 
and local efforts accrue to those who make the maginalized. it will be rough, but 
currently white privilege and lets face it Asian privilege are destructive for everyone’s 
psyche. 

Charlemagne

Staying in a leaky canoe is not crazy 
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if you do not have an alternative canoe.
It might be that we cannot solve our problems but have to live and die with them. In 

2015 I asked a CEO as we discussed climate and society what he thought. “Doug, would 
you rather keep going as we are now and collapse in fifteen years, or to try to change 
our basic arrangements and collapse now? “ A few years ago I wrote “Staying in a leaky 
canoe is not crazy if you do not have an alternative canoe.”

We need an image of where we could evolve to, starting in the very near future, 
 that’s positive, if we pull away from industrialization and consumerism, from 
militarization, securitization, and all the fruits of mistrust. 

on contempt of elites. book.
dan balz
The Washington Post · by Dan Balz · May 10, 2018

Smicker recalled that many of those he encountered were mad, fed up with the state 
of things. “This is my observation, it is not necessarily my belief,” he said as he 
described their motivations. “Number one, they said minority political people have 
been well taken care of. Small business and working people have been identified as the 
source of income to take care of those people.”

He relayed a conversation he had with one local resident during the campaign. “He 
said the American dream of a house, the car that drives down the road that doesn’t have 
something falling off of it, two kids and being able to go out on Friday night and eat 
someplace other than a fast-food restaurant is disappearing,” Smicker said. “Unless you 
were there, you have no idea the emotion they gave. At first, I just thought it was a 
casual thing, and then it became a flood.”

He continued on the theme of the downward mobility that many workers in the area 
had experienced. “People have jobs,” he said. “But you have to understand something. 
A lot of those jobs have gone backward. . . .They are still working but they went down.”

 
 picture of civil war cemetary
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A pre-Civil War cemetery is surrounded by farms and a two-lane road near Freeport, 
Ill.

the picture from silver cattle.

 ————————
Proto-Indo-European root meaning "assign, allot; take."

It forms all or part of: agronomy; anomie; anomy; antinomian; antinomy; 
astronomer; astronomy; autonomous; autonomy; benumb; Deuteronomy; economy; 
enumerate; enumeration; gastronomy; heteronomy; innumerable; metronome; namaste; 
nemesis; nimble; nim; nomad; nomothetic; numb; numeracy; numeral; numerator; 
numerical; numerology; numerous; numismatic; supernumerary; taxonomy.

It is the hypothetical source of/evidence for its existence is provided by: Greek 
nemein "to deal out," nemesis "just indignation;" Latin numerus "number;" 

———————

From Hesiod approx 900 BC
Little concern has he with quarrels and courts 
who has not a year's victuals laid up betimes, 
even that which the earth bears, Demeter's grain.When you have got plenty of that, 

you can raise disputes and strive to get another's goods. 
But you shall have no second chance to deal so again: nay, let us settle our dispute 

here with true judgement which is of Zeus and is perfect. For we had already 
divided our inheritance, but you seized the greater share and carried it off, greatly 
swelling the glory of our bribe-swallowing lords who love to judge such a cause as 
this. Fools! They know not how much more the half is than the whole, nor what 
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great advantage there is in mallow and asphodel (1).
(ll. 42-53) For the gods keep hidden from men the means of life. Else you would 
easily do work enough in a day to supply you for a full year even without working; 
soon would you put away your rudder over the smoke, and the fields worked by ox 
and sturdy mule would run to waste. 
___________

perspectives by incongruity.
————————
the neolithic

Biblio for intro
• Kenneth Burke
• Chris alexander
• Jean Piaget
• Erich Fromm
• Vico
• Charles scott Against the Grain
• Ernst Cassirer
• Bernard Harcourt The Illusion of Free Markets
• Freud  Civilization and its discontents.
• Tawney Aquisitive society, Religion.
• Feyerabend Abundance
• Lettvin lectures
• Pathagoras. Epicurus. Marcus Aurelius, Plato, Aristotle Xenophon
• Dante,
• Shakespeare
• Goethe

Remember that our goal is to get to and understand GardenWorld as a 
realizable and attractive vision for humanity and the planet and each other. The 
following will be the three main chapters, 

where are we, 
how did we get here, and 
what can happen,  
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and a concluding chapter on what next for us. Any organization can be 
awkward because it forces pieces in places they might not fit. 

I am going to take each of these time frames and look at them from the point 
of view of 

Philosophy
Economics
Politics. 
All three of these were formed as major ideas by the Athenians f the classical 

period, about 2500 yers ago. They represent the core of western thought, and that 
in itself needs a critique, which will come in and out of the rest of the book. I take 
the view that while we might not , in our cultural diversity, be able to get our 
god’s into the same conversation we can unite in our compassion for humans 
and find common sense in our tolerant and interested curiosity about each other.

The categories are rough and in the following chaptes there will be spill overs 
and gaps.
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Chapter Garden World what is it?

I wrote in the introduction:

GardenWorld is to be greener, more productive, more attractive, less hostile 
world , a place to grow families, children, and adults who live a profoundly 
meaningful, less segregated life, more democratic and with some lucky breaks on 
tech such as sequestering, and with some serious rethinking of current economic 
institutions. 

Reader: I want you to think of the most serious question you have had on 
your mind in the last days and ask, is this book responding to that question? 
Quality of life? Species?  Earth? Values? Dignity? Savings? Parenthood? What to 
learn? I will quote Marcus Aurelius, most thoughtful Roman:

This you must always bear in mind, what is the nature of the whole, and what 
is my nature, and how this is related to that, and what kind of a part it is of what 
kind of a whole?

We are in a period of flux. Expectations we had of the future have collapsed 
and the contemporary experience feels thin, like thin ice, insubstantial like a 
fading rainbow. 

“Postmodernity, then, ‘is what you have when the modernization process is 
complete and nature is gone for good’; without ‘the idea of nature and the 
natural as some ultimate content or referent’ there can be no sense of time, and 
we are stranded in the mega-city where glass surfaces mirror each other,”

Excerpt From: Andreas Malm. “The Progress of this Storm: Nature and 
Society in a Warming World.” iBooks. 

The purpose of this book is to provide a kind of studio for thinking,  for 
reintegrating people with the surrounding world,  integrating humans with 
nature, to remake the world so that it feels substantial. And of course a new 
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generation feels that the digitalized virtual world is also substantial. 
GardenWorld is the goal but lots of work is needed figuring out exactly what  
GardenWorld is and  the politics and economics to get us there, and the 
philosophy to guide our thinking. Especially its relation to technology and 
finance.

The problems we face and their solutions are still a bit vague - more-so the 
solutions than the problems, but both require refinement. Whether the world 
falls apart, or hangs together, GardenWorld would be helpful. It is, as the 
futurists say, robust across scenarios. We may be living toward a perfect storm: 
water depletion, economic breakdown, disease vectors on the loose, and a failure 
of government to know how to manage the complexities of technical 
penetrations in the large context of climate and wealth. We need an image of 
what we are trying to accomplish and how we want to live. Perhaps we just have 
lots of affluence and widespread success but  just are not clear about to do with 
it. I want to open up the discussion with you, looking to resonate with all our 
incomplete thoughts. 

 I think the problems and solutions lie deeper, and require more imaginative 
and passionate thinking to deal with governance weakness, automation and 
militarization all at the same time. As of now proposed solutions to each problem  
make the other problems  worse. In order to cope with the full range issues much 
has to change. I am convinced that part of what has to change is our 
understanding of the universe, what it is and our place in it. 

The Garden of Eden beckons, but we have lost our way - Waiting for Godot - 
like people milling around the gate after the flight was cancelled. We act as if we 
no longer know where we are going, and tend to drift off, one by one to nowhere 
in particular. But I think this is only on the surface – what we are willing to show. 
Hidden inside our private experience I think we have a robust image – often 
without words - of what we want from a good life. Most people, across class lines 
and national boundaries, would like to live closer to nature and civilization. Why 
do we not use our resources and technology – our wealth - to go there?

The book is based on the core idea that we have lost a public vision of the 
future. Democracy and technology no longer seem to mobilize hope, but fear. 
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And yet a direction already exists in the minds of most people, and they would 
embrace it, if were offered by the political leaders

GardenWorld is that vision, a world where advanced technology and natural 
growth are blended through design (architecture, city planning, landscape 
planning) in a robust economy of local and regional experimentation in 
restoration, development and local business initiatives. In GardenWorld health 
and education are seen as enablers of participation, and tough environmental 
regulation drives technical innovation. Doing a better job on local development 
and retrofitting for energy conservation and growing green for energy and food 
independence creates local jobs that are much harder to export. Democracy 
would expand locally. GardenWorld requires reengagement with gardens and 
agriculture, with a more creative, perhaps Waldorfian approach to education of 
young people (with Montessori and Piaget), and a fuller embrace of adult 
education, not just for skills but for attitude towards self, mind and society, with 
pleasure rather than fear in anticipating being a bit more creative, and a serious 
rethinking of politics. The democracy project is failing and even the consumer 
project  is faltering.

I am going to write  from the conclusion that the culture of things is not 
serving us well and that it is a human creation has become untethered and 
developed a momentum of its own, and we ned to reengage it as a human create 
that can be subject to our design criteria, not its own. 

GardenWorld is more of an intent to experiment, than a plan to follow. The 
idea is simply, from the window box or roof top in the inner city, through the 
malls and the suburbs, to the fringe wilderness, we should be looking for ways to 
enhance the aesthetics and the usefulness through landscape design, from the 
micro to the macro: gardens, food, parks, paths, climate amelioration through 
tree planting in hot cities.

GardenWorld is not just the sum of these practical activities but an intent to 
realize a vision. It is how we can put together a goal, with the positive potential 
of technology, capital, human lives and politics. We need to explore that these 
four things are and not rely on conventional assumptions. By vision I mean 
something like what the Impressionist painters, Monet, Renoir, Bonnard and all 
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their friends, did for the emerging bourgeoisie middle class life – enhance every 
space with color and life, mixing nature and human relationships in a new 
harmony. From the Hanging Gardens of Babylon to Central Park, the British 
estate gardens, Architectural Digest, and the impact of simply putting flowers in 
our living room – bring human relationships into a better balance with plants, as 
food and beauty, as a core design principle, throughout our entire environment. 
Even in the desert a subtle and creative arrangement of rocks can be marvelous.

I am going to quote David Hockney again. 
“I believe that painting can change the world. If you see your surroundings as 

beautiful, thrilling and mysterious, as I think I do, then you feel quite alive. I’ve 
always loved pictures; they give me ideas.”

GardenWorld is not a plan for what we should do. It is an invitation to 
creatively participate from the very local, to neighborhood, regional, national and 
global as we explore how to replace the techno-mechanical image of the 
potentialities of the use –and misuse - of our wealth with a goal of a more 
humane, democratic, organic and natural environment that can please us and 
feed us and help recover the planet for human thriving.. If this world we have 
isn’t the world you want, what do your want? As Socrates asked, “what is a fit 
life for a human being?”

GardenWorld is an integrating vision that already exists in the minds of 
most people. Most serious thinkers, such as Keyes in his paper “Economic  
possibilities for our grandchildren, ” naivly assumed that progress would lead to 
sharing the advances in production. Few foresaw that the productive benefits 
would be, through law,   tax and regulations, taken by the richest. 

I believe the vision articulated here, GardenWorld, has world wide 
application, and there are many vital experiments outside the US we can learn 
from. There is a valley I’ve heard about in India where “progress” is measured by 
the increase in biomass and the number of species of songbirds. The US is best at 
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being a beacon, not a bully, and our narrowed views of economy, democracy and 
governance and the aims of life are due for repair. 

One view of our current situation is that the West, with empires and wars, 
beginning in the 15th Century with Portugal’s intrusion into the peaceful and 
extensive trade in the Indian Ocean, and represented now by the US and its oil, 
dollars, and military, has increasingly come to be seen by the rest of the world as 
a tragic costly culturally narcissistic outrage that did not live up to its own 
values, the ones the world admires: success with participation and justice. We are 
isolated and broke. 

An alternative view is that the country is doing basically well, as we manage 
the world the US inherited at the end of WW2, and we are in a phase of 
institutional experimentation with digital tech and globalization. American 
productive power is still sound and, with the flow of money and ideas in the 
system, we can remain the most dynamic country.

The narrowing elite in the country have an increasing share of resources 
available to them, and that money is used for the exploitation of existing or 
obvious cash producing “opportunities”. There is much less money for R&D and 
worse far less for he major part of the population which lives in anxiety ansd is 
surrounded by militawrized police power.. This is not good for business, science, 
technology, wealth creation, human development nor the environment. It is not a 
a path to “Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”. The United States is not 
paying attention to “..the decent respect for the opinions of mankind.”

We need to find a way to, as the musicians say, re-mix. GardenWorld, because 
of its existing, but latent, attractiveness, in the hopes of people across class and 
national lines, is very possibly the way to re-jazz our life, and to recall that the 
Declaration says “We mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and 
our sacred Honor.”

Materialism has dominated the west since early greek thinking and continued 
through Descartes and everyone else. What is ignored is the that such a mental 
universe as materialism exists in our culture and thinking because it passes 
through humans, yet the human contribution is ignored in favor of the 
mechanical and material. Curious because the origin of the word material is in 
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matter, Latin and Greek for mother. I have taken the view that changing from a 
material based culture to a human based culture is crucial if we are to have any 
chance. 

By human based I mean a shift in attitude and understanding toward what is 
primary in the universe. This is because the problems are caused by entrenched 
interests which use the materialism (things and wealth) as the relevant frame 
rather than the well-being of people and the assumptions in their thinking. 
Materialist culture has separated itself from society as a self contained system 
that draws on the externalities from which it draws its wealth. This is 
unsustainable and unsupportable.

We force people to live in a constant game of Monopoly, on a Ouija board of 
opportunities and disasters, on a merry-go-round of mere traffic constantly 24 
hours a day. If you stop you will fall over, fail to keep up, you get run over from 
behind. We have created the condition where to not participate is to be such a 
serious loser that your health and state of mind are at risk and you become 
incapable of any art, and a loving relationship, any serious political thinking. You 
make matters worse, the shrinking economy of jobs means everyone is fearful of 
musical chairs.

The result is the merry-go-round of only including some, those who can  
contribute to the mainstream effort, in the dynamics of society. That society is 
limited in its capacity to include everyone.  GardenWorld would re-normalize 
this tendency, bringing focus back to regional and local – even backyard – 
developmental opportunities. As Jefferson wanted people to express their talents 
through having many roles in society, happenings,  making up “happiness” so 
we need more opportunities for roles and status in important and interesting 
local culture. People need to be known where they live and work, and their 
children can see their parents’ involvements. 

A single example for now. “World wide incomes are going up, so all is 
terrific”. This is often measured in average GDP (the rich incomes increase 
increase faster than the the poor decrease, on average all incomes go up. “People 
are moving to the city for jobs”. No they are pushed off the land by the police 
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and military and moved into high rise apartments. While incomes go up in the 
cities, costs go up faster).

We need to shift off of the mother breast of materialism and our dependence 
to the human humus , earth, where we have responsibility to create a sustainable 
civilization. Moving from dependence on mother to co-partnership with earth is 
a step toward maturity.

But I want to go further. Maybe the real contrast is between the mechanical 
and the living, not just the human. Life is core and when something is alive it 
wants to burst forth. The weeds in the garden, the family dog, a civilization, your 
children left alone, and your own randy self. To break out.

But that is a problem for culture because we need some sense of order and 
quiet. Hence a kind of repression. I have long thought that the change in attitude 
in children towards their own creativity is worth consideration. The young child 
- well, lets say you ask a group of second graders, “can you sing” can you 
draw?” Yes!! But ask again in the 6th grade, no hands go up. This is education. 
As if society is terrified of plenitude out of control.

Thus it is possible that much of our current culture is based on an over 
development of control and an underdevelopment of lively breaking out. An 
adult is a subdued child.

Like so many things: society, money, love, nations - they only exist if people 
believe in them. Thus all concepts are very vulnerable and the conditions of their 
existence make a substantial difference. The future we work toward should 
enable conditions of good thinking. My aim here is not to tear down - that is 
happening enough - but to think through as to what we might nudge towards 
that would be felt as positive, optimistic, giving dignity and enthusiasm to life. 
Enthusiasm. Greek for en-theus - to have a god within. The Athenian Greeks 
used the word to describe the hills people in the north who still were en-theus, 
whereas the Athenian city folk had lost that spirit. So have we. We are short on 
imagination and vital response to the challenge. Most books and symposia and 
institutes about climate have become strong on diagnosis - what’s wrong - but 
stop there. I have felt that we need now clarity about goals - vision - and some 
thinking about implementation. These have not emerged holistically but only as 
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extensions of specialist culture. - I think because “what should we do? Is so 
difficult. The changes needed, the changes major enough to make a significant 
difference - require that we give up much of what we rely on and have no clear 
image of an alternative. Most of us are pretty clear about the difficulties ahead. I 
don’t want to be trivializing, sanitizing, about this because the phases we will 
probably go through are terrifying. If there is a plausible path to the future with 
only a low probability of success - that is enough to mobilize us. 5% is not 
hopeless.

A few sentences back I slid in the word “spirit” . Spirit. If you look at 
something, like the “mouse” at your computer, it has an atmosphere, a quality a 
presence, perhaps cold, maybe lurking, waiting for my hand. Western culture 
seriously downplays this whereas I think in Japan for example people see spirit 
in everything. The worker in a factory attributes spirit to the machines, to the 
parts being worked on. We do this some, “god damn machine”, but are far less 
likely to see the positive, “ah, beautiful machine look what we made together!”, 
as another part moves out of the lathe. This is not unlike a receptivity to the 
greek gods who can manifest themselves in a moment. You are in a conversation, 
suddenly tension is felt (the impact of the words on the thinkers) and it feels as 
though the god of conflict has entered turning the twosome into a threesome. Try 
this: Imagine the gods of love and war hovering about you. How will you react? 
Which one will you seize and pull into yourself, let affect you? Ignorance of the 
soul is the dark side of monotheism.

Understanding the spirit of things, cultivating the spirit in things, is crucial to 
rethinking our spiritually bland world that has gotten us into such deep trouble. 
We do feel a spirit in things, but that spirit is dead, inert - that o what we have 
learned to feel. Instead of the greek gods, or other anthropomorphic gods, we are 
surrounded by the pull of consumer choices. This speaks to the world we have 
lost, the world we are in and the worlds we need to explore. 

Sorry to make this so difficult at the beginning, but if not now, when? My aim 
is to create a kind of work book, a studio of ideas and resources for getting to 
GardenWorld.

One deep “resource” is the ensemble of what people, you and me, believe in. 
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This requires a kind of thinking we are not used to. For example:
From Hickman
Knowing that we must find within ourselves the sustaining courage to be, to 

exist in a world bereft of any big Other is to know for the first time that one is on 
equal footing with all other creatures in this universe. This is the only true 
democracy of objects, to be free and withdrawn from all so that one can then 
enter into relations out of that solitude and freedom. Knowing one’s shared 
knowledge is bound within the network of illusions and neglect that is our lot as 
humans. All revolutionary thought starts from this inner core of solitude and 
freedom.

First off what is GardenWorld? Most writing about how to cope with the mess 
we are in has policies, but no goal beyond the proposed language of he policies: 
“More equal taxes,” “Smaller carbon footprint.”. , no vision of what kind of life 
we are trying to build and would like to participate in making beyond a better 
distributed progressive , libertarian or merely middle class achievement one 
house, one car, one spouse one and a half children plus a dog a cat a parakeet. 
These were apparently good but no longer pass the smell test.

GardenWorld is the intent to create the legal and institutional framework to 
the use of land to grow food to grow people in a civilizing and attractive 
environment, with well argued for use of technology in a vital democracy with 
engaged and interested people.

We need to be thinking of multiple system changes at the same time: Energy, 
food, land use, housing, health distribution and less transportation. These are 
obvious. Less obvious, culture, meaning, media, arts, news, relationships, need 
for more conversation. We need flexible not massive projects, since we do not 
know what will happen. . Think of a world where , with change, everyone gets 
active to cope. Chaos? Coherence? Authoritarian? Unknown at this point.

GardenWorld is the intent to create 
the legal and institutional framework 
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to the use of land to grow food 
to grow people in a civilizing and attractive environment, with well argued 

for use of technology 
in a vital democracy with engaged and interested people

GardenWorld is an answer to the question I have mulled over for a few 
decades:, “If we don’t escape, what then?” Erich Fromm talked about the ways 
our fears shut down our social imagination, but he did not explore the specifics 
of realizable society that might support freedom. GardenWorld is my project to 
explore the realizable possibilities, given our moment in history. Many new 
books and articles point in the direction of GardenWorld. It is impossible to keep 
up. If I make any claim it is to showing the existence in the minds of most people 
of a common agenda, and the need for a vision of GardenWorld to bring that 
agenda to life. 

The context of current events in which I write is dynamic and 
kaleidoscopically shifting. Our leaders have a too narrow focus on extremely 
complex events. We have been drawn into a militarized frame of mind, rather 
than facing our real problems, which would support dealing with the climate, 
environment, strengthening the people through education and health, and 
thinking about the quality of life and its distribution. Better security would 
follow. The mess on the physical side is mostly about climate, land, oceans and 
pollution and the ability of the planet to meet material needs (wants is a question 
of culture). On the social side the mess is failure of government to be able to 
address the serious problems, failure of culture to provide a meaningful if 
challenging, view of life, failure of education to provide the mind-set for serious 
thinking and good conversation. How we got here is through separating out the 
economy from society and then treating the economy as if it were society, 
separating the good for elites from the good for society What can happen is the 
difficult reintegration of economics back into society so that we can again deal 
with other humans trying to lead a quality of life for themselves, their children 
and community. We need to avoid the collapse of a livable climate, the collapse of 
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governance , and the “logic” of wars , especially with China. 
Avoiding climate collapse requires that most of us change the job we do and 

seriously reorganize our communities for survival. The good news is that almost 
all human beings are spending a good part of each day, each hour, trying to 
improve their life and can be counted on to enter in to meaningful change 
providing we make it plausible. We must work to make it not only plausible, but 
attractive, interesting, challenging, and for each person what kind of place is 
there in the effort for them. It is not crazy to stay in a leaky canoe if you are far 
from shore and the is no other canoe. We need to convince people that we are far 
from shore but that another canoe is possible.

Because economics has become, in all our conversations, the major conceptual 
frame for societal management, and that dependency has got us into so much 
trouble, we need to rethink economics “from the ground up” so to speak. So, 
more than I would like, I will be thinking about economics.

We have an economy that  is  oriented towards making the rich richer and  
doesn’t need everyone  to have work. Hence the marginalized, which will get 
worse as money is used to protect the favored locations for rich enclaves under 
climate change. the marginalized will become the excluded. unless the serious 
problems of climate, inequality, weak governance all come together and break 
the society apart and, in coping, everyone  finds a role.  for example  ghetto land 
and buildings cease current absentee ownership and local efforts accrue to those 
who make the marginalized. it will be rough, but currently white privilege and 
lets face it Asian privilege are destructive for everyone’s psyche. 

We did not take the opportunity to rethink our energy use in time to prevent 
serious global warming, sea level rise, threat to food,  and migrations. The 
window for prevention  is closed and the acute political malfunction has become 
a rapidly unfolding catastrophe. But instead of looking on this as a kind of 
inevitable part of nature it really is a counter revolutionary time. The drive in 
humanity has been toward better living and people liberated by education. But 
now the social organization is empowering a counterrevlution, narrowing 
privilege and disempowering the people.
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GardenWorld, by allowing for continuity between the built and the natural 
gives much greater scope for design and living conditions than is typical of even 
the best standard “communities” or new towns being designed now. It is not to 
design isolated “lots”, but creatively interconnected pieces of terrain. Too many 
designed communities are conspicuously framed by new roads while inside the 
whole development looks slightly abstract, as though it is still on the drawing 
board. There is no reason why a cultivated environment cannot be kind to 
technology, art, animals and plants at the same time, and therefore much kinder 
to us as well. The GardenWorld ideas have a long history in America from the 
“City on a hill”, the image of good living and cultural leadership, of early 
puritans in Massachusetts, to the realization of a natural place in Central Park.

Leo Marx while professor of history at MIT, in his still extraordinary gift, the 
1965 book, The Machine in the Garden: technology and the pastoral ideal in 
America, helped lay out the psychological and cultural issues as reflected in 
American literature when it is read deeply. Through the great American 
writers, .” He called this the “middle place” showing how deep is the American 
desire for the GardenWorld, and how reality of economic interests and perceived 
benefits kept collapsing us towards the machine world. He shows that “in 
between” the urban and the wilderness, the garden is what the real reformers 
had in mind.

William Cronon’s Changes in the land: Indians, colonists and the ecology of 
new England, showed that the New England landscape to be was founded on a 
cultivated forest where underbrush had been cleared by generations of the 
people already there, and hunting was easy (with skills). This gives us an image 
of a region-wide approach to the natural environment made hospitable to those 
who lived with it (though destroyed by those who, as the Chinese say, kan bu 
dong, “see not understand”, later discovered it without seeing it).

Captain John Smith of the Jamestown Colony, earliest of settlers, wrote that 
Americans, based on what he saw of their character, would ruin the American 
landscape rather than love it and cultivate it as a continuous garden from New 
England through the eastern seaboard to the south. Smith is an American 
original, and much more interesting than we were taught in school. A good book 
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is The American Dream of Captain John Smith, by Leo Lamay.[i]
“Showing the sensitivity of a landscape designer, Smith suggested a scheme 

for making much of America a preserve. They could carefully plan the 
landscape’s later appearance and meet the common complaint about America 
being all woods into a celebration of its possibilities as a great, natural garden. 
Occasional stands of virgin forest could serve as windbreaks, as borders of 
property, as ornaments for the tops of hills, as a natural preserve for the way 
nature was before the white man came, and simply as decorations for the terrain: 
“you may shape your Orchards, Vineyards, Pastures, Gardens, Walkes, Parkes, 
and Corne fields out of the whole peece as you please into such plots, one two 
three, foure, or six, or so many rowes of well growne trees as you will, ready 
growne to your hands, to defend them from ill weather, which in a champion 
[open land] you could not in so many ages” By the time of his last publication, 
Advertisements (1631), Smith realized with abhorrence that the colonists were 
despoiling the wilderness and that the result would be like the worst sections of 
England, but he had hoped in The General Historie (1624) to preserve at least 
part of the original state of North America’s East Coast: “her treasures having yet 
never beene opened, nor her originals wasted, consumed, nor abused” (2:411). 
Like all good social thinkers, for Smith social arrangement and an ethical view go 
together.”

“Though riches now, be the chiefest greatnes of the great: when great and 
little are born, and dye, there is no difference: Vertue onely makes men more then 
men; Vice, worse then brutes. And those [virtue and vice] are distinguished by 
deedes, not words; though both be good, deedes are best” pg 187.

Rockwell Kent, one of our more interesting painters and illustrators, in his 
This is my Own wrote about the horror of landscape abuse and political 
connivance as seen in New England in the 1930’s.

A very interesting book, not well known, is David Handlin’s The American 
Home: Architecture And Society, showing how generation after generation 
movements arose to make better sense of village and town life in America, only 
to be torn apart by wave after wave of new technology. For example, the village 
green movement whose village greens were taken for the site of the new railroad 
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stations. [ii]
The Craftsmen Movement[iii], from the 1880’s to 1914 proposed small 

cottages, “A democratic architecture for a democratic America.” These were 
attractive spaces made by a cost saving through a reasonably scaled machine 
tooling, creating highly customizable homes filled with artisan made crafts with 
color, wood furniture, and local pottery and textiles, silver and glass. The 
Craftsmen Movement was cut short by the First World War and the rush to 
money in the war’s aftermath. The same kind of war-mindedness and economic 
urgency prevents us from such creative thinking now.

Along with seeking out attractiveness in the environment there is seeking 
advantage. The city on a hill was for defense. The city on the river was for 
transportation and the city at the sea was for ports for larger scale commerce and 
war. Factories were located where waste could be dumped, agriculture where 
land was good and easy to cultivate which meant access to water and relatively 
flat, which competed with housing which sought out the same sites for easy but 
unimaginative buildings.

The result is that we live in a built landscape conflicted between the utilitarian 
and the attractive. As larger corporations have come to dominate the cityscape a 
utilitarian abstractness has become more dominant. GardenWorld is an image 
that seeks a new and friendlier blend between the utilitarian and the attractive, 
the urban and the rural, in a full spectrum, but more integrated than current 
design, which tends to fragmentation. If the worst were made more attractive 
through the addition of simple landscaping, the addition of a trellis, trees.., and 
the most attractive made more utilitarian, adding vegetable plots and paying 
attention to the weather moderating effects of local planting, and hence reducing 
energy consumption, we would already be better off.

Climate change, natural and industry induced, has social implications in the 
way the environment supports where people live, how they are to eat, their 
morale, and culture. Climate change will produce migrations and threaten 
existing relationships. Rethinking land use is in our future and we should see it 
as an opportunity. I suspect that land use is one of the key issues for the future, 
driven by new population, climate change, and much higher energy prices with 
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the trend toward local energy production – which requires land for solar or bio 
fuels. The Democratic and Republican leadership never mention this issue. Even 
“housing” goes unmentioned. The threat is so high and the fallout likely to be so 
extreme, but the living conditions for the lower half of the population are 
increasingly expensive, and there will be consequences. The hope in the “climate 
change” debate is that technical and regulatory solutions will emerge – and we 
will not have to do anything. But the reality is that increased population, energy 
costs, and climate change, will force the need for action. We need solutions. 

The promise of a better life after WW2 has not been realized. Progress for all 
turned into privilege for ever fewer in a great game of musical chairs.  The image 
of the future and the promise of progress have languished, under the pressures to 
adapt to “modernism”, through a failure of imagination, leadership, and 
resources. Both major political parties are stuck. Political attitudes are a way of 
saying “no” to the whole system when “no” is not something people can vote for.  
“Is religion a way of saying “no”?

There exists a political agenda that 80% would agree to. Not an agenda of 
mere platitudes, but deep, dealing with real issues.  It requires mixing a new 
business climate with environmental rigor, and using health and education as 
enablers. At the simplest, simply turning downward the rising curves of 
inequality and environmental degradation would be sufficient for a vast increase 
in hope.

The merry-go-round economy, 
working for those who are in it, 
but marginalizes those who are not.

 A vision is necessary to make the 80% solution come alive and be evocative. 
GardenWorld, a blend of the organic and the technological, entrepreneurship, 
and serious environmentalism, oriented for human development, is that image. 

 It may be that, given our human ability to make  complex structures 
involving  mind and the nature of a reality that contains oil and coal and seasons, 
the world we have - an over use of energy and too much population was 
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inevitable. 
There is not much to disprove this. It would require there being or having 

been a civilization that did not follow this path, but all - all - failed. The China 
that could have remained rural didn’t. The Teotihuacan that was egalitarian  and 
peace loving didn’t.

What is the state of humanity and of the planet? Lots of people, but hard to support good 
lives with a degraded planet and resources distributed badly. The dominance of hierarchy poorly 
balanced by elite morality toward the whole means that leadership and institutions are poorly 
configured to guide actual lives . Should those who are doing well be concerned about those who 
are not?  Should those who are doing badly be concerned about those who are doing well? 
Should we be concerned about future generations?  Yes, because it is who we are, not by some 
prior principle prior to life, but because it is the sum of our experience. It is us. We are too 
skeptical to believe that we should be good because of universal principles, but not so skeptical 
that we fail to believe being good to others and they to us  has come to be a central belief. It fits 
best.

Philosophy
 

Philosophy is wise thinking about how we should live. It is made up of views about 
human nature, how we judge, think and imagine and related. It is about who we are and what we 
can do - and more - about what we should, given who we are, do. 

It is crucial for redesigning economics and politics because the design should be for 
something. Who gets to live what kind of lives in the future? You wouldn’t design a jacket 
without knowing who it is for. I quoted Warnecke in the introduction. “we need to struggle to 
bring the human, as the design criteria, back into the center of design and policy.”  

The struggle is on as to what the “human” is. The conflict seems to be  between the post-
human robotization of the humans that will remain, and a move toward a more human society. 
Understanding his conflict is crucial. The philosophy we have has several negative aspects: to 
assume that man is a machine, a vast computer of 0 and 1. 

This is false. The standard image that a firing neuron is connected to an adjacent neuron in a 
mechanical way, so the firing one leads to the firing or not of the next. The place where neurons - 
which don’t touch but come close, has an intermediate fluid full of electrically changed, 
molecules and many other things such as enzymes,  that can vary infinitely an hence the firing of 
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the neuron instead of a mechanical, is biological. The dominant attitude is that the mind and its 
body  can be represented with some assumptions by a computable system. No. Because we 
cannot ahead of time set a boundary on how much “information” is contained in even the tiniest 
spaces. As in economics, the assumptions leave out possibilities - what can happen in that tiny 
space across many such spaces in the brain of a person. Just as the way people act in a market is 
mostly “normal” at time they will react very differently, for example when there is an amazing 
event such as the death of Princess Diana.

The mechanical approach through computerization and AI is the path around which most 
careers today are aligned. The resistance to changing it, even giving it up as the main view of 
life, will be difficult but essential to get out of our current suicidal path, the megacide. So we 
need will need to take a detour into human nature. Actually not a detour, but the main road.

Progress vs cycles.

The current state of society brings into question the necessity, even the likelihood,  of 
progress. But is progress actually so wonderful? Paul Valery wrote in 1900, “We later 
civilizations, we too know that we are vulnerable.” This was a shock to me when I read 
it in high school. It has continued to put an edge to all my thinking. My current thinking 
about “progress”  is pushed by recent research on the quality of life - better diet, few 
working hours - of hunter gatherers, and their obvious resistance to settlements (James 
C. Scott, Against the Grain). We of course are too formed by the goods of modern 
society to be able to become cooperative foragers, and the world is too crowded to 
escape the needs of technological supports, but that doesn’t prevent us from looking at 
other lives as preferable, even if not for us. We do not know the extent of changes in 
living that will be demanded of he next generations, but they may be extreme. It is our 
opportunity to be helpful by pointing out things that may be positive in these forced 
changes. Aristotle wrote “We can have growth without development and development 
without growth.” Instead of struggling to get more which has led to inequality and 
climate damage,  a rearrangement of what we have. Intriguing, as we are looking for 
clues to what, in difficult times, we can do.

 There have been two main views of the structure of history: progress and cycles. 
The West is strongly committed to the perspective that history is a progression: if we 
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can just keep going, things will continue to get better. We have accepted the idea that 
there is “progress”: fire, electricity, railroads, smartphones. And yet there is concern 
now that progress may have stalled. Most societies outside the West seem to have held 
on to a belief in the dominant role of cycles. Rome  believed that emperors came in 
cycles - good, mediocre, bad, good mediocre bad. I think China had a similar sense of 
emperors coming in cycles. Christian culture has only one: from God’s  creation of the 
world to his ending it. This is a true suicidal wish for a society. The Christian view of 
dominating the earth and the needs of the mission made growth seem essential. 

Our Western civilization is very materialist and technological. Often we hear that a 
new tech can save the situation. But the human side of history is largely ignored by our 
dehumanized culture.  All societies made of humans show people in roles of leadership, 
follower-ship, dominated and submissive that are easy to recognize. 

Proposition: while material culture changes and some sense of “progress” can be 
discerned (though nuclear war, surveillance culture, iatrogenic diseases, our inability to 
cope with climate and population should lead us to question this), the range of human 
types does not. The inter-generational and cross class dynamics are easy to understand 
in all societies.   Stephen  Greenblatt’s new book Tyrant is about how deeply 
Shakespeare explored these moments. (And its resonance with Trump is constantly 
present in the book but not stated.) 

Put differently: however radical the shifts in technology, the human repertoire of 
responses remains constant.  The benefits of materialism may be seductive but illusory 
if the quality of lived life of humans with each other is the goal.

All civilizations go through a rise and a fall. Anthropologists explore  how the rise 
starts and writers like Joseph Tainter have explored some of the aspects of the Fall In his 
Collapse of Complex Societies as does  Castells in his book about network induced 
collapse Aftermath. Toynbee in his Study of History uses civilizations as the unit of 
analysis (he discusses 23, most of which I had never heard of).

As a first approximation lets look at  empires (civilizations) as having three phases. 
(This is of course arbitrary,  and much is still to be said about how the phases move 
from one to the next. Eric Voegelin has written extensively about the mythic structure of 
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three part histories) The three phases are start, middle and end, or rise, stability and 
decline.)

The major human repertoire within   all society are the recognizably the same.  In the 
phase of rising:  euphoria  and awe and thanking the gods  mixed with fear of change 
and loss of the old;  a feeling of stability and smugness and superiority during the 
middle phase, and fear, dread and   scapegoating (see Rene Girard on imitation of 
desire) during decline. The phases are long enough that people and intellectuals  come 
to accept the quality of the phase as the way things are. The transitions between phases 
are long and chaotic. Cycle-minded societies, such as the Aztec or classical Greek have 
ready explanations for change, but the linear minded West, mostly through Middle 
Eastern influence, has held on to progressive explanations even through bad times. The 
current mood in the West  assumes progress is normal and asks why we are stalled. 
Asking to speed up progress might actually hasten decline.

As decline begins to be noticed  elites restructure law so they continue to benefit at 
the mid phase rate, but since there is actual decline they must extract more from the 
poor in order to maintain the illusion of progress. This speeds up the decline. In all 
societies we can say that there has been progress on the material side (though the 
collapse of the environment,  wars, plagues should put even this in question.)  But on 
the human side the emotional philosophical and political feelings and thought are fairly 
much the same for every culture’s phase in the cycle.  The culture of the phase tends to 
be perceived as human nature by the people living it. This is actually a barrier to 
imagination about human possibilities. We get for example books with titles like 
Religion in Human Evolution (Robert Bellah), assuming evolution and hence progress.  
(The word evolution implies the un-folding of predetermined structure.) The unit of 
thought is the species, not empires or civilizations.

Toynbee’s unit of analysis - the civilizations, shows a different approach  criticized 
by most historian who do not want to think outside the boundaries of the single 
civilization of which they are a part. We get for example the very good history The Rise 
of the West, by McNeill, made confusing by his subtitling it A history of the Human 
Community. Gibbon’s famous history, The Decline and  Fall of the Roman Empire,  by 
focusing on one phase (or Is that two?) makes it easier to not see that there is a whole 
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cycle. I remember in school that the book was treated a fairly irrelevant since the 
Romans made mistakes leading to their decline but we, having had the Enlightenment,  
were not going to make similar mistakes and so we had nothing to learn from Rome.  
Toynbee’s view takes on more relevance as we begin to question the possibilities for 
Western Civilization now. Can we imagine we are at the end? Many people think so and 
having a hard time with it. Westerners who study Asia can more easily deal with cycles 
for empires as in the very interesting book, Strange Parallels by Victor 
Lieberman ,which actually compares rise and falls in the west with those in Asia. 

Deep thinking says don’t get hysterical about the phase we are in as though 
continuous progress were possible if we would just do the right thing. For Example, the 
push for more innovation that just happens to be owned by corporations that are 
helping to concentrate wealth. Realize that the management,  leadership,  and cultural 
tasks shift with each phase. We should face where we are, and respond realistically

The  shift to the next phase in the cycle can probably be hastened or delayed, but not 
overcome  Human consistently respond with awe and delight in the beginning,   self 
satisfaction and narrowness of theory in the middle, fear and blame as decline sets in. 
Leadership tends to share participation (everyone is needed) in the beginning, but starts 
to maneuver for advantage in the second, and abandons the society  in the third. 

This whole dynamic of human response  is not part of physical nature but a blend of 
human cognitive, emotional and cultural capacity. “Education” is an attempt to 
overcome this dynamic but  each generation, each person, starts to slowly wake from 
the dream of their own life into an awareness of the historical moment, and a new 
generation takes over before he process of education has gone very deep.

The proposal here is that for empires  the way people are thinking and the felt 
quality of their life is  determined by the phase they are in . “Progress” is  
understandable as a way of seeing the world as their society is in the rise and into the 
stability phase, just as fear and despair and blame are understandable as necessary 
reactions to decline.

People being what they are and organized into classes, will vary in their response  
since the poor will feel the effects (though maybe not the awareness) of decline first and 
the rich last, just as the rich will feel the effects and opportunities of the rise long before 
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the poor (who will suffer even in an upward “progressive” era. Though a rise in 
expectations tends to draw in more participation from the poorer because of the 
increase in constructive activity requiring workers. This happened after the plague of 
1340’s when the die off of workers led to a rise in wages as rebuilding required more 
effort.

This view, that progresses is limited to a phase in the life of empires, and that human 
nature shows itself in similar ways in all societies, has implications for leadership and 
policy.

1. Recognize the impact of empire rise and fall. Recognize that the cycles overlap 
and describe some segments of society but they are not all in synch. Decline can begin 
in one part of society while another part is still on the rise. But note the emotional 
reactions of people are fairly consistent with the phase their whole  society is in.  
Contagion and imitation are powerful across a whole empire, even the globe. People 
across class lines are part of the same culture and there is a homogeneity to the 
emotions released by the phase the society is moving through. 

2. Understand that the year does not come with a label as to where in the cycle we 
are. It is a question of comparing narratives, being intuitive, doing lots of reading and 
traveling, and still maybe getting it wrong. But we can do well enough that it is worth 
the effort.

2. Try to avoid the negative impact on the poor of the shift of society from one phase 
to the next. A major opportunity for serious thinking can happen as one empire gives 
way to another: Macedonia to Rome or Feudalism to Industrialization as examples. The 
tendency is for class interest to prevail through such transitions. Raymond Williams in 
The Country and the City  describes how many country landholders became urban 
industrialists  in England’s 18th and 19th centuries.

3. Design new institutions and governance, as well as infrastructure for flexibility 
because static “permanent” structures are actually frail under conditions of real change.  
Most of the world elites’  large estates were built with the idea of dynasty and 
continuity of inheritance  across at least a few generations. In the US most of those 
became schools, institutes or condos within a generation as major changes were 
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constantly at play.
4. Realize that lives have to be lived now , children born, food to be eaten sociably, 

sleep to be secure, building and participating should be encouraged and rewarding. 
Encourage belief in the value of coping in the rolling present (a few years back and a 
few years into the future.). Self development and social development should work 
together to make the best of what might be a bad situation.

Human Nature

In the last few hundred years we have become aware that the past contains other civilizations 
and we are surrounded by critters from other species that are more like us than was thought even 
20 years ago. The timescape we live in has changed. This is a great resource. Realisticalluy, it 
scares us to be so untethered to a stable place in time and space, but it also is the pespective 
needed to cope with the changes we have forced on ourselves. As we see ourselves as connected 
to a string of species and civilizations our imagination can be more free in thinking through what 
the future could be. The idea that the world was more than the biblical 4000 years old  and that 
the world was made for humans to dominate were almost universally believed in by the cultural 
leaders until about 1650 when  travel literature flooded Europe. The large majority of people 
living in their farms and workshops held these views until into the 1900’s. As human wide shared 
understanding it is all very new and hence a resource to better thinking. Maybe with our school 
systems the old thinking is still way too much with us. Making a needed shift harder. I wish I 
knew more about what the different generations think about such important - to us - issues.  Do 
the younger think and feel more  about the Internet and jobs than nature and other 
humans[ human nature, where?]?

Economics. 
The obvious thing about the current landscape is the dominance of technology and 

economics in the context of climate troubles and population.  We have prided ourselves on the 
power of sience. This is a tricky question that needs serious rethinking becuase our current mind 
set has led to our destruction. But science is less a transformer than common sense. Weaving fire,  
all before any influence of science.

scrivcmt://F5F635EE-1F54-425D-966E-15B297E1DEA3
scrivcmt://7BF4E93B-A24E-47CE-8B18-570ECCEC6B6F
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[ the relation of sceince to business, war adn power with the clear idea thtthese need to 
be reconfigured. Ther is a good sceince but i would be quite different than the grad 
studnets chased by money for market adbantage. The science symposium today. 
ref.Douglass Carmichael 7/18/18, 9:09 PM Carmichael 7/19/18, 8:01 AM]

The land-scape and social-scape we find ourselves in is buffeted by politics and the 
sufferings of way too many who are losing out. As the past recedes  the future is not getting 
clearer. We are in an entropic fog, chaos rather than order. The people are in a slow motion 
stampede but changing the direction seems impossibly difficult. I like Manuel Castells’ important 
diagnosis in his book Aftermath, that describe the anarchic state of the world after its institutions 
are broken  down through  the Internet.

I want to get on with what to do, even though we know very little about it. For example, how 
to cut global warming by cutting energy use.   Does anyone really know what would happen to 
existing cars and their use if we cut oil use - absolutely necessary to prevent further increase in 
temperature - by 50%?  What would it take to cut energy significantly? I think it is clear that  no 
way profit motive would be sufficient: it will take policies and regulations that are draconian 
(Draco was the first recorded legislator of Athens in Ancient Greece. He replaced the prevailing 
system of moral law and blood feud by a written code to be enforced only by a court of law. -
Wikipedia). What should our children be learning?  

But first I want to be clear about the problems we face now about which I suspect you are 
well informed so this is really just checking in with you to make sure we are seeing a somewhat 
similar vision.

 By “now” I don’t mean this instant, nor do I mean the  years since WW2.  But something in 
between we can think of as an ill defined but felt rolling present. The next chapter, how did we 
get here, will have an expanded discussion of many of the themes raised now. Naming the 
problems is easier than understanding their sources in far off times. 

The word diagnosis is helpful. From medicine, in comes from the greek di= going through, 
gnosis = knowledge. It is seeing the causes of things beneath the skin, in the depths, not just 
surface circumstances.  Start with the surface but don’t be afraid to go deep. And a good 
diagnosis looks for the disease and the health, and the current state of their balance.
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 How we perceive and how we think  get to the core of a good human life. The 
models we have of both perceiving and thinking are so deeply mired in the mechanical 
and reductionistic as to be the enemy, not the soution, the support to the current bad 
state of afairs, not hints toward solutions. So we need to reexamine much. 

I will start by suggesting that the standard perceive-think is inadequate because 
perceiving is always preceded by action. To see the coffee cup I must turn my body 
(neck head, eyes, and everything else) in the cup’s direction. 

But much more. Instead of a small number of elements - the eye, the neck, the head - 
understanding the process takes us to the architecture of the space the cup is in and the 
table it is on, the community that moves around and maintains that space (architecture 
to cleaning) and, well, you can expand it out. The idea that perceiving is maybe a 
handful  of elements needs to be balanced with the idea that such perceiving implies at 
the whole world.

In physics and much of science, looking at systoles of a small number or parts seems 
to get towards the truth of the matte, but in human action it is the other way. It is the 
large inclusion that gets closer.  In my car the carburator, the steering wheel, the back 
seats, the unused ashtray, are not trying to break out of the sytem. But for humans each 
person is trying to, for example break out of the economy in suh a way as to improve 
their life. Such a system is constantly in a state of change and emergence and can be sort 
of grasped by a narrative of what is happening - actually many narratives, was we 
know from Kurosaw’s films.

When you and I are talking, you have a model of me in you, in the nerves and fluids, 
where we can say that each neuron is listening to th mutter of the crown, and 
contributing to the mutter. This image of me in you is very comprehensive. 

For example, if a person unknown walks into the space where you are, you will 
know (?) if thy are male or female before you are aware that you notice he her they.

HUMAN LIFE CYCLE
Another framework I think we can agree is important concerns the human life cycle. 

We want to build toward a society that is kind to people at all ages, not running their 
life but giving them the awareness and the resources (not necessarily material only) to 
engage the world in a way that feels good to them. We can’t build a society unless we 
know who it is for. Focus on societal change as a move toward providing mure fully for 
humans is a major reshifting of economic priorites, and requires enering into a world 
largely unfamiliar. To most. A psychologist fom the 60’s,  Erik Erikson, wrote about the 
life cycle in a wonderful book,  Childhood and Society, and I will use his work as a 
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framework to evaluate proposals for the future. 
 Early humans did what other primates did: pick nuts, fruit,  frogs, fish and then added 

serendipity  The continuity back through “evolution” is clear and taking homo sapiens as 
defining leaves out our mammalian ancestory and more through the phyla. It might be that 
building on the mammalian ancstory if a bettr fit to GarenWorld than sapiente.

The whole life is hard to envisage fully, since it takes having lived one to get the full idea, 
but our society is designed around money which means around business which means around 
laws and institutions favorable to business. This biases against the child, the mother, the artist, 
the old person. 

Erik Erikson a psychologist and artist took a deep look at human development as he tried 
to put together his psychoanalytic experience with children and his travels in different cultures. I 
find his work helps understand the way the social world and the natural world can support the 
development of individual human lives. Erikson’s perspective on the human life cycle can be 
very helpful in mapping human nature into institutions – and GardenWord. Erikson uniquely 
interested in children, was well aware that children are the core of the next generation. The path 
from childhood to maturity is thus a structure in time integrated with society and with 
surrounding generations.

It is becoming common to talk about “cradle to cradle” (that is, the end of one life is the 
beginning of another) design principles for materials and buildings. We need to extend that logic 
to social design and the cradle to cradle life cycle perspective on human development and the 
interweaving of generations..

Erikson worked out a “schema”, a kind of road map, of what life is all about, how the 
biological interacts with the social to create the self. Most importantly, each stage is an 
achievement –or failure – to be integrated into the next biologically emergent capacity.

I am proposing that we use  Erickson’s eight stages of  life as a design template for 
GardenWorld.

use  Erickson’s eight stages of  life 

as a design template for GardenWorld

In his first work, Childhood and Society, he writes eloquently about the balance between 
the mind, the body and society. Any achievement, or failure to achieve, by a growing person 
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involved all three at the same time. In that book he presented the model of what he called the 
human life cycle, the stages of life, with echoes of Shakespeare, who wrote for Jacques (I quote 
at length because we need to be reminded that we have a culture.)

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first, the infant,
Mewling and puking* in the nurse's arms.
Then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad
Made to his mistress' eyebrow. Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the canon's mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon* lined,
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slippered pantaloon
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side;
His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank, and his big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.
(As You Like It, 2. 7. 139-167)

The stages of life provide a framework for thinking about how society works, and could 
work. We can use Erikson’s work as a design template for society –that is to see what social 
institutions are necessary and attractive at each stage in the human life. 
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He saw that each stage could be characterized by an opportunity and the crisis and the 
resolution of the stage provided the platform for the next stage with its own unique qualities. 
Here is his original model.2 The diagonal shows that each stage is built on all the major and 
minor effects of the success or failures at previous stages. The stages build upwards as a life does 
and each stage is characterized by the emergence of a new biological capacity that creates 
opportunities for success or failure, and all the possibilities in between..

Stage One Oral-Sensory: 
from birth to one

trust vs. mistrust feeding; 

Stage Two Muscular-Anal: 
1-3 years

autonomy vs. 
shame

toilet training; 

Stage Three Locomotor: 3-6 
years

initiative vs. guilt independence; 

Stage Four Latency: 6-12 
years

industry vs. 
inferiority

school; 

Stage Five Adolescence: 
12-18 years

identity vs. 
confusion

peer relationships; 

Stage Six Young Adulthood: 
18-40 years

intimacy vs. 
isolation

love relationships; 

work

Stage Seven Middle 
Adulthood: 40-65 years

generativity vs. 
stagnation

parenting; 

leadership

Stage Eight Maturity: 65 
years until death

integrity vs. 
despair

acceptance of one's 
life.

The focus here is on the unfolding life. 
But we can add to the stages for the child the social conditions that are necessary to support each 
stage. There is a famous quote, “But who will teach the teachers?”. We see as that at every stage 

2 An online summary is at http://www.learningplaceonline.com/stages/organize/Erikson.htm
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adults are necessary to help the developing child, and these adults themselves are in some part of 
their own life cycle. 
That is, healthy development requires parents, schools, work, and society. We can add these to 
Erikson’s diagram, running down the right side.

Stage One Oral-Sensory: 
from birth to one

trust vs. 
mistrust

feeding; Parents

Stage Two Muscular-
Anal: 1-3 years

autonomy vs. 
shame

toilet training; Parents

Stage Three Locomotor: 
3-6 years

initiative vs. 
guilt

independence; Parents

Stage Four Latency: 6-12 
years

industry vs. 
inferiority

school; Teachers, 
mentors

Stage Five Adolescence: 
12-18 years

identity vs. 
confusion

peer relationships; Teachers, 
mentors

Stage Six Young 
Adulthood: 18-40 years

intimacy vs. 
isolation

love relationships; 

work

Lovers and 
leaders, work 
and family

Stage Seven Middle 
Adulthood: 40-65 years

generativity vs. 
stagnation

parenting; 

leadership

Society

Stage Eight Maturity: 65 
years until death

integrity vs. 
despair

acceptance of 
one's life. 

Society

So, for the eight stages, we have four significant social institutions that must not fail the 
child. 

• Our society needs to provide the conditions were ordinary human beings can, in their 20’s 
and 30’s be good parents, 

• Our society needs to provide educated and humane teachers and the settings for education 
of their students.

• Our society needs to provide work which provides for dignity and creativity at work and 
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the resources for intimacy outside it.

• Our society needs to provide an interesting milieu that allows each person to bring 
together the threads of their life into a meaningful and attractive pattern. 

Society is a complex mosaic of interdependent generations.My local county government is 
arguing with needs for new jails and the fact that jails are filled with people 70% drug dependent 
and 20% mentally ill, but the county has not talked to the schools about a joint program and joint 
metrics to cope with the obvious independencies.

These life cycle and intergenerational dependencies are essential guidelines for 
GardenWorld. Taken together they can be used as a design template, or guidance, or reference 
point when looking at any policy in the GardenWorld context. If the policy does not work well in 
one or more phases the legislation or policy proposition should be redesigned, or at least more 
integrated into policies or implementations that can balance the consequences. Not only do we 
need conditions that support the growing person at each stage but we need people who 
themselves are growing to be available at each stage. The picture is of the interdependencies of 
generations rather than of one just replacing another. 

Children are really stressed in this society. Their choice of violence, drugs, and video 
games puts them in control in a world that is so afraid of them getting hurt, or causing hurt. 
Traffic, guns, and crowding have been lethal for childhood. Children used to be able to use the 
woods, fields, hills, and streams to come to know themselves in the context of nature. The lack 
of fit between children’s needs and the modern commercial environment is a serious design flaw.

The intelligence of a community is largely the ensemble of skills and routines that are 
part of the life activity of the people in it. Our reservoir of skills is shifting. It is not clear how. 
Kids pay in the interface with buttons rather cooperating through family, school , sports or work. 
Adults are also button pushers rather than tinkerers. Old crafts, especially in building, are gone. 
Newer autos and computers do not support tinkering and home repair.

Using Erikson’s sages as a design template, and looking at the consequences for the older 
generation that administers each stage, we see a complex interweaving of generations with 
specific consequences age by age, that a good society should support. Put simply any social 
innovation should work across the life cycle, having a positive or at least not negate impact, at 
each phase. This should be one of the frameworks for analysis any social policy ought to 
undertake. In parallel with environmental impact statement we could have “Life cycle” or 
“generational impact” statements. 

Hanna Arendt, looking at the process of history, was keenly aware that the next 
generation took some and not all, added and subtracted, and hence the future was not entirely 
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predictable nor controllable, nor repeatable. She wrote, “The human world is constantly invaded 
by strangers, newcomers whose actions and reactions cannot be foreseen by those who are 
already there and are going to leave in a short while’.3 

Mary Catherine Bateson .has been developing, through a series of books, most recently in 
Full Circles, Overlapping Lives: Culture and Generation in Transition, the reality that we are in 
fact strangers to each other even in our own homes. The parents are from different backgrounds, 
and the children are socialized to a different generation. The result is, we need mindful attention 
to learning about each other and an environment that supports kindly civil interchange.

Socrates said, from the Delphic oracle, “Know thyself” and he was aware that to do so 
was hard, involving constant dialog, and he never explored the relationship with his wife, or with 
slaves which became tasks for later cultures, though Greek literature of the classical period had 
strong female and slave characters. GardenWorld helps provide the context where meditation and 
daily perceptions of each other are possible. Self awareness is very hard without the support of 
nature, with growing things, living species, the sun, the moon and the stars, the seasons. We 
cannot learn about others if we do not see them in the various activities of their lives – or be 
known,  if our own activities are not seen.

Plato said that a society could be known through its music. Alan Lomax went on to study 
music structure and social structure parallels in folk music. He showed that harmony related to 
balanced sex roles in society, melody to openness of thinking, and density of notes to density of 
population. We have the first known society were the dominant music is written by and made 
prominent by youth. We have no real adult music and this may be a danger sign. We have yielded 
much of society making through the combination of music and marketing to youth rather than to 
wisdom. This is probably a result of market forces which amplify the power of the consuming 
individual and attenuate the power of a creative community.  In the adult world of work and 
private home and the mall, young people invent viable communities in the interstices abandoned 
by the adults. GardenWorld will shift this balance because it puts intergenerational activity in the 
forefront. GardenWorld work, from actual agriculture and landscape care, to retrofitting 
buildings and restoration, from the infrastructure projects to a biotech and nanotech 
experimentation, and puts work into the participating community rather than taking people out.  
GardenWorld would allow for greater participation of young people, and encourage settings 
where youth and senior centers along the way with incubators for startups and gardening projects 
would overlap through good design.

I’ll never forget when a friend of mine bought three houses in a fairly upscale 

3 Hanna Arendt Between Past and Future, (1993, p. 61).

http://www.amazon.com/Full-Circles-Overlapping-Lives-Generation/dp/0345423577/ref=sr_1_3/104-2422812-8048731?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1179772856&sr=1-3
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development in Virginia as office space for his software company. In the morning hundreds of 
cars poured out toward the highway, like water going down a drain. His employees’ eight cars 
came the other way. All day there was no sighting of people. One afternoon I saw a child out on a 
bicycle. She came to an intersection, stopped in the middle, and looked around. Absolutely no 
sign of life. The development was rather green, but there was no human presence. I imagine that 
in GardenWorld we will find it convenient in terms of cost, transportation, and safety, to make 
schools and senior centers co-located, along with some commerce, theaters, play spaces. 

Child labor is usually considered the sin of earlier societies, but removing children from work 
means they cannot see adults working. School was the way to warehouse children those parents 
left home for work. The integrity of the family on the farm was broken. It may turn out that 
separating children from productive activity is not a good idea. GardenWorld gives us the 
possibility of giving meaningful work for part of the day to all children and youth, intermixed 
with adults.

Jean Piaget (theory of the active and constructing mind) along with Rufold Steiner of 
Waldorf and Montessori and I wish others.

Before Piaget psychologists looked at things like perception as a linear process.

Social character (from Erich Fromm), how motives are organized in a society.  
(Fromm developed a (humanized view of human needs, social character)

•

Liveliness

 The conclusions are that relationship and presence in the world are more important 

for human well being than the things of the world. If two people are working on a car together 

their relationship is more important to them, mobilizes more of their nervous system , than the 

car. They may not be aware of it but it is felt, appreciated, lived into. If children are playing 

soccer their awareness of each other is profound. While their focus is on the ball, their  

awareness is on one or more of the other players, or their parents maybe at the sideline, or the 

coach.  Moveover each child has a view of the game. Look at the way I said that.  “has”. That 

view is their own, an intersection of their capacity for perception way beyond the mere sight, 
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and the worlds ability to meet their site, and the ability of the other children to play into it. 

That personal scene can become itself an object for art, a movie, or for enhancements, such as 

a new field or classy soccer shorts they share creating more identity.. The fact that each of us 

is all the waking time (and dreaming as I will talk about later) in their personal scene and 

affected by it. Imagine a culture which  took this seriously and worked on making every scene 

more interactive, more interesting, more attractive. The architect Chris alexander has spent a 

lifetime exploring this obvious but very difficult issue. 

(Insert two pictures) 

Enhancing the scenes in our lives  should be a part of GardenWorld, an aim of our 

activity for making better lives, lives whose experience helps. The intent  of  getting to 

GardenWorld motivates us and gives us a framework. So I will explain a little for those 

curious to go deeper.

The current thrust of Western culture is toward creating a world of things that all 

have prices and are made of atoms.  “Nothing but atoms with prices”.. Currently minerals 

under the north and south poles, and in asteroids and planets are the  thrust to expropriate new 

stuff that can be monetized. The system also is trying to get your wealth away from you, just 

as you are part of a system, through your work trying to get money away from others. Maybe 

you write invoices for a company that sells paper to magazines that  print adds for the  the 

morning coffee from unseen plantations and sells it to your neighbors at a price.

This world view has to change as it has no way of valuing anything which isn't cold 

dead material that can be  priced.

The belief system: that all is made of atoms that do not speak to each other, is the 

core of the beliefs that get us into growth and destruction. Is there a softer way, a more 

appreciative and respectful way of seeing the world, each other, and acting on it?? Yes, and 

hard to talk about because it is perhaps unnamable such as the elegance of the emptiness of a 

night sky or the playfulness of a breeze on tall grass.

Goethe, theGerman poet you should know more about, said that Newton’s color 
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theory was wrong, because it never gets to color. Correct as far as it goes but does not go far 

enough. There is a small red vase in front of me. Standard physics tells us about the photons 

bouncing off of its surface and into my eye, through the nervous system. And I see red. But 

note that every step is clear except where does the red come from? The red is my addition to 

the system of photons and nerve reactions.  The red is  a very different kind of thing. I  assert 

that the addition of the red is like the conditions of all our seeing - impossible without the 

addition I make to it,  an addition which has gone unexplained by physics. Sure chemistry and 

physiology can take apart some of the process, but still does not get us from the physical stuff 

to the red.

I look at the vase, which is reflecting photons. The resulting nerves arouse in me 

from some combination of inherited capacity and experience (not separable as we shall see) a 

kind of handshake between the photons and me and the result is red.

This does not however explain how the photons get to red. 

It is the addition from us that make the red and all experience experienceable. We 

keep trying to get the physics to explain it all, for example by tying to make a computer see 

red rather than just photons or electrons.

Back to the vase. As I look at it, and invite you to look at some object where you 

are, not only do we see it but we feel it. I feel the amazing shape almost female, and I 

remember as I write this, the long history of vessels and the  female form in the  earliest 

pottery 50,000 yers ago. But the remembrance of all that is not the same as the feeling I have. 

Look around you and notice that your body feels different for each thing you see. The floor 

feels grounded, the window feels like it is cut our of me and like I could fall thru. Vey 

different from the vase. Hard to write these because they are not part of our normal 

experience to talk about these experiences. 

In Japanese for example the book In praise of shadows, there is an understanding 

that every phyical thing - watch the language here - is also a spiritual thing.  The spiritual is 

not an add on to the physical thing, it is - here is the different culture - the main thing. Atoms 

can be manipulated to make things of different spirit. Tis is productive and loving. Very 

different from the machine made repetitive clang clang clang of mass production. Mass 
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production may have a place in our new civilization, but should not dominate, especially the 

work life of fellow humans and the purchasing life of families.

The knife in the kitchen is alive with a sense of sublime sharpness, of danger, of 

beauty. In Western eyes the knife is just a thin, dead,  thing. There is no spirit to appreciate, 

acknowledge, experiment with to make a better knife. As we dry the knife we feel its power, 

its knife -e-ness, between our fingers and the towel.  Is there anything around you which does 

not give rise in you to some sense of its spirit? Even if in the extreme, the aluminum window, 

cold, dead, rolled out, lacking in any extra that our capacity to hold on to? The way the 

aluminum holds the glass makes it seem more like a prison  than the wood framed windows 

on the world I rmemember. 

Once we get the understanding and  frequently practice that all things have spirit we 

can see, first, this is a different culture, ripe for developing as an alternative to the way we 

have of seeing things as dead and inert.

A new culture.

OK. Next, if we take this capacity and extend it to plants and animals. We feel their 

aliveness because we can feel that, what ever state they are in, they are striving to, likley to, 

burst out into another state: to breathe to run to suck up water. It is this sense of potentially 

breaking out that characterizes life. We feel it. We fee the aliveness.  But it is not just things 

that are alive in the normal sense. The red vase is also alive with possibilities of what ti can 

do to me. 

Back to the red vase. As I look at it, the little reflection from the window and the 

shadow from the lip now emerge. As a potter I might think, next time I will make the vase so 

that the shadow is more pronounced and the reflected window more prominent if I make the 

sides a little less curved. I alter  what the vase can do. In its interaction with me.

There are several writers who have dealt explicitly with this these. Two I will 

discuss are Erich Fromm, psychoanalyst and  Chris Alexander, architect. 

Fromm, deeply concerned about modern culture and its destructing explored why it 

is that some people are drawn to destruction and others to appreciating and defending life. 

Fromm saw biophilia as the other side of life attitudes which was better knows as necrophilia,  
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love of death.

For Fromm each person has a tendency toward one or the other It was not an add on 

to an otherwise compleete person, it was the core of each person. Just as spirit is not an ad on 

to a thing, so biophilia is not an add on to  a person  but the core. With a little practice it is 

quite easy to sense if another person is on the balance between attraction to what is alive and 

desire for things deadened. 

 Freud discovered another very important characteristic of life: the tendency of 

organic systems to want to redo what it has done. (The pathways used become pathways that 

want to be used, like a rivulet frenewing and expanding itself furing a rain, are easier to use). 

He aptly called this the repetition compulsion. Trepetition compulsion is hte compulsive 

desire to keep things as fthey are/  “a dog’s best day is a day just like yesterday.” 

This is partially true for humans who oscillatge between desire for comfort and 

desire for action. most people’s lives center around routine and routine ir organized arond 

major drives: breakfast lunch dinner, sleep wake, work rest, sex.

This is different  from ritual which requires action and learning. Confucius faced a 

time of “the waring states” and wanted to find a path to peacefulness. If poeple were 

preoccupied with the need for ritual (we see it in the way presidents greet presidends in 

international visits, in weddings, in waiting in line..

Certainly we need to think about how repetition and ritual, freedom and constraint, 

operate. 

Freud saw a death instinct, a deep desire to decontruct,  on an equal plane with a life 

instinct. Fromm saw rather that the natural tendency is life loving and necrophilia is  the 

outcome of a defeated life, by parents, school, war, 

But as we know the difficult life is not absolutely determinate. Some people, with 

terrible childhoods become remarkable y creative, life affirming. There is no causal theory of 

what person mght become - too many interestign variables, many emergnet in the life itself,
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Basically it is most often true, put a person (bad childhood of violence and neglect) 

or a people (the German people after the Treaty of Versailles) in a bad situation and they will 

react badly. This is a key thought  that embraced as an intent can drive us to a better helthier 

culture.It is not perfectin the things, itsperfecting our experience of the things through the 

choice of things. 

Th place of religion in this dynmaic beween idea dthing and alive experience. 

Certainly the atmosphere in most older churceh if full of relationship - the agony of christ (a 

mixture of biophilia and necrophilia, of attraction to the pain or compassion for the sufferer). 

The whole  place radiates complex life. The statues, the paintings, the architecture arranged in 

the shape of the cross which itslef is the shape of the body,

One spring walking around Venice with my son I said “The churches are impressive 

but they are just advertising for the church  and christianity.”  Yes, but, I though a little later, 

what is being adverterized is a view of life from birth to death in the presence of awe for the 

universe and its mysteries. Compare that vision if life to the one in the local mall.

All religions focus on very complex human relationships. If only we could take that 

spirit but In some way with less conflict, ideology and preistliness,  we need to undersand the 

appeal of this kind of vision because GardenWorld requires - or at least is supported by a 

desire for liveliness, a spirit of biophilia, a deep interest and care for each other.. 

Lets continuo this in the next chapter, on perception and thought  as core parts of our 

humanity.

Ernst Cassirer (the symbolic forms of languages)
•

Kenneth Burke (literature as theory of living)
•

Stephen Toulmin wrote Cosmopolis, which takes the Enlightenment myth apart. His 
is a rough book, a draft of serious thinking, not complete, but very to the point of what 
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troubles us. Instead of being the source of all that is new and interesting, the 
enlightenment (of which our current time is considered by most thinkers ad an 
extrapolation, an unfolding of it inner logic of clarity of thought and stress on 
measurement and the avoidance of feelings,)   was a regime of repression and control, 
all to avoid items of controversy because too many little wars were killing too many 
people. The enlightenment project can be characitured  as that we were to do math and 
not Shakespeare. In current jargon  that we were to do stem, not steam.

After training in mathematics and physics in the late 1930s and early'40s, I was 
introduced to philosophy at Cambridge after World \War II, and learned to see 
Modern Science-the intellectual movement whose first giant was Isaac Newton-
and Modern Philosophy-the method of reflection initiated by Descartes-as twin 
founding pillars of modern thought, and prime illustrations of the strict "rationality" 
on which the modern era has prided itself.` It all began early in the 17th century, 
when Descartes persuaded  his fellow philosophers to renounce fields of study 
like ethnography, history, or poetry, which are rich in content and context, and to 
concentrate exclusively on abstract, decontextualized fields like geometry, 
dynamics, and epistemology.

The purpose was to avoid conflict and the enlightenment can be seen as a criss 
project, to cope with the wars and avoid controversial topics, such as religion and 
human characteristics. Toulmin proposes returning to the previous generation of 
thinkers like Shakespeare, Erasmus, Rabelais who had much more complex views of 
human nature, views that we desperately need now to prevent the total colonizing 
digitalization of  the human. 

Part of why Toulmin is hard reading for us is that most of us, and I include myself 
trying to correct this,  do not know much of the history that got us from say the 
Reformation and Renaissance to the modern period. We tend to see this as a progressive 
line of events, but we are wrong. Paul Valtery wrote in 1900 “We too realize our 
civilization is vulnerable.”

Coming into awareness is also the understanding that we do not understand how 
the West emerged, through embracing gunboats and science (compass and navigation 
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for example) that were avoided by the Chinese while embraced by the West.

“Everything has two handles: beware of the wrong one.” Chinese proverb.

Economics now.

 

Other societies of course had economies, but did not create the word to name that complex 
dynamic. Lots to say about this because the future we need may require some basic rethinking of 
what constitutes an economy. Note that “economy” is the name of a complex ensemble of 
activities and economics is the study, thinking about, economies. Yet economics actually seems 
to study only one economy -the one we have. This is dysfunctional  when what we need is 
perhaps an alternative, or modification of this one’s core concepts, such as property, labor, 
ownership, quality of life, relationship to elites and power.

The economy and the economists.

The economy is like a merry-go-round. Dynamic and attractive, it has not got  places 
for everyone. For the merry-go-round to keep going it must generate  money. It hires 
those people and sells those projects in which the circle of cash  can be kept going. 
Beyond a certain point including more people, especially poor,  would slow down of the 
merry-go-round, and force changes in its current  economic system of ownership, 
investment, regulations and jobs. And the merry-go-round is increasingly automated.

An economy is treated in economic thought as a coherent system of discrete and 
identifiable forces. In reality an economy is the teaming pond within which each person 
is looking to break away, to try something new, to break the system apart, find a deal, 
hide resources. In short, a collage of conflicting impulses hardly reducible to a machine 
with perhaps a dozen moving parts, as modern economics tries to do. We will look later 
at why we have this disconnect between economic chaos and implied stability.

This evolution of economic thought toward simple systems made some sense 
because the relative importance of the land-food-families logic was slowly 
overshadowed by trade, manufacturing and finance. The early debate - just prior to 
Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations in 1776, was about those thinkers, pamphleteers really, 
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called the physiocrats, who maintained stubbornly that all wealth came from land, and 
that manufacturing was just a rearrangement of what was already produced by 
growing or mining. .  These debates are critical for us because they dealt with the issues 
we need to deal with now: the relation of the technical parts of society to the organic, of 
the making of things to the feeding of people and caring for landscape.

The conflict was about which image of society helped manage the wealth - in one 
case the wealth of owners of large estates, in the other of the wealth of new factory 
owners who saw the opportunity to get rich by putting new technology in large 
enclosures called factories with steam driven belt manufacturing. The general good of 
society, which was at least a part of the earlier thinking about economics in a line from 
Aristotle to and including Adam Smith, was being forgotten. It has been as though there 
was a new merry-g-round emerging in the middle of society, and economics was for 
those managing it and their support staff (the lawyers, accountants, teachers, police) 
and not for those who failed to get a ride and play a role in the flow of wealth. The shift 
from mandated distribution systems, of coin or food, gave way to an “you are on your 
owns” society. The presence of wealth - surplus- and increasing population and 
hierarchization drove this change.

The industrial-minded won that argument stressing weights and measures, 
contracts and tax policies, trade balances and resources, but at the cost of avoiding the 
realities of the impact of these on land used to grow food of quality to support families’ 
well being. The best known egregious example , clearest from England, was producing 
more wealth from the land by forcing local farmers off the land and out of their houses 
so there could be more sheep. Interesting that the kings and queens of the time tried to 
prevent such policies, because of their concerns (of sorts) for the well being of the 
whole, whereas the policies were of clear benefit to large land holders, who won out in 
the Parliaments .

 Nature for early economic thought was around food, land and families and all 
that went with it. Imagine a country scene with cows and calves, and men with scythes 
cutting hay, little cottages, women bringing lunch and children to the field. But the 
nature important to manufacturing was the nature being explored in in the natural 
philosophy which became physics: energy, heat, speed, mechanics - not sexual 
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reproduction. The nature of Newton was about timeless differential equations, energy 
and force. It was as though economics became the operation manual for those who were 
or wanted to be rich - obviously a part, not the whole, of the population. 

Another disconnect is that the stress on Newton actually stressed some science that 
had no impact on economy. The real impact of science came in steam and metalurgy 
and dyes. The real pragmatic economy was not part of economic ideology. 

Books were written starting in the 1600’s with lead sentences like “..  wealth and 
how to obtain it.” This shift in focus, fitting the needs of an industry as a machine for 
wealth creation (at the expense of society), has basically ruined us. The human aspects 
of a full life in society has been stripped out of economics, reducing economics to a 
timeless and hence mechanical rather than organic perspective. Many are making this 
complaint. I take for example, Joel Garreau in the NYT 

“What people care about is what it means to be human, what it mean have 
relationships, what it means to live life, to have loves, or to tell lies. If you want to 
engage such people, you have to tell a story about culture and values—who we are, 
how we got that way, where we’re headed and What makes us tick. That’s what has 
always interested me; it’s what my reporting has always been about. The gee—whiz 
technology is just a Window through which to gaze upon human nature.[1]”

We all like to think we are rational, but economics took one path and reality another. 
In economics rational really means mathematical. But economics then excluded all 
things based on taste, feeling,  emotion. Since emotions are key to managing a life, 
strange that they are considered irrational.

The place of science needs to also be thought though. Obviously science gets us 
electricity, heating, the Internet. But also Hiroshima, WW 1 and 2 with 100m dead, and 
that rationality leads to large corporations where we can get a recall of 2 million eggs, 
the buying of congress,  and the good thing in life - like the seashore - available to the 
rich. $65 entrance fee to a Government owned park?

So I want to look at early economic thinking to see what has gone missing, thinking 
that just might help us with what is needed in the future. “Economy” is suggestive of a 
more holistic interest .  For those around Athens at the time of Aristotle estate 
management. The farm or estate was the major unit of social organization and the book 
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attributed to ristotle  discusses everything: land, grain, animals, slaves, family members 
and relation to others - politics. It as an exploration of how to manage in order to 
produce the livelihood of human beings to flourish, not as mere cosnumers but 
explicitly as larger people who could participate in politics and philosophy. 

All societies have an economy, but not named as such except in Greek influenced 
languages. , but the many discussions such as in the marvelous book, Money Changes 
Everything by William Goetzmann, do not lead with a philosophical view built on 
reflections on the purpose of an economy. Much economic writing starts with a complex 
society but fails to look at its origins in human preoccupations.It talks of “tax did…”, 
“interest rated retreated…  , incomes rose, investment declined.” Just look at the 
vocabulary used in the sessions of the 2018 American Economic Association annual 
meeting (https://www.aeaweb.org/conference/2018/preliminary). No mention of real 
people and the way they deal with daily living nor Schumpeter’s “creative destruction.” 

A reintegration of humans with nature is the core task for this century. It implies 
a better understanding of people in relation to each other. it means people in the full 
scope of the human life cycle and the families in which these are lived. This implies a 
concern for the belief systems and meanings understood by the population , from births 
into community and out of the community through death.

Plato andAristotle, good Greeks who problematize concepts,  saw that well 
managed estates  produced a surplus. Simple analysis. People require food, the estate is 
organized to produce that food, but, if well done, there is a surplus beyond the needs. 
The modern answer is to reinvest to make even more (of which scraps to the people, 
feasts to the very rich) , or buy stuff, from chocolate chip cookies to Yachts. 

Plato and Aristotle’s answer was clear: the surplus should be used to create 
leisure time, and that time to be used in self development, education and participation 
in the community in politics and philosophy. The surplus should not be spent on things 
because human development was more likely an outcome from surplus used to create 
leisure used for study and serious conversation than surplus used for buying things 
beyond the tools of production. The welfare of society depends on good thinking and 
community conversation. 
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what should we do with, our surplus? Critical question int he 21st century.

This is very important because, as soon as we have two possible views of the 
uses of surplus, the conversation is opened up to further exploration of what should be 
the purpose, what should we do with, surplus. We are no longer stuck in the TINA - 
there is no alternative - world of Margaret Thatcher. We desperately need such a 
conversation to get out of our current mess. The key thought here is to resurrect the 
original meaning of the concept economics, which has become almost useless and 
dangerously misleading. Since most of us want to live in a healthy blend of civilization 
and nature, why don’t we use our wealth to go there? Amazing how economics avoids 
that idea and is not much help in us getting there. In fact the standard advice taught 
within economics is contrary to that goal. It is this capacity for reflection rather than 
near operability of the economy that needs to be resurrected in public space. One clue 
will be the movement of the Greek ideas of economy through the concerns for the 
economy of God's kingdom in early Christianity and the monasteries as well managed 
estates. We are uncomfortable with that history, which is almost forgotten because of its 
powerful infuence, mostly unrecofnized, on the present structure of our instituion.s

As I well know, Christian thought tends to be dismissive of the world of things.  
Economy for the first to the fourth century Christians meant the management of God’s 
estate - note the continuity of language with the Athenians, , and called it the economy. 
But note that the economybecame a project within the state  (based on the idea of the 
estate) with the specific focused aim of creating god’s plan for us on earth. Thus the 
economy was evolved into an ideologically enclosed community separate from the 
whole of society. Modern discussions of economy have this sense of separation as an 
unspoken given. The fate of what is outside the economy (the economy of he poor, not 
given the dignity of even being an economy) is ignored.

Lets do better with ourselves, our society and our planet.We need clarity of 
purpose and clarity of means. We all have the responsibility to think about our future 
and manage the present? The purpose has to be growing good and interesting people, 
and that means developing our environment and society to support that goal. So we 
need an approach that is comprehensive, including understanding people, society, and 
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the planet. Hence revitalizing economics.
The full range of problems, including the worst, cannot be solved, but must be lived 

through to new times - for better or for worse is unknown, but we can try. We are 
always entering in the middle of the story of our species . We do not know how the the 
earliest days of our species nor how it will end, and we have and will have imperfect 
knowledge of ourselves. No set of concepts and arguments can tell us even what 
percentage we have right. We cannot even speculate on what percentage of what 
actually exists we know. 

Gross National Product and other measures of growing the economy in terms of 
dollars is a rush to produce more so as to keep the people in a slavish fever, producing 
more cash flow that can be skimmed off at the top. The whip. Everyone suffers. Wealth 
and power cannot be eliminated, but they can be educated and refined. Shame can play 
a role. We have, and I am fairly sure everyone is aware of this, many decent people, 
good values, care for their children and make do but have jobs that pay minimum 
wages or less and suffer from daily humiliation by managers, police, and the crushing 
threat of the system to take even what little they have. It seems to me obvious that 
making society work for all is a compelling goal.

We obviously - so obvious we are forced by the media, the well funded spectacle [3]- 
to forget that the goal is good people and good lives. The media as the public edge of 
business wants us to spend on entertainment and anxiety reducing shopping, not on 
thoughtfulness and relationships. Exercise will do a lot more to make people  attractive 
than buying a new shirt. The task for humans must be to create a world that grows 
people, a garden approach to green aesthetics and economics. What kind of economics 
would support that shift while largely avoid the cynicism of green billionaires? Our 
DNA has run rampant over the surface of the globe and gotten us into trouble.

 many smart people and 

too many dumb situations.

We are certainly, as individuals, capable of imagining good, wonderful and 
interesting things. New experiments in architecture, in schools, in cooking, in music are 
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possible. We live in a time of wonderful books, but as society we are fragmented by our 
market success. We live in a time of many smart people and too many dumb situations. 
We have no places to have the continuous conversations we need most people to be in if 
we are to approximate a democracy.  The internet has a lot but does not easily support 
interaction around questions. It is information to consume, not people whose minds we 
can explore. Who do you know who is in conversation (not just reading) about the 
rising issues with China, exploring new ways to educate children and the world they 
will enter, how to live on a planet with earthquakes and climate damage and potential 
plagues and meteorites, the value of family and living near to grown children, the place 
of art in the lives of a larger part of the population, the purpose of life?

Shards for economics 

Other societies of course had economies, but did not create the word to name that 
complex dynamic. Lots to say about this because the future we need may require some 
basic rethinking of what constitutes and economy, and who owns the name.

I have mentioned estate management and the move to a parallel concern for the 
well-being of the whole, but now shifted to the new virtual estate, given our Internet 
interconnectedness, of  world management.Is the vitualness of this world too dismissive 
of material realities?

I’ve been thinking  that I am  changing my own tolerance for economics. It 
increasingly seems to me like a bit of a smoke screen, hiding real policy issues in ways 
that protect the elites.

————————————
Yet t I am convinced that any future society needs something like economics.
———

We could go from Aristotle’s estate management  people and land, to our need for 
world management, again. People and land now modified by increase numbers of 
everything, including technologies. 

—————————
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Another path would be to create much more sophisticated accounting systems, but 
treat them as accounting, not as ideologies, and avoid economics. 

——————————

It is important t understand that “economy” is the social product of one civilization: 
the greek christian west. What we have now is the result of a very sophisticated social 
process, and followed on by much forgetting. The result is we live in a system but are 
unaware of it as a system unfolding in time, Rather we see it as a fixed entity with 
universal laws  in the present that was always like now. Histories of economics always 
seem to start with the present and ht epath that led to it - not the many paths what were 
tried along the wy, or arguments that facilitated eneding up where we have.

————
Why do we have histories of economics in economics but but not so much histories 

of economies. Braudel and Hobsbawm were in history departments. The reason 
probably is that the histories raise uncomfortable issues about who gets what and how.

————————

The  interpretation  of Ephesians    is  more  complex: [God]  has  made  known  to  
us  in  all  wisdom  and  insight  the  mystery  of his will,  according  to  his  
benevolence,  which  he  set  forth  [proetheto]  in  Christ  for the  oikonomia  of the  
fullness  of  time,  to  unite  all  things  in  him. 

———————

“A worldwide business culture that knows how to create wealth but not how to 
distribute it.”

—————————
“without a vision the people will perish”

POLITICS

In the section of what to do I will lay out some approaches to action. This section is 
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needed background to the strong initiatives proposed there. As we struggle to make 
sense of this complex situation and take meaningful action, we are hindered by a lack of 
concepts and themes adequate to the task. Few read political theory or its history. We 
know much more about economics. For myself while I knew a lot about contemporary 
politics I knew little about the history of political thinking. I had red lots of Eric 
Voegelin which was mind expanding but did not give me a view of conventional 
political thought.  To catch up I read. The book that was the most helpful was Sheldon 
Wolin’s Politics and Vision_ Continuity and Innovation in Western Political Thought.

Wolin writes, ..”.. Looked at one way,Political activities are a response to fundamental 
changes taking plae in society. From anoher point of view these activities provoke conflict because 
they represent intersecting lines of action whereby individuals and groups seek to stabilize a 
situation in a way congenial to their aspirations and needs. Thus politics is both a source of 
conflict and a mode of  activity that seeks to  resolve conflicts and promote readjustment.” 

The problem for us is that a chaotic disrupted situation leads to politics which 
creates a new order which in turn will be torn apart by the “creative destruction” that 
follows.  Politics lies in between two periods of violence. This is because the inners in 
the beginning of a new political arrangement use their power to keep in control and 
with less share than the losers, who in turn will strengthen over time until they can shift 
to a new order.

The key implication of reading poilitical thought is that change does not often come 
without violence, even without major wars.

Gary Wills’ book, Inventing America, is a detailed analysis of the thought behind 
Jefferson’s Declaration of independence. If the US is an invention, it was to meet certain 
goals – Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness, and avoiding tyranny.  If we are not 
meeting those goals, we can revisit the invention since the invention was invented to 
meet the goals.  To do a mid-course correction is just good inventing. But we must 
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remember thgat Jefferson’s Declaration led to the “revolution that separated the New 
States from England through a “revolution” that left much in place, such as property 
and power relationships.

We must do that reinventing based on the feedback on results: primarily destroying 
the environment and exploiting the people. Economics has become the most common 
language to discuss the current state of society but that vocabulary does not do well at 
helping us deal with current problems - the big ones: climate, inequality (really 
immiseration of a significant part of the population.), automation, governance, 
population, international conflicts. Nor the really big ones: culture, values, the meaning 
of life, nor the way to establish a community of conversations around these questions. 
That is what politics was meant to be to be about. We have nothing like the generation 
of founding fathers who could discuss for hours at the Constitutional Convention. 

Imagine if all of us were in continuous daily conversations about these issues, as we 
understand the Athenians of the polis were. Instead we have isolation, people isolated 
from meaningful interaction with each other, fostered by consumerism.

Why is leadership and benefit so narrowly distributed? My view is that the centers 
of power: Washington, Wall Street, industrial centers,  and real estate interests (rent and 
interest on loans), have created a very dynamic  but fenced in merry-go-round of 
activity that is set up in such a way that most of  us can’t get on. Similar places exist 
around the world.

This economy  is not big enough to hold everyone, and even moves toward greater 
inclusion  threaten the operators of the merry-go-round, either threatening that it will 
come  apart, or that the salaries to the owner/managers would be cut. Politics is the 
 mechanism of governance of those Republicans and Democrats who own  significant 
rent or interest earning property, manage parts of the system, or serve  it as 
professionals and media.
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Remember, or imagine, (both will get us there) being a child at the County 
 Fairgrounds at night, the glitter, the milling crowds the lights, candy-cotton, and the 
merry-go round – and you are entranced by the horses, the young girls’ pony  tails 
flying, the parents protecting the little ones, the music and the gathering  speed, and 
you can’t afford a ticket to get on, and you know it. The people on the  merry-go-round 
are somehow different, and inaccessible. At the level of the  national society those with 
access to the carousel through power and wealth  relate to those others who also have 
power or money, or their lawyers, brokers  and lobbyists, but they avoid the rest of the 
population, not knowing where they live, much less sitting in on the conversations.

The game has to do with status enhancement – and survival – and  the use and 
acquisition of power and money. Property is key and requires some serious thinking. 
The word property, described in the first chapter, come from what s prper to a manof 
rank to show his staus in society.  It became - the sword, the castle, the cloak, the shoe 
buckles - some that could be sold only after some passing of time. But note that it is a 
sign, it is sical in its ues. It identifies. It was not property in the mdoern sense. But now 
most of the signs afre prperty (proper, appropriate) and frozen in place, not bsed on 
social role but on ownership. Hence the social world of signs has become the proerty 
world of contracts. This suggests that the way out of such concentrations of wealth as 
we have now (Think trough what a billion reallyis , a thousand million.) is to start 
trating property like what it is, a sign of status, and think of how to reapportion status. 
Asset values will follow.

  Other issues, such as educating the  people, maintaining the quality of 
infrastructure, such as roads and bridges, or  the creating through architecture the 
attractiveness of government buildings, and  replacing war with peace, are of no 
interest to those with money. They remain networked  internally with each other, and 
un-networked with the issues and people that  make up the great part of the 
nation. Part of the problem is that the merry-go-round is more than the people on it: it is 
 the stage set of glitter and action, hidden machinery and operators, bearings and  gears 
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and horses, that motivates the people on it (and who want to get on). This  makes it 
much harder to change than if it was just relationships. The glue that  comes from 
momentum is powerful The stage set is law, regulation, courts, jails,  traffic, airports, 
banking, gated communities, SUV’s, colleges, sex, and the fun of  being dollar rich in a 
money society.

Real change must change attitudes and stage sets simultaneously. The physical  and 
regulatory structures are, for most people, felt to be natural, part of the  environment, 
inevitable, and not subject to change. But these components of the  stage set too are 
man-made and we should be able to imagine changes. It is really  worse, because the 
dynamics of “productivity” and “efficiency” and the  administrative powers of software 
mean there are going to be still fewer good  jobs, and the merry-go-round with its glitter 
and substantiality is shown to be a  more bitterly constructed game of musical chairs. 
You think you have a seat on a  horse and a pole to hang onto, but watch out for the 
next turn or when the music  shifts. But the two political parties represent minor 
differences within the activity   on the carousel and neither sets of leadership really need 
us – providing they can  get enough of us to vote for them. We think we are voting on 
real issues, but we  are voting only on the issues we are offered. We do not create the 
menu for our elected or business leaders; they create the menu for us. “Representative 
 democracy” is a procedure to legitimate the selection of representatives, give  them the 
power “from the people”, and they keep it.

For example, the leadership and its financial interests don’t base their well-being  on 
maintaining the total productive activity of the country, but on growth.  If we tear down 
a 10 million dollar office building and replace it with one costing 15,  the contribution to 
the GDP is 15, not 5. Given inflation the new might even be worth less than the one torn 
down. 

For  most of us doing as well this year as last would be ok, but for the bankers, 
 lawyers, and investors what counts is growth, because that is where they make  their 
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wealth. Our whole politics is skewed towards this class as if were the social  good. 
Phrases like “the US economy is doing badly” most often means that  growth is slowing 
from 4% to 2%, not that we are doing less well in terms of total wealth from  last year 
(beyond the needs of population expansion.) This is really absurd, as a  societal policy, 
and it is driving the destruction of the whole system. The idea that  only growth will 
help the ones left behind is an illusion that hides the reality of  large incomes and 
wealth at the top, incomes based on rent and investment, or  mere benefit of stock 
ownership. Perhaps half of all income in the US is from  interest and rent. (Growth is 
driven by interest, because I must pay back the  principal  and interest, and where can 
this increase come from except “growth”?)

History has always had this tendency of the leaders to lead the led for the benefit of 
the leaders. But it is worse  now. Traditionally leaders needed agricultural or industrial 
workers.  Industrialism required a vigorous group of educated middle level managers 
to  glue the enterprise together. New technologies have made that middle level, and  its 
middle class incomes, largely redundant and replaceable by computers and  networks. 
Wage workers are, if not made redundant by technology, replaced by  cheaper in other 
places. The result is, with outsourcing, downsizing, and computerization, the merry-go-
round governing group – those with power money and access – has grown  smaller, and 
it is more expensive to get on. Opportunities exist but with  decreasing probability of 
entrance and higher pay off for those who make it in.  This will continue unless trend 
lines alter direction. The Internet age seems to  require fewer managers, and provides 
mega corporations and governments with  the tools to concentrate power. Notice the 
increased concerns to control the flow  of people (getting ludicrous with Chinese walls 
between the US and Mexico, Palestine and Israel – didn’t we learn from the Berlin 
Wall?). To the rich these are not workers, but costs (welfare and infrasturcurre - they use 
sidewalks.  To the poor the immigrants are more competition. The ones that  come are 
self selected, energetic, educated often better, and full of ambition, and they will take 
the better jobs. I will propose later that for the goal of GardenWorld,  and even the US, 
would be much better off socially and environmentally, if we let the space open up. 
Remember the goal is sufficient change to have a good chance of actually coping with 
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the key issues of Climate and quality of life. We must not get into the situation where 
we don’t want people. Preferring isolation in autoerotic auto-mentalistic isolation with 
tech and a private living space is part of the problem.

Most people are disenfranchised in the current political process, because the political 
discussions and conflicts do not involve their issues. The issues of concern to the ruling 
group are financial, but the issues of concern to the rest of us, having to do with the long 
term heath of the country in social as well as economic terms, basically issues of the 
quality of life, are not going to get into the discussion. These issues are as 
disenfranchised as the voters who care about them.

The problem for business is that the free flow of information drives down profit, 
 which then makes it more mandatory that the business be structured in a quasi-
monopoly way through patents, regulations or government contracts. In classical 
 economic theory there is no profit when information is complete and free. Profit  can 
only come from monopoly, or short term positions that are soon acquired by  stronger 
corporations, or driven out of the business. Remember  Adam Smith and his adamant 
views about  corporations tending towards  monopoly.

The politics.

I am using politics in the broad sense of the state of society, and extend space from the Greek 
idea of the city. Which then was the organization if society.

The key issue in politics is who wins, who loses by society wide  decisions  that are put 
together in the name of society by the rich and powerful. 

The probably bad.

 Many problems are obvious from observation and news - climate warming, migrations, 
wars, financial stress and collapse because of narrowing ownership of assets and the use of those 
assets to control the political process. Some things are slightly less obvious:  the weakness of the 
food delivery systems, the militarization of the world, low morale, no shared educational 
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agenda.We have been forcing  the less favored in society to get an education that marks them as 
an underclass for which the elites and middle class have contempt. 

We did not take the opportunity to rethink our energy use in time to prevent serious global 
warming, sea level rise, threat to food,  and migrations. The window is closed and the acute 
political malfunction has become a rapidly unfolding catastrophe. While many can speak 
meaningfully about the technical and financial problems, very few have any education or 
conception about the political world and sociability of the human community that have fallen, 
and continue to fall, apart. Who knows the difference between democracy and republic, or can 
give a full report on how our democracy isn’t one?

 Our country sells way too many weapons. Shame on us. For this and many other reasons. 
We have a history hard to face, with natives, afro-americans, latinos, and the predations of 
corporations on the world’s poor.  Most suffering in the world is the result of American  
industrial manufacturing and marketing extended to the world, as slaves, low paid workers, 
seduced consumers. The US if course followed european models of colonialism. Not good.The 
great migrations are caused by policies, military and corporate interventions coming from US 
initiatives.

In the US citizens have become consumers and entrepreneurs or prisoners (2.5 million in jail) 
and 10 million denied the right to vote and 10 million foreclosures. We are not the educated 
pubic that  thinkers about politics have always emphasized was required for effective democracy. 

University  culture, and hence the education of the governing part of a generation,  suffers 
because we have dropped language and humanities requirements from colleges  where a degree 
can be had  without history, philosophy  or literature.  High school is reduced to problem sets and 
multiple choice tests about fairly narrow subjects.  University education is focused on skills for  
starter jobs, and misses the need we all have for thoughtful and knowledgeable  leaders of each 
generation.  It is very important to understand history. History shows that things are always 
changing, always in motion. Our prejudice is that what we see is what always has been. 
Democracy, capitalism, land ownership, even cellphones. Seeing that things change gives hope 
when things need to change. Being stuck in the moment is a guarantee of powerlessness to 
participate in the changes we need.

Degrading the universities is  happening just as the research in anthropology, archeology and 
comparative histories is thriving,  but its teaching is thwarted by policy almost everywhere. In 
the drive for profits and skill focused  employees “being educated” is lost.  We had a good 
humanities based education for elites, and it still exists, but as education for a meter part of the 
population has spread, skills tased has gone with it, leaving humanities - the discipline of 
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wisdom, out .  The reasoning  is that people need education for jobs, but the jobs we are training 
for - skill sets - are the easiest to automate. These jobs will be largely gone. 

Our social life is falling apart. Half the population live alone and  loneliness kills, and sex is 
increasingly self administered, and partner sex is dominated by internet imagery which makes 
the partner a simulacrum to the remembered or being watched videos.   Auto-sex is efficient.

 Group bullying increases. And children are not allowed outside and the result is  cooped up 
nervous energy and inability to concentrate. We spend more time with TV and  the Internet  than 
with friends. Meanwhile corporations are replacing states and technocrats replacing bureaucrats.  
We are managed as consumers, not as citizens. 

The result is a criss of  our social and environmental climates probably in decline  past the 
point of comfortable adaptation. We will  need continuous cleanup as everything shifts under 
changing environmental conditions: houses not inhabitable, roads no longer used, an increasing 
amount of things abandoned becoming trash.  And we will need further coping with the 
underlying causes of the heating as it creates distress, violence and death for way too many. 

The current moment obviously has ties back to everything important about the species:  the  
discovery of fire and speech, the fall of Rome,  Columbus and the impact of gold and silver from 
the Americas on the world economy, epidemic diseases, the French Revolution, the attraction for 
humans of bright shiny things , our mammalian capacity for warmth and caring for others (the 
Internet has videos of just about every kind of cross species caring,  given supporting 
circumstances.) . Who are we as humans? It is  all important. We can’t redesign the system for 
human well-being if we don’t know who we are.

We have an increasing population with a very poor management of its relationship to nature. 
The ideology of this economy is that the  individuals should look out for him or herself and make 
decisions that are all too often against society. Actually there are very few decision an individual 
can make now. What to make has been replaced by what to buy. Global warming is one of the 
resulting threats, but the social threats are larger and less well known.  Governance is in the 
control of money and the economy works  to aid  the rich to  get richer. Economics describes that 
part of the economy and not the more human part left to anthropology, social science,  and 
literature. 

While there is a lot of talk about what todo, very little of that talk gets to politics, to the shape 
of change. So much conversation goes “people (substitute, congress, the president science, young 
people) should….  But nothing is offered about how to get them there. This is because, I am 
fairly certain, imagination is at a standstill. I joke at times telling friends, “Invest in pitchfork 
factories.” Most people understand  this reference to the French Revolution  -  that some form of 
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violence will be necessary to move the elites out of power because they will not  be moved to  
rethink power and policies. Perhaps the “violence” can be limited to huge  well targeted 
demonstrations. Maybe not. But he militarized police make a formidable barrier - until they 
rethink which side they are on. “The rich can hire half the unemployed to defend themselves 
agains t the other half of the unemployed.” A friend joked “I get it. We can put half the 
unemployed in prison and hire the other half as guards. Then every six months we rotate!” Well, 
humor won’t save us.

You can see that he obvious probem are nested within larger problem, problems that are more 
social and cultural than material, though not separable.

Where we are has to include the cultural and it is fairly unfamiliar territory. If we have lots of 
wars, plagues, population increased through h misuse of medicine and land, we need to discuss 
what the source is. Western Civilization? Human nature? The fragility of he planet?

It is obvious that since hunter gatherers elites - the strong man - has dopmnated and as 
settlements and agriculture emerged emerged elites gained a stronger hand - and that is where we 
still are. 

We are looking at afuture of biotic human or post human technobiology. The Matrix - the 
movie - tell it all. The immanence of such futures is part of where we are.

The most obvious future is one whee we are divided as a population into the rich and the 
poor. A version of Vonnegut’s Player Piano. This already well developed.

Birth place-birth family-school-iniversity corporate employment.
In my own chldooh in New York classes mixed and you capuld at least see who the others 

wer. Now, with cars going from home to school to work to shopping in malls and premium 
gracery stores to vacation and home most of the 1% never see andy of the 99%.

From wiki, “Player Piano, published in 1952. It depicts a dystopia of automation, describing 
the negative impact it can have on quality of life.[1] The story takes place in a near-future society 
that is almost totally mechanized, eliminating the need for human laborers. This widespread 
mechanization creates conflict between the wealthy upper class—the engineers and managers 
who keep society running—and the lower class, whose skills and purpose in society have been 
replaced by machines.” 

A major part of the current scene is the huge number of experiments in food housing  and 
social organization taking palce in the world. Paul Hawken’s Blessed Unrest is a story of the 
hundreds of thousand of such experiments around the wrld. Ne way of looking at he future is to 
ask, what social structures and economin s would support those meovements. Many will fial but 
many will be seeds of the best that can happen in the future. Probably the best things 10 years 
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from now hava already startd, we just don’t know which they are.
This is agood place to bring up Paul’s 2017 book, Drawdown (ed) on he best projecrts for the 

future. To my reading this book rfeflects a widespread problem: the projects are almost all 
material,  not social or political. 

In the background for mind set is his previous book (1999) Natural Capitalism, which wiki 
quotes CBill Clinton, “ President Bill Clinton .. "Natural Capitalism basically proves beyond any 
argument that there are presently available technologies, and those just on the horizon, which 
will permit us to get richer by cleaning, not by spoiling, the environment.”

Th issue of richer has shfted focus because we are al aware that he current financial/capital 
regime is a machine for moving money toward the rich. It is a combination of the nature of 
capitalism and tehcnology, rgulations and tz policy, that support quasi monopolization.

The market, left to itself, (which is not possible actually, see the fascinating book The illusion 
of Free Markets, by Bernard Harcourt), would just by its internal dynamics make the rich richer. 
The rich can borrow at a lower rate,  and buy stocks, real estate, new business ventures, long 
before the poorer because they have better access to information. So long as that dynamic 
persists, this society will be tearing itself apart. I will discuss how this might unfold, or unfold 
differently, in the chapter What can happen?’

Capitalism is a major part of where we are. In the earlier section on words I talked about the 
origin of “capital” in the breeding of cattle “new head of cattle’” Historically cattle was the 
measure of wealth, and profit (producing forward), was the source of increased wealth. The 
question always has been, who owns the new calf, what can be done with it?

Capitalism is obviously weird because it divides society into those who own it and those who 
don’t, and we don't see to think capitalism has a history earlier than the Florentine banks of the 
early Renaissance.. Those who do own money can hire the others and through the magic of more, 
increase the wealth through combining Labor with money and materials to make something that 
can sold for more that the combined cost of labor and material. I used the word “own” which 
also has a history.

We need to understand this because it should be a prime target for rethinking if we are to 
solve major linked problems. To the extent that there are progressives who think they can be 
progressive and get richer, we are entering into very tight logic (think of the narrowness of the 
cave rescues in Thailand). It may be that there is a green economy that deals with climate and 
makes the richer richer, but what of the poor? The hope is that while the rich get say ten percent 
richer  the poor would get 20% richer. Plausible? Under very tight regulatory control. The tight 
control needed raises the question of the trend toward authoritariansm.
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The impact of h poor getting richer, thorough work or guaranteed income fails to deal with 
the issue of inflation. Moreover

The probably good.
 
We are still in the long historical phase of the French Revolution with remaining  problems 

that do not yet have solutions. The Revolution was about the increasing power of a few against 
the continuing impoverishment of the many. The revolution was a boil over point in a long 
process that still continues. The struggle will pit government organizing against corporations 
trying to maintain power while the grass roots reacts to prevent centralized authoritarian control. 
But the revolution continues and the goal means more participation, a larger role in education 
and society building for more people. This has been a slow process bit it continues. We have a 
clear attraction by much of the world to  democracy, security, education, health, place love, art 
language ( we can talk, write), amazing quality of food in some places that can serve as a model. 

There are many think tanks around the world forming to discuss the issues. 
There are many experiments in small scale agriculture that are mindful that humans do the 

work and the work needs to be experimental and well done.
We have numerous experiments in  education: some involving tech, about which many of us 

feel ambivalent, and many involving better relationships between teachers and students, teachers 
with each other.

Part of the task of GardenWorld Politics is to figure out what changes in economies, 
economics, and governance can support these experiments and, through generating hope, reduce 
the fear and anxiety that are the response to the list of the probably bad. I might lose my living 
space but if I gain another with a community in the mend, maybe its ok.

A major part of the present is our lack of understanding of our past. The impact on the 
world’s cultures of religious thinking goes ignored by our “secular” culture. Secular used to 
apply to  priests who have left their religious connections. In using the word now, instead of 
getting away from religion it marks out clearly the path we left. But the echoes through the 
hallways of time  form our most basic attitudes towards life, towards feelings for the good and 
the bad, towards the beautiful, are the stuff of daily life and its judgements. The wonderful word 
is ethos: the moral climate in which we live. Can you imagine a computer feeling awe or disgust?

GardenWorld as alternative vision
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 GardenWorld, the key proposal of this book, is an alternative vision of the goal of change, 
which each of us can embrace and contribute to now. Do something. Help someone, Plant 
something. Sweep the temple.  Thomas Merton wrote,

“Do not depend on the hope of results. You may have to face the fact that your work will be 
apparently worthless and even achieve no result at all, if not perhaps results opposite to what you 
expect. As you get used to this idea, you start more and more to concentrate not on the results, 
but on the value, the rightness, the truth of the work itself. You gradually struggle less and less 
for an idea and more and more for specific people. In the end, it is the reality of personal 
relationship that saves everything.”

GardenWorld is not a plan but an  intent , an intent we embrace to organize our future activity 
and focus on our learning and experimentation. It is a future scenario that has two key goals: 

• to increase quality of life in the face of climate change, and 
• to prevent the worst of the authoritarian moves to use existing elites and centers of power 

to meet climate change while enhancing their own power. 

But it is to be a real place, green and flowered, attractive and mixed with design and 
spontaneity, rich in the necessary production of food for all, all the time. More aesthetic more 
productive governed by the realities of creating a better world for growing people. Everyone can 
participate. The growing can gro, the wounded can heal and recover and contribute - somehow. 
Use our imagination. 

I propose that we return now to the original meaning of economics in fifth century BC 
Greece as “estate management”  the whole thing, from land use to grain, cattle, family, including 
spouse, children  slaves, and relation to the  town. For the Greeks the estates were large 
households, more like cattle ranches. These were complete. There was no market. Crafts needed 
were produced in the estates (workers, slaves). 

For us now in the face of environmental and social collapse, it should be the earth, the 
continents and oceans as our home needing management. Providing management of the whole 
thoughtfully and creatively will help solve the major problems as we become more aware of 
them. But it currently is managed for an economy of return to capital, not an economy of holistic 
management for overall quality of life. I am not being naive here. I know that elites have always 
been in control, but the pressure has always arisen to limit that control and take back resources 
and quality of life and justice. A never ending struggle.  And that struggle is going to be political 
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- conflict - not just good policies that can’t be implemented.The challenge of getting to 
GardenWorld as just the next obvious step from now onward completing  the French Revolution, 
which itself is part of a larger process .

Here is a view of the current situation quoting from Andreas Malm. “The Progress of this 
Storm: Nature and Society in a Warming World.” 

“The diagnosis hinges on the eradication of nature. Jameson’s argument runs something 
like this: In the modern era, vast fields of old nature remained spread out between the 
bustling new centers of factory and market. A short drive would take the modernist back 
to the rural village where she was born; ancient ways of life dotted every horizon, the 
modern mode speeding up within a landscape tied to the natural and immemorial. It was 
this contrast that made the modernists feel the movement of time – from the old to the 
new, towards the future – that so fundamentally structured their culture. Now the foil is 
gone. Peasants, lords, artisans, costermongers have ”“vanished from sight and, along with 
them, ‘nature has been triumphantly blotted out’. In place of villages, there are suburbs; 
no matter how far the postmodernist drives, she will encounter inhabitants of the same 
cultural present, watching the same programmes or – to update the analysis – posting 
pictures on the same networks. The new is the only game in town, and by the same token 
it loses its meaning and lustre, and instead of moving onwards we seem to be forever 
stuck in the automated marketplace of the monotonously novel. Postmodernity, then, ‘is 
what you have when the modernization process is complete and nature is gone for good’; 
without ‘the idea of nature and the natural as some ultimate content or referent’ there can 
be no sense of time, and we are stranded in the mega-city where glass surfaces mirror 
each other,”

 
Economy, management of biology to feed us (and remember that oil and gas are also 

biological products needing to be intelligently managed),  is at the core about  food and the sex 
to produce and reproduce it, There is no food - none - without sex, in the reproduction of cattle, 
fruit vegetables and grains.  and early society is organized around another aspect of sex: kinship.  
Realize too that food is about energy and the energy part of our lives as in coal, oil, nuclear and 
solar, are also about energy. The predominance of the energy side of the use of nature currently 
hides our dependence on food for energy and blunts our intelligence to be thoughtful about what 
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we are doing.  The use we make of that energy is not just survival, but making culture and 
meaning. We need to be thoughtful and help each other through this.

The task of feeding people will be a major concern under climate warming as selective 
areas of the planet becoming increasingly incapable  of growing. Technology will help but with 
lots of planning or it will be misused for profit, leaving behind terrible secondary destructions, of 
land and people.  GardenWorld is about growing food, people, communities. The landscape is 
covered with DNA and we need to cultivate it with design and intent. It is not just for food (the 
agribusiness model) but about habitats for humanity, attractive places for growing children, 
families, adults, loves and leisures, art and movement.

Because private property is so much a part of current dynamics (society is largely organized 
to protect it.  Remember that Jefferson replaced “Life, liberty and private property” in an early 
draft of the Declaration  with “Life. Liberty. and the pursuit of happiness.” A felicitous shift we 
do not take seriously enough).

(Remember that Property comes from “What is proper for a man of rank to show his status in 
society”. The sword the jacket, the boots, show status. Only with time, say ancient history till 
about 1300, did those social signs become something that could be sold in a market - because 
earlier there were no markets, only estates. Private property and markets emerged mutually. 

Part of the current problem might be bureaucracy. Careers as we know are organized  by 
avoiding cross connections to other disciplines. Then a field can appear to be moving by moving 
just one part of a larger puzzle whole creating more incoherence across parts needing 
coordination in reality.. This is deeply insidious and allows for corruption.  A very interesting 
study of bureaucracy and its many layers and interconnections and lack of them can be found in 
the essay  in the book on US nutrition policy  The China Study by T Colin Campbell. 

Bureaucracies keep things from happening and for things to happen that meet a narrow up 
down hierarchical structure where the top and bottom can be in touch but no sideways 
connections are allowed.

GardenWorld is  the project of getting to a better future in tough times, and includes our 
thoughts about it, from its history from primates to hunter gatherers to the present and toward a 
future, and wonder at the universe for getting us here.

The real work of society, creating a healthy next generation by keeping up the health and 
education of this one - is currently what is done most  by women. In fact caring, nurturing, 
comforting, teaching, now mostly women’s work,  might be the model for a new economy.
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I want to review the work of Manuel Castells, Aftermath,  on the results of IT tearing apart 
previous institutions.

He writes

 …the current crisis stems from the destructive trends induced by the dynamics of a 
deregulated global capitalism, anchored in an unfettered financial market made up of 
global computer networks and fed by a relentless production of synthetic securities as the 
source of capital accumulation and capital lending.

Furthermore, the combination of deregulation and individualism as a way  of life led to 
the rise of a new breed of financial, corporate managers focused on their own short-term 
profits as the guiding principle of their increasingly risky decisions (Zaloom, 2006; Tett, 
2009). They rationalized their interests by building mathematical models to sophisticate, 
and obscure, their decision-making process while disregarding the interests their 
shareholders, let alone those of society, or even capitalism at large (McDonald and 
Robinson, 2009). The “me first” culture is now a key ingredient of business management 
(Sennett, 2006; Moran, 2009).

However, at the heart of the events that triggered the crises of 2008 and 2011, there was 
“the complacence of the elites” managing the economy, as Engelen et al. (2011) write in 
their compelling analysis of the institutional and cultural origins of the crisis. In their 
words: the crisis resulted from an accumulation of small, and in themselves relatively 
harmless, decisions made by individual traders or bankers and banks. It is hard to be so 
kind about the regulators and the political elite who made and implemented policy in 
finance. They typically bought into the high modernist macro project of “perfecting the 
market” and at the sectoral level bought into a “trust the bankers to deliver functioning 
markets” story. This promised everything and offered very little except the undermining 
of public regulation, while innovation delivered the exact opposite of the promises, as risk 
was concentrated not dispersed by a dysfunctional banking system.(Engelen et al.,2011: 
9) 

We have reached a threshold in the evolution of this particular type of 

capitalism, which in the autumn of 2008 entered a process of implosion 
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only halted by the intervention of an old acquaintance, the state, which had 

already been sent to the oblivion of history by the apologists of market 

fundamentalism. Because one of the key measures to stop the free fall of 

this form of capitalism was the re-regulation of financial markets and 

financial institutions, which is tantamount to drastically curtailing lending, 

easy credit ended. Since easy credit was the fuel of consumption, and 

consumption had accounted for three-fourths of GDP growth in the USA 

and two-thirds in Europe (since 2000), economic recession hit both North 

America and Europe. Demand fell sharply, many firms went bankrupt, and 

many others downsized. Unemployment and underemployment rose 

considerably, further reducing demand and straining social spending. The 

response from governments was at first slow, confused, and 

uncoordinated. When they realized the severity of the crisis, they focused 

on emergency stabilization of a financial system on the edge of collapse.

Thus, they used tax money and borrowed from global financial markets 
(including loans from China and the sovereign funds) to bail out the banks 
and financial institutions, plunging government finance into staggering 
public debt (Stiglitz, 2010). Secondly, some governments resorted to a sort of 
neoKeynesianism, using public investment in infrastructure to stimulate the 
economy and create jobs quickly. Because of the urgent need to create jobs, 
most of this public investment went to the least productive infrastructure 
(transportation and public works) rather than to informational infrastructure 
(education, research, technology, renewable energy), which would have 
greater impact on productivity in the long term. Governments extended 
unemployment insurance and, for a while, kept funding social benefits to 
maintain social order and to remain in office.
The net result was a deepening of the public debt that fed a budget deficit 
spiral, as interest owed on unpaid debt became one of the major budgetary 
items. When new borrowing was needed to finance growingexpenses, the 
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financial institutions, resurrected with public money, refused to lend to 
governments or requested an abusive risk premium on top of market interest 
rates. As governments were compelled to cut budgets and implement 
austerity policies, with social benefits bearing the brunt of the
cuts, social dissatisfaction mounted, eventually leading to unrest. In short: a 
financial crisis triggered an industrial crisis that induced an employment 
crisis that led to a demand crisis that, by prompting massive government 
intervention to stop the free fall of the economy, ultimately led to a fiscal 
crisis. When governments started to fail their financial obligations, the 
political system went into reverse, with parties blaming each other and 
blocking any salvage plan that would not increase their power over the 
political competitors. Countries refused to help other countries, unless they 
were on the edge of bankruptcy, and only under the condition that bailedout 
countries would surrender sovereignty (Coriat, Coutrot, and Sterdyniak, 
2011). Citizens withdrew their trust and money from political and financial 
institutions. The economic crisis deepened the crisis of political legitimacy, 
and ultimately threatened to destabilize society at large (Judt, 2010; Engelen 
et al., 2011).
Thus, several years since the beginning of the crisis, there is still no ending, 
since the crisis continues to deepen and spiral, even though a complete 
collapse has been narrowly avoided for the time being. A leaner and meaner 
financial system has become profitable again at the cost of refusing to fund 
recovery or bail out governments. But the deepening fiscal crisis is depriving 
governments of any leverage on the management of the crisis, while 
consumers cut their consumption, and the welfare states are reduced to their 
bare bones. The eurozone is being shaken by the inability of the governments 
to act together, as Germany uses its economic clout to push toward a tighter 
fiscal union that would sharply reduce national sovereignty in most 
European countries. Social protests are mounting, populist movements have 
erupted in the political scene, and the culture of defensive individualism fuels 
xenophobia, racism, and widespread hostility, breaking down the social fabric 
and increasing the distance between governments and their citizens. The 
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culture of fear rises alongside the embryos of alternative cultures of hope.
And yet, as the period of triumphant global informational capitalism was 
linked to the hegemony of a culture of unrestricted individualism, economic 
liberalism, and technological optimism, any substantial socioeconomic 
restructuring of global capitalism implies the formation of a new economic 
culture. Culture and institutions are the foundations of any economic system 
(Ostrom, 2005). Since culture (a specific set of values and beliefs orienting 
behavior) is a material practice, we should be able to detect the signs of such 
culture in the spontaneous adaptation of peoples’ lives to the constraints and 
opportunities arising from the crisis. The observation of these proto-cultural 
forms and of their interaction with the contours and evolution of the 
economic crisis constitutes one of the themes of the reflection proposed in this 
volume.

 But underneath were increasing population, increasing debt, increasing bankruptcies (US) 
and shattered social morale. Techno optimism conflicted with social/political pessimism. What 
sells is what the professional class can afford. Tech, vacations, houses, cars. The shift in markets 
is toward higher end goods: cars, restaurants, clothes.

Where we are seems messy chaotic, fragile, latent with anger. Some of this has stimulated 
happier local initiatives. But  serious understanding of climate and politics and economy and 
population is not yet happening. Again seeds, but in tiny flowerpots.

In evolutionary biology there is a fancy term, “punctuated equilibrium” where stability of 
species is disrupted by change in circumstances and a burst of new mutants gain the advantage as 
they try out new varieties, new species. Society is like that: stuck until it is forced to be unstuck. 
Then much happens, chaortic but containing the future.

We have some advantages. Animal studies show us continuity with the more emotional and 
caring and playful sides of our humanness. Things don’t play. We also have a vast increase in 
comparative culture and comparative religion, showing that we moderns, we Westerners, are just 
one example of humanness unfolded in nature. There are other possibilities.

One key is a better understanding of China. These are parts of the present, “where are we,?”  
that are ripe for rethinking the future. 

We need to honor several other distopic views.
Guy DeBord’s  Society of the Spectacle.more than the media views of  Marshall McLuhan, 
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proposed that we live in the spectacle and if we aren’t we don’t feel real. This in 1967. Nice 
summary from Wiki

“Debord traces the development of a modern society in which authentic social life has been 
replaced with its representation: "All that once was directly lived has become mere 
representation."[2] Debord argues that the history of social life can be understood as "the decline 
of being into having, and having into merely appearing."[3] This condition, according to Debord, 
is the "historical moment at which the commodity completes its colonization of social life.”[4]”

Adam Curtis has kept u the critique with extraordinary courage. DeBord made the decision 
that, to remain honest it was important to become a criminal. So he did. Curtis’s views 
summarized in a New Yorker article

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/adam-curtiss-essential-counterhistories

Chalmers Johnson Blowback. Johnson had a view of the US asa republic in a broad sweep of 
current history.I was introduced to him by my son Seth through Steve Clemmons.

Tainter’s  Collapse has a longer history and while not excusing the present, describes why it 
is inevitable. As societies grow they become more complex and the costs f maintenance go up 
faster than productivity, until the maintenance costs pass the surplus produced by the society, and 
hence, collapse. Worse, elites own the infrastructure, politically and or economically. As the 
society gets into trouble, they, instead of fixing, cut costs to take out as much as they can before 
the collapse. This pattern seems to fit where we are. A key point: this is the fate of empires.

Oscillations

So, in summary, given the narrow oscillations between “liberal” and  “conservative”, 
real solutions cannot emerge, and the leadership does not need to  include the larger 
part of the population that would insist on global-enhancing  policy alternatives. We 
really have not so much class warfare hidden behind a  veil, but a co-opting class vs. 
national well-being. The existing party process in  both parties prevents naming the 
already identifiable serious issues. That will actually hurt everyone.
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Political theory since Plato is based on the idea of the one, the few and many, 
which comes down to, if there is not room for all three: the very talented, the more 
talented and the merely human, then tyranny results and those pushed out – at any of 
the three levels, will seek power outside the system. Today it is the broad base that is 
the most restless, but the rest of us are deeply frustrated and concerned. 

Talent is only one factor in access to the center. In the current situation the lack of 
access or participation in the political process for well educated and secure people, and 
the total apathy of leaders toward the sinking fate of those for whom upward mobility 
is not working, means the total process is dangerously broken. 

The very highly motivated among us can hardly get to talk to a congressman 
much  less  have  any  access  to  the  executive  branch,  nor  the  rich.  The  “elected” 
“representatives” of States and Counties – even towns – are increasingly less accessible, 
for reasons of security and disease control, as well as bureaucratic protection – and of 
course the connection of such officials to their voters is less and less covered, in any 
meaningful issues informing way, by the local press and TV. At the level of Congress a 
million dollars equals a vote. A tenth of that can get you a short meeting with your 
congressman  who  is  more  intent  on  talking  than  listening,  especially  listening  to 
something off agenda. Talent, as the Trump administration shows, does not rise to the 
top when thugs govern.

Barrington Moore (Social origins of dictatorship and democracy).
•

Joseph Tainter’s 1988 The Collapse of Complex Societies, working from archeology, 
mostly of the Americas, proposed that as societies get more complex the costs of 
maintenance rise faster because  with the addition of each person or each dollar the 
number of connections in the society increases more rapidly. No one with a new phone 
calls only ne person. As time moves on, the maintenance costs - say of keeping 
irrigation canals unclogged and feeding the people to keep he canals unclogged reaches 
the breaking point. Moreover the elites who are the elites because they own the 
infrastructure of society (transportation, food, communications, land for materials, 
instead of spending more to repair the situation as weaknesses begin to show up,  cut 
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costs in order to keep profits up and the only way to do this is to suck more wealth out 
of the land and people, hastening collapse.

Another very large framework comes from Chalmers Johnson’s four books,  
Blowback , Sorrows of Empire, Nemesis: the last days of the American Republic and 
Dismantling the Empire: Americas last great hope. The sries lays out the consequences of 
the choice of power and elite wealth over common sense and quality of life, with justice, 
and reasonableness. I think this gives scope to the size of new arrangements we need or 
we will fail by launching social change initiatives that do not go far enough to make a 
significant difference, like launching a rocket that does not reach escape velocity.

Erich Voegelin Wrote a five volume work called Order in History. His view 
was that a good well ordered society needed to have plausible views about

Self
History
Cosmos
Governance
Community

He also wrote earlier, but published later, a multi volume History of Poltical 
Ideas. He spends much of the work on the period from Athens to 1900, a period 
almost unknown to most of us, but full of trends that still affect us.

Geoff Malm (Authoritarian vs Grass roots organization)
•

The 80% agenda

There is an economic and political agenda that 80% of the voters would vote for, if it 
were offered. Organized interests prevent it. This is a recurrent pattern in history. This 
time however there are more people, more arms, and a threatened climate and the very 
meaning of life feels threatened.  Identity politics takes up most news space, but climate, 
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war, migrations, cost of medicine, food, water, air, that  the banks being in it for 
themselves,  are much more important. Identity politics is about getting more access to 
the existing pie, not about the content and the sustainability of the pie.Arguing for 
fairness in a bad and often rigged game is a serious waste.The 80% means, intuitively, 
that there is broad agreement that does not show up in surveys or legislation

My sense is that the cycles of special privilege and broad reform never oscillate 
far  enough to enter  the legislative territory where enduring change is  possible.  The 
Founding Fathers, to prevent tyranny, wanted a government that fundamentally did 
not work well, fearing a totalistic solution, and hence protected us by not letting us out 
of the box. Changes in population size, technology, wealth, and corporations however 
takes us out of the box in some negative directions as in the graph and hence require us 
to think out of the box. Solutions that might address the more potent problems cannot 
surface in normal politics because the dynamic in the cycles of reform and restore will 
create a swing back in the other direction before anything significantly new or different 
can happen. 

The cycle of special

privilege and reform

never oscillate far enough

to enter territory

where enduring change is possible .

Interviews across the US population show that red and blue agree on the importance 
of relationships, community, clean environment, safe walking, easy access to friends 
and stores,  better health, better schools, economic security, a world where all our 
children can find a place that more or less works for them. Divergence comes with 
issues like race, abortion, religious symbolism. But most agree that if we got the good 
environment the second set of cultural issue can be fought over politically with a 
reasonable amount of civility. Progress on the first would also reduce the tensions that 
make the second set so conflictual. Yet the second set defines the public face of the 
current political parties. The result is that solutions to the first set are not presented to 
us for a vote, either for congresspeople who would vote for them, or directly to us in 
referenda.

The 80%   is not the full GardenWorld, but a step in its direction.   There are many 
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small projects around the world experimenting with living, in all its aspects. They need 
support. Currently the political process divides us so that big money wins.  While we 
mostly agree they don’t give us the opportunity to vote for it, because what most of 
us would agree on would decrease the power of money in politics and probably 
decrease the value of assets held by  the 1%.

Democracy project vs. Capitalism project.

National Performance Review. Hints as to what can happen with bureucracy reform
•

So what do we do? 

Optimism requires a vision of what, even with a small  probability, is possible. Since 
most of the plausible scenarios seem grim, it is important to begin developing 
low probability but attractive scenarios, of which GardenWorld is my favorite, because 
it meets the needs as well as the desires, of most people. Any politics which does not 
aim toward the gardening of  the world and the humanization of its people is not an 
adequate politics.

Any politics which does not aim 
toward the gardening of  the world 
and the humanization of its people 

is not an adequate politics.

Good  politics creates institutions and laws that make it possible for everyone, yes, 
 everyone (for even the most limited such as traumatized vets, children who can’t  keep 
up, and the now unfairly  incarcerated) to experience quality of life. Everyone’s 
experience  should be that their talents and energy level have found a place for mastery 
and participation so their life has or can regain its dignity. Everyone shook work with 
periods of serious leisure, and everyone should participate directly in politics - the 
conversation for running society. Capitalism in its current form blocks working, and 
representative democracy has come to block participation.

Good  politics is where the leaders care for the well-being of the led. Bad politics is 
 where the leaders act for advantages only for themselves. In our time part of the 
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 problem is that the problems are so great and the understanding of governance  so 
atrophied that we can’t just blame the leaders.

But we can try to get their  attention. The economy and economic thinking have 
come to dominate our anxiously mental landscape. One result is that the power of 
money has increased and economics can buy the politics. It is clear  that politics  ought 
to control economics, and politics ought to be relatively representative, and 
 representative should represent  people’s real desires.  But we have let our desires 
be manufactured by  advertising which is controlled by the economic forces that are 
causing the problems. We have treated politics as part of “news”, not as part of  our 
own responsibility to act on what we think we know.  After WW2 the flourishing of 
“economy”, and now the internet,  people have  allowed themselves to be reduced to a 
 statistic.

As we became more passive, we let others take over the process, change  the laws 
and regulations, dominate the appointments, and allowed media  manipulation to filter 
what we saw, we reduced our lives from citizenship to  consumership. Meanwhile we 
were working harder, getting less for it (most of us), watching the  cost of a house rise 
much faster than our income, realizing that we needed a two  income household to 
hang on, and we had less time for children and leisure,  vacations were cut, and 
retirement moved into fantasy land or the valley of  depression.

A reengagement with politics
The answer has to be a re-engagement with politics, which means learning history, 

 facts,  and how to have good conversations, including how argue effectively. There is 
no question but what the future, whether coping with failure, or turning hope into 
implementable GardenWorld designed projects, will be largely driven  by leveraging 
technology, redesigned,  and capital, redefined,  in the context of an adequate politics. 
This  means that the leadership question – government, corporate, and local, is crucial. 
 Right now, much of our “leadership”works for those  in the quest for  money.

But that means we must do more than just re-engage. We must develop new 
agendas that meet our ideals and needs, not borrow the ready-made agendas from the 
major parties, nor from the center of progressive or conservative politics. All are deeply 
compromised by alignments, and financing with large economic interests. To our 
advantage we realize that the number of people who believe in those agendas is very 
small compared to those who represent what I am calling the 80% solution.

Leadership depends on intent and requires some belief about purpose.  The 
“purpose” for much of the post WW2 period has been making money by an 
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 entrepreneurial approach which puts together tech, cash, people and resources  with 
customers. But much of this has been a worldwide exploitation of people  and resources 
while seeking corporate or military customers, not real people.  This goal-limited project 
has built a very skewed world.  Leadership intent  needs to be clarified if we are to get 
out of the mess. It is clear that the difficulties of the Republican leadership are profound. 
Yet the  Democrats have been unable to provide a coherent alternative but reflect the 
same path of influence for money usually called corruption.  As Bush’s  poll  numbers 
went down in the face of his mistakes and incompetence, the Democrats  failed to 
respond, and consequently the Bush favorable ratings would creep back  up. We saw 
the same cycle with Obama where the turning points in public approval are not the 
serious issues, but relatively minor ones. We can foresee  an election where no candidate 
gets a decent approval rating from a now deeply skeptical and fatigued electorate. (this 
series of paragraphs written in 2014!)

This suggests a general  lack of confidence in government led by either party. 
Meanwhile the ship of state  lists. How dangerously is open to discussion, and daily 
seems even more  ominous. Obama touched on hope (and fear) and the Shakespearian 
quality, even  tragedy, of our leadership is continuing.  Obama, by virtue of talent and 
cool, appeared to be  our best hope of getting to a more fair and peaceful society. But he 
 did not go far enough to do more than manage the centralization of a limited 
 participation government and economy. Continuing of income inequality, loss of jobs to 
technology, and failure to deal creatively with the environment are the crude measures 
of failure. Maybe he saw the forces of disintegration as being too strong to attempt a 
revision. Hillary with her millions and ties to banks and Israel was not able to lead 
against the tsunami of issues that would have hit her administration.

This  division  within  the  country  was  evident  already  in  the  clash  between 
Jefferson,  who  wanted  a  decentralized  citizenry  and  Hamilton,  who  wanted  trade, 
manufacturing, a central bank, a military- and an empire . The wars of Napoleon and 
Lincoln and Bismarck further strengthened bureaucracy and central power in order to 
carry through such wars. The cold war continued the emerging pattern, shifting the 
meaning of the Constitution and the federalist /  anti-federalist debate.\. The problem 
is  that  modern  technology  has  increased  the  power  and  pull  of  centralization  of 
ownership while distributing the powers of communication. The bridge between these 
so far has been the increasingly narrow ownership of the media people actually watch. 
But this bridge is not stable in the winds of change. This too is a threat to leadership and 
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leads to a “circle the wagons” mentality.

I’d like to use the word “liberal” to characterize one end of this struggle, but it 
has floated in so many directions as to become meaningless. If it started with the idea of 
political  and cultural  openness  and tolerance,  as  in  John Stuart  Mill,  but  it  became 
limited to  freedom for  property  and the right  of  corporations  to  be  free  from state 
interference. This use of “liberal” moves in the direction not of freedom for all but a 
new kind of corporatist feudalism, as in the use of “liberal world order” to describe a 
financial regime that puts corporate sovereignty in the center of law and policy. The 
democracy project lost out to the capitalism project. Both arose in time in response to 
circumstances and vision. Both are a process in history, not immutable laws of human 
nature.

The democracy project lost out

to the capitalism project

We  have  neither  a  conservative  nor  a  progressive  leadership.  Part  of  my 
proposed 80% solution is based on the idea that progressive and conservative values are 
rather more similar than we are led to think, and more attractive than in the form we 
usually hear about them. What we call right and left, conservative and progressive, and 
at times liberal, have us mesmerized in angry assent with anxiety or angry rebellion 
with impotence. These images of us and the other are made to help us hold on to our 
own dwindling sense of hope and legitimacy. Most people make our vision of “us” and 
the “other” based on a few fragments lifted from more vital and full versioned visions 
of the conservative or progressive perspectives. Our politics is a collage of the weakest 
pieces of principled thought.  But we need a strong politics to cope with climate and 
inequality.  What  are  the  resources  for  such  a  politics?  Both  conservatives  and 
progressives  are  marginalized.  We need them but  instead We have  majority  of  the 
fearful and angry. That is the fruit of our leadership over the last many decades. 

Conservatives believe in a rich texture of society and tradition, where families 
and forms of governance arise through a constant and slow adaptation of institutions to 
the reality of managing the human species in the real world. Conservatives like the idea 
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of mixing churches, families, communities, officials, press, banks, and local geography, 
all in a complex arena of mutual adapting. They see this structure as vulnerable, and 
needing constant attention. Conservatives are not egoists centered in self, but care about 
society, knowing that the whole affects the development of the individuals who then 
care for society.

Conservatives appreciate the histories and achievements of the different nations, 
and enjoy learning from others, travel, reading history and bringing home what they 
have  learned.  Conservatives  tend  to  be  modest  and  not  flamboyant.  Conservatives 
prefer solid friendship to opportune relationships, and they are suspicious of motives, 
yet kind to those they find worthy. They are protective of their own and challenging of 
others.  They prefer  complexity  of  character  supporting selfless  love  rather  than the 
blatant psychology of the deal. They tend to see decisions in multigenerational terms 
more than in multi-factional differences. They see time more than opportunity and tend 
to accept hierarchy as the price of stability. Their basic tendency is to want to hold on, 
fearing loss. Conservatives at their best are organic. At their worst attracted to frozen 
hierarchy and militarism, using technology but hostile to science.

It is clear that we do not have a healthy conservative leadership. [vii]

Progressives tend to have a delight in growth and development, in expression 
and talent, and also have a good ear for the pain and suffering caused by social life and 
institutions. They tend to love the stranger and be casual towards those at home, feeling 
that we can learn from others and that those around us are good natured and can figure 
it out for themselves, and good at cooperating for the good of the nested communities 
from local regional national and international, and see their mutual interdependence. 
Progressives  know that  our  fate  is  dependent  on  institutions  and rules.  They want 
openness with some security. They tend to be open to all comers who are willing to join 
us.  Progressives  like  change  and find the  past  constraining  of  action.  At  their  best 
progressives hope more than despair and are good experimentalists naturally aligned 
with science. At their worst they are self satisfied, mechanical, and shallow. It is clear 
that we do not have a healthy progressive leadership.
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What is leadership supposed to do ?

In this age of biologically modeled evolutionary economics, it is tempting to say 
that the two great balancing forces of most species are sex and aggression (Freud), and 
that the two great human orientations have split them, the conservatives taking war and 
fear  as  central  (Hegel)   to  their  sense  of  history and the  progressives  sex  and love 
(Marcuse). Of course we need both, elaborated through cultures into the makings of 
vital and successful civilizations.

The philosopher  Richard Rorty  and the  classicist  Martha  Nussbaum take  the 
view that we do not know what would be the impact if our leaders read more poetry, 
drama and history, but that, facing issues, they would simply do better if they read 
more literature and history. It is really a question of identifying with the whole, deeper 
compassion open to problem solving, and interested in culture. No university course 
can give this. It requires reading, travel conversation, reflection.

It is important to see that the current leadership of both parties is not really a 
class, but an ensemble of well positioned people responding to opportunities. Those 
with money support politicians who will support the money. Those with money and 
those who are the politicians are not the same. The politicians are often those who were 
lawyers for the people with money.

Those with money however are not well organized. Their actual life consists of 
limited relationships and glitzy but trivial events. They are invited to fund raisers for 
politicians and for philanthropies. They put on the black tie and gown, arrive, chat, 
have a drink, sit to table, listen to a speech or two, hang around for a short time and go 
home, feeling satisfied yet empty. There never was any real conversation on issues. No 
contrasting sides, only cheerleading for a point of view already worked out.

The politicians spend most of their time working out what the pitch to the money 
supporters will  be – what seems to work.  They too never take the time for serious 
exploration of the multiple sides of an issue. 

So the merry-go-round I described in earlier sections is not a civilization, nor a 
culture, nor even a conversation. It is quick judgments about alignment and advantage. 
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It fails as social conviviality, or as a good symposium. The actual intellectual and social 
benefits of belonging are meager. The payoff is in cash. And cash lets you buy health, 
mate, land, travel, education, and a special place for children. Not all terrible, but in the 
absence of meaningful conversation about goals, it becomes part of the hollowing out of 
institutions and culture replacing these with isolated consumerism at the high end. To 
the extent they are CEO’s or close to the top, there is very little social life.

There is a wonderful scene in Gian Carlo Menotti’s Opera The Unicorn where the 
gentlemen and the ladies of a town are promenading and they come together and the 
men sing to each other

How do you do? Very well, thank you.

What do you think of this and that

In my humble opinion blah blah blah blah blah blah.

Oh how witty oh how profound.

Only you could understand me.

They turn to their wives and sing

Oh what a pompous ass

Oh what a fool.

That is all  too often the quality of our dialog. Our mature republic is neither 
conservative nor progressive. It is a dance macabre hemmed in by the ghosts of long 
gone socialism and by the ghosts of mangled Burke and Hobbes and the fear of the 
French Revolution. The dancers’ bodies no longer hear any music and even the ding of 
the cash register is replaced by silent digitalized dollars. The dance is held together by 
technology, fear and financial contracts.

A civilization is an ensemble of cultures held together by an architecture of cities 
and towns, and the countryside along with constitutions and technology. To build it 
requires a vision, which we so lack now that just hearing of conservative or progressive 
values sound attractive, and we have neither. Meanwhile the leaders use the language 
and policy that will gain the support of the money supporters. Their next task is to get 
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the voters to support them through the media by using the money raised from rich 
contributors. Do you recognize the spirit of the following?

..  a  senior  executive  with Thames Water,  has  called water  the  petroleum of  the  21st 
century. “There’s huge growth potential,” he said. “There will be world wars fought over water 
in  the  future.  It’s  a  limited,  precious  resource,  so  the  growth market  is  always going to  be 
there.” [ix]

No moral outrage at coming wars, just opportunity. The dumbness of this kind 
of thinking is creating the need for serious reflection and action. Chalmers Johnson has 
written:

There is, I believe, only one solution to the crisis we face. The American people 
must make the decision to dismantle both the empire that has been created in 
their name and the huge, still growing military establishment that undergirds it. 
It  is  a  task at  least  comparable to that  undertaken by the British government 
when, after World War II, it liquidated the British Empire. By doing so, Britain 
avoided the fate of the Roman Republic — becoming a domestic tyranny and 
losing its democracy, as would have been required if it had continued to try to 
dominate much of the world by force. To take up these subjects, however, moves 
the discussion into largely unexplored territory.  For now, Holmes has done a 
wonderful job of clearing the underbrush and preparing the way for the public to 
address this more or less taboo subject.

I take Chalmers Johnson’s work along with Joseph Tainters on Collapse, as the 
serious framework for discussion of where we are today. Important work in comparing 
social dynamics to other systems is one of the key current intellectual developments. 
The shift  from hierarchies  to  networks you are  probably familiar  with.  The idea of 
meshes rather than nodes, where each area in the mesh may have unique structure, is 
also emerging. The implications for how we look at societal control, classes and access 
are strong. For example Manuel de Landa writes,

We talk of “social strata” whenever a given society presents a variety of differentiated 
roles to which not everyone has equal access, and when a subset of those roles (i.e. those to which 
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a ruling elite alone has access) involves the control of key energetic and material resources. While 
role differentiation may be a spontaneous effect of an intensification in the flow of energy through 
society  (e.g.  as  when a  Big  Man in  pre-State  societies  acts  as  an intensifier  of  agricultural 
production ), the sorting of those roles into ranks along a scale of prestige involves specific group 
dynamics. In one model, for instance, members of a group who have acquired preferential access 
to some roles begin to acquire the power to control further access to them, and within these 
dominant groups criteria for sorting the rest of society into sub-groups begin to crystallize. “It is 
from such crystallization of differential evaluation criteria and status positions that some specific 
manifestations  of  stratification  and  status  differences  -such  as  segregating  the  life-styles  of 
different  strata,  the  process  of  mobility  between  them,  the  steepness  of  the  stratificational 
hierarchies, some types of stratum consciousness, as well as the degree and intensity of strata 
conflict- develops in different societies.” {7}

However, even though most societies develop some rankings of this type, not in all of 
them  do  they  become  an  autonomous  dimension  of  social  organization.  In  many  societies 
differentiation of  the  elites  is  not  extensive (they do not  form a center  while  the  rest  of  the 
population forms an excluded periphery), surpluses do not accumulate (they may be destroyed in 
ritual feasts), and primordial relations (of kin and local alliances) tend to prevail. Hence a second 
operation is necessary beyond the mere sorting of people into ranks for social classes or castes to 
become  a  separate  entity:  the  informal  sorting  criteria  need  to  be  given  a  theological 
interpretation and a legal definition, and the elites need to become the guardians and bearers of 
the newly institutionalized tradition, that is, the legitimizers of change and delineators of the 
limits of innovation. In short, to transform a loose accumulation of traditional roles (and criteria 
of access to those roles) into a social class, the latter needs to become consolidated via theological 
and legal codification. {8}

 

We certainly want a society with structure – because we need to be between an 
entropy which is all motion and granite which is all quiet. Just as smoking is terrible in 
its power to integrate sight, smell, taste, movement, grace, social gesture, identity and 
community, and seduction, as in
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“Light my cigarette.”

He took his lighter after fumbling in his pocket and held the flame to the extension of her 
offered mouth.…”,

so politics takes a series of independent “meanings” and weaves them into what 
seems like an integrated whole. So capital and markets, “open”, and “efficient” work to 
seduce  us  into  a  world  where  money  capital  growth  is  more  real  than  human 
development, individual and civilizational. Recall that the very word” capital” comes 
from  increasing  “head”  (Latin  cap,  as  in  capital  on  top  of  a  column  or  center  of 
government) through breeding, getting increase – but in what? Capitalism is a messy 
ensemble of habits and methods: accounting law, banking, .. never coherently defined. 
It is not easy to define because it is in interweaving of many aspects of practical life. The 
intersection between science, technology and governance – political power, is becoming 
clearer, see for example a course syllabus from Harvard,

“In the fall semester, we explore how the modern state’s capacity to produce and 
use  scientific  knowledge  influences,  and  is  influenced  by,  the  production  and 
maintenance of political order. Beginning with standard models of science and politics, 
such as the “republic of science,” the syllabus develops an alternate framework that sees 
these two spheres of action not as cognitively and culturally distinct but as engaged in a 
constant  process  of  exchange and mutual  stabilization.  For  this  purpose,  the course 
combines theoretical ideas and empirical examples from Science & Technology Studies, 
both historical  and contemporary,  with approaches from social  and political  theory. 
Particular  attention  is  paid  to  the  cultural  resources  used  in  the  simultaneous 
production of  scientific  and political  authority.  These  include technologies  of  visual 
representation, quantitative analysis, standardization, material stabilization, persuasion, 
and dispute resolution, as well as associated ideas of objectivity, rationality, credibility, 
legality,  accountability,  and reliability.  Seeing power  as  immanent,  the  course  takes 
special notice of the techniques and discourses through which actors in modern polities 
frame and manage their perceptions of the world, in the process framing new issues for 
political action. Illustrative topics include maps, museums, elections, risk, intelligence 
tests, and genetics.”
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If knowledge and power are co-productive of each other, it strongly suggests that 
we need to take responsibility for our knowledge. We won’t get to GardenWorld except 
through hard work and the development of adequate knowledge, both political and 
technical, to get there.

In thinking about what to do, does the following still hold?

When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 
political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the powers of the 
earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle 
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes 
which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident,  that  all  men are created equal,  that  they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and 
the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among 
Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of 
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish 
it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its 
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light 
and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that mankind are more disposed 
to suffer, while evils are sufferable than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 
Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their 
duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. — 
Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which 
constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history of the present King of 
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the 
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a 
candid world.

Obviously, the Declaration of Independence. Its financial value? It still is one of 
our  most  powerful  and attractive  products  for  creating hope in  the  world.  Are  we 
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remaining interesting to the decent opinion of mankind? GardenWorld is  not just  a 
technical  fix,  but  an encompassing vision for  the healthy growth of  people,  society, 
civilization, and values. It needs leadership. Next I’ll discuss a key reason why current 
leadership does not have a happy followership.

 

 Gore has described  ”This no-man’s land or no politician zone falling between 
the  farthest  reaches  of  political  feasibility  and the  first  beginnings  of  truly  effective 
change “

T. S. Eliot once wrote:

Between the idea and the reality,

Between the motion and the act

Falls the Shadow.

Between the conception and the creation,

Between the emotion and the response

Falls the Shadow.
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Chapter How did we get here

Going deeper

There has been a lot of history in the proceeding pages. Here I want to go deeper. The story is 
about our  species and the land and how we organized to put the two together - over several 
hundred thousand years. And the species before that. Land means food and at first we wandered 
around in the landscape searching for food - which was mostly abundant - but lots of walking to 
find fishm nuts, turles, sprouts, rabbits…, maybe small groups scaring each other. Later the drive 
was to control the land by some form of fencing.

There is mounting evidence that early humans shifted between decentralized living when the 
countryside provided game, fish, birds fruits and nuts, and more centralized controlled 
hierarchical living when feeding off of storage was necessary because of shifts in the seasons. 
The word vacation, from vacate, speaks to the spirit of being able to walk out of hierarchy and 
authority into a free space, knowing that a return is possible when needed.The way we feel about 
vacations is based on this possibility of periodic vacating. Advertisements show how powerful 
this is because the setting, especially for cars, is almost always in nature, even deep nature, 
further than we might go. But it obviously speaks to us of desire.

We tend to see it as conventionally and uncritically as Darwinian: the successful were the 
most successful. The problem with Darwin is that it equates the  strong with the successful,  but 
leaves both undefined. It is possible for example for people, struggling with interminable wars, 
to come to a new culture of contentment, peace, appreciation, and conclude that while killing is 
possible, treating all men as neighbors whom we love is better. We thus would act against one 
strand of darwinian thinking, while leading to better survival. 

The core story appears to have to be about how economics became so central to society, and 
how good can be made of it despite its current stupidities. But the true core story might be be not 
that economics is central, but he story of how economics came to be so central, and what were 
the alternatives. The presence of the word “economics” has created a domain, a system, capable 
of management and this is crucial for GardenWorld, which is crucial for dealing with climate 
change. The word itself, starting with the Greeks, we still use. There has been shift in meaning 
but also some powerful continuity we are mostly unaware of, thinking that economics began 
with Adam Smith or other simplified histories.
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First the Greeks (remember I am not looking at the history that leads to current concepts but 
to history for threads not developed that might be os use to rethinking the structures of 
GardenWorld.

Nietzsche writes
to stamp becoming with being is an act of power.

Becoming is about change, being is about being static. These are deeply political and we 
need to understand what is at stake.

—————————————————

Philosophy started with the question: how should I live? Along the way it raises questions 
about seeing, thinking, the mystery of the cosmos, conversation, kinds of knowledge and action, 
the relationship between individual and community, other species.

. Philosophy has, since Socrates invented the term, subjected itself  to many deep conflicts 
and detours from these basic questions.  But the question, especially about what is the good life, 
are very crucial for thinking through what economics is about, and how we might configure 
GardenWorld. 

This is what philosophy should lead to but doesn’t
In a simple psychological sense what we do repeatedly becomes for people meaning. 

Reflection on that process is undeveloped. The prvious section on philosophy covers mch. I 
shtere stuff left over to discuss,

For many people philosophy is like soem undigestible hunk of stuff. Meaning on the oher 
side feels amoreaccessbile, more mad eof of different apects,  Mybe it is becaus it has no 
department, no Department of Meaning in the universities (but watch out that governments can 
do departments of propaganda.).

A usual answer is life is for doing good, or getting plasure.
If I am right, that we live with and through a compex biological network in constant feedback 

loops with a complex surrounding reality, then the pursuit of good and pleasure are aspects of 
any action, any aliveness. We wnt ti to feel good and to feel good it has to be well connected to 
the environment and the environment  I wold say tht feeling good is the result of doing good.

The two are not separable but are vahue and pliable and subject to continuous discussion.
Thinking is important  and thinking about thinking even more important when we need 

changes in the kind of life we want to live.. 
We have some conceptions in the form of cnvictions that restrict the range of our thinking. 

For example, 
the difference between inner and outer,  
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objective and subjective.
The question of what is human
Are we part of nature or separate?  
First , and obvious, obvious “humans in nature “implies two separate things, the people and 

the ecosystem. But this contains some powerful assumptions that just might be wrong.
The  idea that perception is a linear process from world to idea.  The science of perception 

starts with the idea that photons enter the eye, pass up nerve channels, enter a part of the brain 
where mind is empowered,  and then, and only then there is a seeing and thinking.

What is wrong with this is the passivity. It implies that the seer does not move until the 
process is well under way. But if we look with more curiosity we see that they eye can’t   see, say 
the coffeecup  until after it looks. The muscles in the body, including neck move the head, the 
photons enter the eye.. But the moving came first. Why did the seer look? In fact every act of 
perception is in the context of previous acts of motion which themselves are part of a loop of 
looking-acting. Important because we do not see the squirrel then  act. We look in the wrong 
place for what is of real interest. Consider the sophomore in a college “psychology” experiment. 
They are put in a booth closed off from the sides, maybe lookin at a screen or some buttons. The 
psychologists are showing things to the student and looking for what happens. What the 
psychologists are missing is the fascinating process that got the student to come to the 
experiment. Meet coeds, get paid, make up a course credit.

The problem exists if not begins  wih Plato who has perception going from the world through 
the senses to the ideal image contained within the human from  before birth, the implantation of 
god. This isn’t quite correct. The Greeks seemed to believe

People who do computer simulation of perception have the computer looking at the world, 
pixel by pixel. But there is a preliminary question of intelligence. Why is the computer looking 
in the direction it does? Not asked. Placed there by the technician. Part of the process of 
perception.

The Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget, life long at the Jean Jaques Rousseau institute looking 
down on Lake Geneva, was working in the context of psychologists who  who tried to 
understand things like a child  looking at a teddy bear. But how did the child and the teddy bear 
get there? Not asked. Piaget started very differently - not the infant looking at the world, but the 
infant lookin at itself. The hand moves, the eye follows. These are given by human DNA evolved 
through animal development for millions of years. As the child watches its hand the parts of the 
brain  that are active come into some correlation with each other. How this happens is interesting, 
but, for our purposes, is what is the basis for the achievement - the loops through the 
environment through the brain and back to the environment that is most important in 
understanding weak places in our understanding of humans. If the eye can reliably follow the 
hand and the hand hits an object, they eye can now follow the object. Well, circles of activity 
interact with each other, the baby can see the bottle, grab with its and, put it I into mouth.  Up 
against plastic rather than the breast. Emotional reaction… and so it goes. 

What is important might be that the child builds up the world though integrating its acts with 
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its perceptions. They are not separate. The world we are in and who we are are not separate If I 
move to a new town where I have never been before I come with a sens of things: gravity, air 
temperature, noise, crowding, objects that are solid, not like  the melting watches of Salvador 
Dali. 

The solidity of objects is given to the child through that combination of its movements and 
sight because it has learned that when a coffee cup is rotated and the handle disappears, it can be 
brought back. That is the structure in the child’s mind in its experience with reality that makes 
things solid. Sure   Lots of problems here: reality? Experience? Experience has that prefix ex, 
from outside, exterior, but the model in discussion here is that perception is always a mix of the 
brain’s wet stuff and the world’s mix of objects and places and conditions. The person is not 
seprate from its environment.

Animals
We have tended to see ourselves as different from animals and using that difference (homo 

sapiens, ) to plan our society. But we have much more in common with animals, love, nurturing, 
playfulness, defending our being alive - that tends to get discounted because it is not definitive of 
our difference. This is a really stupid strategy. But the details are inyerestin, if we go from the 
Bible “naming the animals”, which animals can’t do to Plato’s reaaon and ideas to Descartes 
(and so much else along the way” we can learn what we needto now to unpack our too abstract 
conceptualized asociety.
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Revisiting our similarities, from DNA to cell structure to evolution of species. We share this 
history and it largely makes us who we are. Add the capacity to attach symbols to mental 
operations (Piaget) and rampant sexuality we get us. 

Early humans by the way (see Otto Rank Art and Artist) though animals superior. Tatooing 
and masks were to make us look like we fit in nature, a virtue animals had, with grace, that we 
lacked.

It follows that we can question the idea of objective-subjective. I contend that the distinction 
has been seized upon  by institutions of power to make the “objective” important and the 
usbjective, meerly subjective, out of sight, pesonal, of no importane.

If you look at your self looking at something, say the coffeecip, you will notice that there is 
no internal experience of seeing thta cup - such interior events are all speculative, not 
experienceable.  

I think it important to see that Greece was unfathomably interesting and complex. Note that 
the key terms I am using to deal with nature and humans are

Philosophy
Politics
Economics
Tech

All are from Athens in the five or six hundred years before the birth of Jesus. It was the place 
of the Parthenon. To remind you..
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https://www.bbc.com/ideas/videos/welcome-to-petra-a-little-bit-of-heaven-on-earth/
p05zn715  Simon Schama 

If you are curious and inlcined, to see some of  the complexity/obscurity/necessity of current 
philosophical thought about plato

 https://socialecologies.wordpress.com/2018/04/06/zizeks-return-to-plato-as-materialist/

(Add from) Petra and the Lost Kingdom of the Nabataeans Jane Taylor

_——-

The history of politics in parallel to practical organization of the economy..

https://www.bbc.com/ideas/videos/welcome-to-petra-a-little-bit-of-heaven-on-earth/p05zn715
https://www.bbc.com/ideas/videos/welcome-to-petra-a-little-bit-of-heaven-on-earth/p05zn715
https://socialecologies.wordpress.com/2018/04/06/zizeks-return-to-plato-as-materialist/
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Well known so will pass quickly

The greeks
In the 1600’s number was slowly  equated with rationality, that to know was to count.  This 

took a long time to evolve. For example the change had to be made from roman numeras XXVI, 
to arabic, and calculations had to be made on mixed currency like pound,pence, lira, scudi. 

This is important because the numeric focus  suppresed or diverted away from the 
development of the poetic, the narrative. For example, price finds equivalent values but hides the 
obvious: the long path with the multitude of hands that touch the coffee beans to your breakfast. 
Don’t forget the ship, the making of the bags to hold them, the energy to roast. Bascially an 
uncountable multitude but important to understand for equity rather than just hte mechanics of 
the lat phase - supply and demand.

Economists are aware that the word come from the Greeks but unaware of the complexitu of 
greek thought abut eonmy.  For example the greek ability to run an entire”econmy” without 
markets, all done by estate management and town administration.

  in  pre-market  societies its not that there is no economic activity, its just that prodced is 
stored and managed and the distribution managed. This can provide a very inteesting idea for 
rethinking our own inequities, where Tim Cook gets 100’s of million and the workers and 
customers are not treated well. The point is that other considerations: fairness, value to the town, 
aesthetic appeal, are more central to the production consumption cycle.

Because economics developed late among te “sciences” it borrowed methods and metaphors 
from many other fields. Most obvious the flow of blood from harvey and the use of math to 
describe systems from physics.

Lowry writes:

 Victorian  scholarship,  from  philosophy,  history,  literature, and art, to comparative 
religion,  archaeology, anthropology, and political science.  "The rediscovery of the Greek 
heritage by British intellectuals in the  late  eighteenth  and  early  nineteenth  centuries,"  Frank  
M.  Turner[1981,  p.  450]  writes,  "coincided,  and  not  accidentally  so,  with  the  vast 
transformations  being  wrought  by  those  myriad  forces  designated  by  the terms  liberal  
democracy,  industrialism,  and  enlightenment." 
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This “vast” conglomerating process is not much examined in economics but clearly involved 
things , now forgotten, that can be rethought for a newer economics.

In fact economics as we have it basically is aligned with industrialization and trade and 
finance.  Modern economics is not good at describing feudal economic arrangements nor theos 
of  the great ancient empirs, and in runs the risk - for us - of not being able to describe the needed 
eeconomy for the circumstances to come..  Curent economics is treated as though it has an 
infinite life describing an unchngeable  material reality, but things change rapidly, are seeking 
changes now, and  contemporary “mainstream” economics probably will have a short life.But 
there is conflict and turmoil around the facts.

 William  R.  Scott  [1949, pp.  79-80]  said that the Greeks  "constituted  an  essential  and 
fundamental element in  the establishing of several of ... [Smith's] central positions," that are 
usually treated as starting with Adam Smith.

I can add here that another intersting line of inquiry would be a bit ad moninim, that the 
impact of Smith’s life stye on his thinking and the impact of his thinking on the future we now 
live in. Smith lived his life with his mother and was born into the 1% of the time and mostly 
protected. Time to write, think and converse for sure, but perhaps more see the economy from his 
desk rather thn from participation. Minor pont but we need to be looking for openings for 
reanalysis whewrever we can find them.

Joseph  A.  Schumpeter's  detailed History  of Economic Analysis   dismisses  Xenophon's  
writings  as  having  little  economic  significance.  Although  he  found  the  beginnings  of  
economic  analysis  in Aristotle's  writings,  he  characterized  him  generally  as  a  dispenser  
of"pompous common sense"  (p.  57). 

Things that are missed ae the human nuances. For example  Xenophon,  a near contemporary 
of Aristotle, writes

  "whether  the  one  in  charge  is  a  steward  or  a supervisor,  [for]  those  who  can  make  
the  workers  eager,  energetic,  and persevering in  the work are the ones who  accomplish  the 
most  good  andproduce  a  large  surplus"  

Compar this to manger worker theory today which is far less in tune with the humanity of a 
worker. Hard to image a manger looking to make the woerksers eager (and these were slaves, 
another point of entry for rethinking  See Aristitle on giving slaves a path to freedom.)

 “we  find  in  Xenophon  the  development  of many concepts that  are  part of modern 
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economic analysis.  They are,  however, framed  in  terms of personal and public administrative 
perspectives rather than  in  terms  of commercial  market  analyses.” 

The  Greek  art  of  oikonomia,  a  formal,  administrative  art  directed toward the  
minimization of costs and the maximization of returns,  had as its  prime  aim  the  efficient  
management of resources for  the  achievementof desired objectives.  It was  an  administrative, 
not a  market approach, toeconomic phenomena.

Plato  was  also  of the  opinion  that"there is  not much difference between a large household 
organization anda small-sized city" and that "one science covers all  these several spheres,"

root  nem-,  which  connotes  "regulate,administer,  organize."  Clearly  oikonomia  conveyed  
some  sense  of  anadministrative  art. 6 

In  the  Ways  and  Means,  Xenophon  stressed  the  effectiveness  of the efficient  
combination of human  and  material  resources.  "Every farmer," he  writes,  "can tell  just how  
many  yoke  of oxen are enough for  the farm and  how  many  labourers.  To  put  more  on  the  
land  than  the  requisite number  is  counted  loss"  (IV.S).  But  this  statement  contains  more  
than the  idea of combining resources for  an improved output. The notion  that an excess of any  
resource  "is counted loss"  is  an expression of a  marginal element  in  productive  
combinations.

 The Greeks had  a  difficult  time  formulating theories  of  innovation  to  account  for  the  
creation  or  production  of new elements,  they  placed  great  emphasis  upon  the  manipulation  
of given elements  for  increased  returns.  For this  reason,  the  concepts  of orderand 
combination in  the  management of human and material factors  were important  to  them. 

Another strand we can learn from: 

Describing  ideal  or  utopian  habitats  for  man  seems  to  have  had  aspecial  fascination  
for  the  Greeks.  

 we  find  in  Xenophon  the  development  of many concepts that  are  part of modern 
economic analysis.  They are,  however, framed  in  terms of personal and public administrative 
perspectives rather than  in  terms  of commercial  market  analyses. 

 
 Hesiod's self-sufficient  utopian-economy  naturally  has  an  agricultural  setting: 

Neither famine  nor  inward  disaster  comes  the  way 
of those  people 
who  are straight  and  just;  they  do  their work 
as  if work  were  a  holiday; 
the  earth gives  them  great  livelihood, 
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on their  mountains  the  oaks 
bear acorns  for  them  in  their crowns, 
and  bees  in  their  middles. 
The  wool-bearing  sheep are  weighted  down 
with  fleecy  burdens. 
Their women  bear  them  children 
who  resemble  their parents. 
They  prosper  in  good  things  throughout. 
They  need  have  no  traffic 
with  ships,  for  their own  grain-giving  land 
yields  them  its  harvest. 

where  chaos  results  when  the crew  tries  to do  the  job  of  the  captain  in  piloting  the  
ship  rather  than  doing  the tasks  assigned  to them  [Republic,  488-89].  In  the  Statesman,  he 
draws  a gruesome picture of the fettering of experts in  a  law-ridden society where not only are 
ship captains and doctors required to  practice "by the code," but  they  are  also  restricted  from  
investigating  possible  innovations  or variations in  regimen.  The arts, supervised  by  
magistrates and citizens  in popular  assemblies  with  no  technical  knowledge,  are  subjected  
to  the same  indignities.  This  tension  between  regulation  by  a  democratic assembly  and  
trust  in  the  commitment  to  the  public  interest  of  selfappointed experts  has  a  distinctly  
modern  ring.  It  avoids  the  question  ofdivergent  values. 

in  Xenophon'sCyropaedia  (VIII.2.5-6)  reveals  clearly  that  he  understood  not  only  the 
efficiencies involved but also  that specialization depends upon the "extentof the  market,"  a  
formulation  usually  attributed  to  Adam  Smith.  "Justas  all  other  arts  are  developed  to  
superior  excellence  in  large  cities," he  explains,  "in  that  same  way  the  food  at  the  king's  
palace  is  also elaborately  prepared  with  superior  excellence.  For  in  small  towns  thesame 
workman  makes  chairs  and  doors  and plows  and tables,  and oftenthis  same  artisan  builds  
houses,  and even  so  he  is  thankful  if he  can  only find  employment enough to support him.  
And it  is,  of course,  impossiblefor a  man of many trades to be proficient in  all  of them.  In 
large cities, onthe  other hand,  inasmuch  as  many  people  have  demands  to  make  uponeach 
branch of industry,  one trade alone,  and very  often even less  than a whole  trade,  is  enough  
to  support  a  man:  one  man,  for  instance,  makesshoes for  men,  and  another for  women; 
and there are places even whereone  man  earns  a  living  by  only  stitching  shoes,  another  by  
cutting  themout,  another  by  sewing  the  uppers  together,  while  there  is  another 
whoperforms none  of these  operations  but only  assembles  the  parts." 

Book V  of the  Ethics  begins with  an analysis of the principles of public and private  
distributions of assets.  The Athenian polity  in  Aristotle's day functioned  in  many  ways  as  a  
distributive  economy,  allocating  among its citizens  public  goods  of  various  sorts:  honors,  
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rations  of  grain,  publicentertainment,  and  pay  to  citizens  for  attendance at assemblies  and 
juryduty.  Xenophon predicted that,  by  following  his  recommendations in  the Ways  and 
Means,  the whole population of Athens could be maintained atpublic  expense. 

When one compares ancient Greek economic ideas with  those of modern political  economy  
in  the  eighteenth  and  early  nineteenth  centuries,  two conspicuous  perceptual  transitions  
stand  out.  The  first  of  these  is  the emergence in  the  eighteenth century of the concept of 
natural order and natural  justice  which  served  as  an  effective  counterpoise  to  the  divine 
right which supported authoritarian sovereignty among the crowned heads of Great Britain and 
the continent.  Natural  right  not only  supported theemerging  political  democracy  but  also  
spilled  over  into  the  second emergent  perception:  that  of the  primary  importance  of the  
commercialand  industrial  process  in  society.  There  was,  therefore,  an  image  of  a self-
regulating mercantile process w

is  to shoemaker, the amount of the shoemaker's work is  to that of the farmer's work  for  
which  it  exchanges.  But  we  must  not  bring  them  into  a  figure  ofproportion  when  they  
have  already  exchanged  (otherwise  one  extreme  will have  both  excesses),  but  when  they  
still  have  their own  goods.  Thus  they  are equals  and  associates  just  because  this  equality  
can  be effected  in  their case. Aristotle  certainly

Now  proportionate return is  secured by  cross-conjunction.  Let A  be  a  builder, B  a  
shoemaker,  C  a  house,  D  a  shoe.  The  builder,  then,  must  get  from  the shoemaker the  
latter's work,  and  must  himself give  him  in  return  his  own.  If, then, first  there is  
proportionate equality of goods,  and then  reciprocal  action takes  place,  the  result  we  
mention  will  be  effected.  If not,  the  bargain  is  not equal, and does  not  hold;  for  there is  
nothing to  prevent the  work  of the one being  better than that of the other; they must therefore 
be equated .... For it is  not two  doctors that associate for exchange, but a doctor and a farmer,  
or in general people who are different and unequal; but these must be equated. This is  why  all  
things that are exchanged must be  somehow comparable. It is  for this end that money has been 
introduced, and it  becomes in  a sense an intermediate; for it  measures all  things,  and therefore 
the excess and the defect -

how  many shoes are equal to a  house or to a  given  amount of food.  The number of shoes 
exchanged  for  a  house  (or for  a  given  amount of food)  must  therefore correspond to  the 
ratio of builder and shoemaker. For if this be not so, there will  be no  exchange  and  no  
intercourse.  And  this  proportion  will  not  be  effectedunless the goods are somehow equal.  
All  goods must therefore be  measured by some  one  thing,  as  we  said  before.  Now  this  unit  
is,  in  truth,  demand  [26] which  holds  all  things together (for if men did  not need one 
another's goods at all,  or did not need them equally, there would be either no exchange or not the 
same exchange); but money has become by  convention a sort of representativeof demand;  and 
this  is  why  it  has  the  name  money -

because  it  exists  not  by nature but by  law  and it  is  in  our power to change it  and make 
it  useless. Therewill,  then,  be  reciprocity  when  the  terms have  been equated so  that as  
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farmer

the  most  pervasivecontinuum  between  ancient  and  modern  thought.  Their  
cosmologicaltheories also  have  contributed to a  sense of macroeconomic process.  Themost  
conspicuous  of these  are  the  circulation  concept,29  which  grew  outof  the  Heraclitean  
theory  of  perpetual  flux,  and  the  organic  simile comparing  society  to  a  great  animal  
which  provided  the  imagery  from which  money  could  be  thought  of as  circulating  like  
blood  in  the  body. The  challenge,  implicit  in  these  investigations  of  past  ideas,  is  
tounderstand  the  differences  between  accumulated  truths  and  moretransient  intellectual  
traditions.

Plato

utopian  models  in  subsequent  Western  literature,  but  the  ideal political  economy 
described in  his  Republic is  of more immediate interestto  economists.  "The origin  of the  
city,"  he  declared,  "is to  be  found  in the fact  that we  do not severally suffice  for our own  
needs, but each of us lacks many  things ... As a  result of this ... one man calling on another for 
one service  and  another for  another,  we,  being  in  need  of many  things, gather many into 
one place of abode as  associates and helpers, and to this dwelling  together  we  give  the  name  
city  or state. . ..  And  between  oneman  and  another  there  is  an  interchange  of giving  and  
taking,  becauseeach supposes this  to  be  better for  himself .... Come, then, let  us  createa  city  
from  the  beginning,  in  our theory.  Its  real  creator,  as  it  appears,will  be  our  needs"  (369b-
c).

—— Continuity, break

Plato’s practical utopian thinking  anticipated late economic systems thinking. (Compare to 
Smith’s pin factory.  Smith was steeped in Greek reading and knew Plato well.

  "The origin  of the  city,"  says Plato,   declared,  "is to  be  found  in the fact  that we  do not 
severally suffice  for our own  needs, but each of us lacks many  things ... As a  result of this ... 
one man calling on another for one service  and  another for  another,  we,  being  in  need  of 
many  things, gather many into one place of abode as  associates and helpers, and to this 
dwelling  together  we  give  the  name  city  or state. . ..  And  between  one man  and  another  
there  is  an  interchange  of giving  and  taking,  becauseeach supposes this  to  be  better for  
himself .... Come, then, let  us  createa  city  from  the  beginning,  in  our theory.  Its  real  
creator,  as  it  appears,will  be  our  needs"  (369b-c).

Feudalism?
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We have and I quote extensively to show the richness of the history. 

Iconologia, overo descritione dell’immagini universali, an influential encyclopaedic 
repertoire of human images personifying abstract concepts, composed by the Perugian academic 
Cesare Ripa as an aid to artists and printed in Rome in 1593, had no image for Economy.1 Only 
in the revised 1603 edition, consulted by Jan Vermeer and the artisans decorating Versailles, was 
Economy offered: a ‘matron of venerable mien, crowned in olive leaves, holding in her left hand 
a compass, and in her right hand a wand, and having by her side a rudder’. This, Ripa advised, 
was her aspect ‘for the happiness of common political life requires the union of many families, 
which live under shared laws and with them govern themselves’. And since ‘for each family to 
support itself with proper decorum, it needs laws that are more specific and limited than 
universal [laws]’, the ‘private order of family government is passed on to us in a word that comes 
from the Greeks – Economy’.2 The literally familiar dimension of the word-concept oikonomìa 
induced Riva to suggest that artists who might wish to represent it should elaborate the profile of 
a mother ‘with the wand signifying the authority the householder has over servants and the 
rudder signifying the care and guidance a father must exercise over his children’. The olive-leaf 
chaplet with which the woman was crowned further showed that ‘the good Economist must of 
necessity keep the peace in her home. The compass marks how much each person must measure 
his forces and, govern himself accordingly, in spending as in other things, to support his family 
and perpetuate it through careful [management].’ Guidance, consensus, measure: these were the 
characteristics of all good economy and, in virtue of this, ‘it is to be pictured as a matron, almost 
as if that were the age most apt for the government of the household, because of the experience 
she has of worldly things’.3

What is noteworthy here is the centrality of well lived personal lives summing up to an 
economy. We have replaced this focus with the market and finance. I highly recommend readimg 
his chapter 6, including the footnotes.

There is a story - that hunter gatherers ran out of food and took up  agriculture which formed   
empires which led to wars and slavery which  led to feudalism,  which population  increase and  
cannons against stone walls,   broke apart into city states . Fleeing people established free towns 
with crafts and increasing trade.  

An alternate view is that the path, instead of a series of clear steps taken by most of humanity 
at the same time or following the same pattern, is more like an Escher - stairways intersecting at 
odd angles. At any moment in history the path to the present is still obscure and debatable 
(because the process if not over it is still ongoing through any present moment), and the path for 
wars looks like the Escher drawing - multiple paths with multiple destinations and multiple dead 
ends.
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This suggests that instead of a fixed past and a fixed future, all is up for creativity and  
choice. The butterfly effect is always at play - that is, a tine shift then  affects the choice we make 
now which has huge impacts on which future will be followed, and the path taken is really the 
sum of many paths across many options.  Only  in retrospect does it seem there was a clear path 
leading to our present.

Given this, the way to the hierarchical society we have  was to take family structure as the 
model chosen for organizing people, treating non-genetically linked folk as if they are members 
of a hierarchical family rather than as members of a conversational community that wanted to 
avoid hierarchy. Why the family pattern was chosen over the community by the West is a 
question best explored by looking at those societies that did not make such a choice. In the 
anthropology/archeology literature there are some examples, such as the Chinese village (“The 
people are in the mountains and the emperor is far away”), and many now emerging in the 
research literature.  Scott’s Against the Grain and Graebere’s Eurozine article point the way. 
Economy from the beginning, estate management, was centered on  the outpouring from sex: 
grain cattle and family, reproduced and cared for.  The word for capital comes from “Cap” Latin 
for head as in a new head of cattle. So capital is the result of managed reproduction.  Breeding 
and nurturing has been and should be central to economy and economics. Economy is 
fundamentally organic,  while economics, which is academic thought about the economy, has 
tended toward the mechanical, with physics as the aspirational paradigm more than biology or 
the humanities . The misplaced aspiration , to be included in science while really supporting 
wealth gathering, is killing us.

Plato and Aristotle both looked at the estate management if well done, would lead to surplus, 
and since a characteristic of the Greeks was to want to  analyze concepts,   and they did so with 
Economy, reasoning that a well managed estate would produce a surplus. What was that, how did 
it come about, and what was it good for? The surplus, they wrote, was best used to create leisure  
for time to study and think and conversre politics and philosophy, So the Greeks arrived at  the 
estate as a community, and we had the resulting surplus to  be used for philosophy and politics. 
The goal was to lead society to a fit life for humans. See book 1 of AZristotle’s Politics amd 
book 5 Nichomachean Ethics.

What makes the cornfield smile; beneath what star 
Maecenas, it is meet to turn the sod 
Or marry elm with vine; how tend the steer; 
What pains for cattle-keeping, or what proof 
Of patient trial serves for thrifty bees;- 
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Such are my themes.  Vergil Georgics
This model moved through five centuries  to the early Christian emergence, and underwent 

some subtle changes. The estate became the dominion given by god to mankind in order to 
provide the conditions fo rmankind’s evolution toward a godly life. A moification was 
acomodating to the awaresness that the population was growing, the presure on the mondateries 
was increasing, and thta it was hard to reach the infinite God. The conlcsuion was that the 
surplus had to gow. S now we had a community defined as a subset of the whole society, that 
subset the economy of god, surplu was necessary, and growth was necessary.

The parallel with the Greeks is obvious. But then this structure ran into the reformation (and 
all the forces that led to that) . In the confrontation, the churchly purpose was absorbed back into 
a commercializing  society, but two things remained: the idea of the economic community 
different from society. This allowed later thinkers to  feel justified in dealing with the economy 
and its ell being while ignoring the well being of society. The ida of the surplus also remained 
and was not treated as the purpose of the economy. The idea of growth also remained.  So we had 
say by the 14th century an economy as a subset of society, and that it should produce a growing 
surplus.  The power of this  undercurrent of ideas kept the economy as a secial space for 
priveleged participation in growh and surplu.  Yhe religios origin of these ideas kept thee ideas, 
in their slow evoluion, basically as a belief system. With religion (the hidden hand some 
suggrest) still at the core of economic thinking cannot be over emphasized. And provides 
problems and possibilities for rethinking how the economy works, a rethinking GardenWorld 
will encourage.

Economics has become  the major language for governing. Economy is the total productive 
activity of people in society on the land creating a civilization.  But economics manages the 
economy as though it were a part of society, not the whole. Our tendency to think of economy as 
a mix of technologies , networks and finance is fairly new. Early  markets were village events, 
occurring say on Friday morning, selling locally produced food - vegetables grain and animals  
and a few utensils, all obviously in support of the lives of the local people. Each actual market 
was very unique, with its own regulations (can only sell on Friday and only here, signs can only 
be a certain size, remainder after sale day  can not be sold to nearby towns for 3 days, and many 
more examples.) The abstract noun “market”  has no referent. Along the way we lost the 
humanistic organic basis for well-being that the villages, albeit poor by many - but not all - 
standards, represented. Economic writing, not yet called that,    (1600’s) was more aware of the 
health of society,  but  in pamphlets and then in universities (mid 1700’s),  the interest shifted 
from broad public appeal to writing for each other - among the London elite or large landowners 
(think of Downton Abby). These new writers following conventional trends in ideas about 
knowledge (hence influenced by Newton), worked to model the economy as a system separate 
from society following universal laws that could not change -  a good conservative assumption. 
This alignment of economic thinking wiht Newton  was fateful for economics and thus society  
as it strove to be scientific. The Monarch  often took the side of the peasants against the seizing 
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of the commons mobilized by  the nobles as the nobles were forming into parliaments against the 
king. 

Early economy back to Mesopotamia, Egypt , Greece and Rome, was based on land, cattle, 
grain and households. I want to stress this and its implications for how we handle the world now. 

Elites have always been in control but with the coming of the Reformation and the 
Renaissance and increase production of crafts and trade the elites  took it to themselves to own 
and manage those urban centered trends for their own benefit.

It is important to see how much the issues are framed as a Western problem, and that the 
Western problem - of ideas, concepts, metaphysics - has led us to over emphasize the objective, 
material  aspects of the world and to stifle the more subjective. But this doesn't quite work 
because the split between objective and subjective is itself a Western concept (is there anything 
in your experience which is experienced as subjective.?). 

The place of domestic in economics

And then of arithmetic.
And then serving the rich.

Since, then, the Holder [the expert accountant] is the active, animated, instrument of his 
master, I venture with philosophy to declare that he is a servant: yet there is asort of servitude 
that differs little from liberty, indeed one finds some Holders – or with other title, Administrators 
– of the patrimonies of Republics, or of the courts of princes, like those negotiations regarding 
taxation in coinage called in Spanish negotii d’hazienda, whose Administrators not only 
participate in the liberty, but perhaps in the government as well. In Spain there is the household 
Council, and in 

As we see most of economics is coming in view.

As the seventeenth century neared its end, the ways in which the term ‘economy’ and its 
derivatives were employed in the principal Western languages seem to expand, while their 
predominantly intellectual characterization continues as before. The printed editions of the 
periodical Diarium Europaeum, forerunner of modern journalism founded by Martin Meyer, 
which came out in Frankfurt in the second half of the century, still treated the words oEconomie 
and oEconomi as foreign, composing them in the same typeface as Latin quotationswithin a 
general text in regular fraktur font

The stress on family is clear but along with it came the stress on arithmetic, because the use 
of arithmetic in society was diven by accointing, and arithmetic being one of the prrinciple parts 
of economy. (See Maifreda  pg 107.)

It was a slow evolution from domestic and simple acconting with the merchants to 
Economics and Economy.

Look at
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In a comparative study of conditions in Russia, Sweden and Denmark dated 1669, 
lexicographer Guy Miège (1644–c.1718) used the term ‘economy’ in an apparently modern 
manner: ‘We must now observe their way of life in public as regards political government: then 
we will turn to the state of the Economy, to that of the Police, and after this we will close the 
discussion with their Religion.’23 However, when he turned from intent to facts, he replaced the 
word ‘economy’ with ‘commerce’, and organized his treatment to delineate a system of 
interrelationships with a physiological–naturalistic tone:

In so far as regards Commerce, it is admirable with what wisdom divine providence 
has divided up unequally the goods of the earth to constitute society among men by 
means of traffic, so causing the one to have need of the aid of the others. And though 
there are those who condemn it as useless since (as they feel) there is no country which 
is not fertile enough to furnish man all that he requires to live: nonetheless one must 
declare that they are wrong in their sentiments and there are many countries whose 
inhabitants cannot live but with great difficulty is they have no recourse to foreign 
pacts.24

Early economic thinkers from abut 1600-1780 through the French Revolution were 
concerned with the quality of the society (One justification for Monarchy was that a King owned 
the land and its people and hence wanted to care for them all. Monarchs tried to defend peasants 
against enclosure and lost to parliaments.).  

But the more technical, industrial side of social actiivty was coopting economy.
See
As the eighteenth century opened, oEconomia came more often to indicate attribution of 

scientific and technical knowledge. In his English translation of Georg Ernst Stahl’s 1723 
Fundamenta chymiae, chemist Peter Shaw included as a premise a programme of scientific 
divulgation in which the word ‘economy’ appeared redundantly, coupled with an insistence on 
applied knowledge and its commercial aspects. ‘The general purport of the work is to extend the 
business of chemistry, and render it applicable to the improvement of Philosophy and Arts’, he 
wrote, adding that the publishing of the volume was to be understood as

[p]reparatory to a set of essays, design’d for the farther application and advancement of 
genuine Chemistry in England; with regard to Science, Art, Trades, and Commerce;of the 
establishing [of ] a practical, effective, and Artificial Philosophy … As we hope more fully to 
manifest in the course of our essays upon Philosophical, Technical, Commercial, and 
OEconomical Chemistry.25

We need to be clear that the French Revolution was at the core about the failure of the 
economy to match the aspirations of society,  and the problems it tried to resolved were not 
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resolved, especially the problem of poverty and the poor. As wealth increased, its concentration 
increased. Land was given over to agribusiness and people were forced off the land. Factories 
serendipitously emerged to provide some employment (a late form of slavery). Along with the 
factory system came increased development in finance, manufacturing , and trade meant a 
division of  society into basically a two caste society - capital (often called bourgeoise, confusing 
everyone) and labor. Economics, now resurrecting the Greek work,  also use in the New 
Testament , was thought about and written about  mostly by those with inherited wealth looking 
to extend it and if needed preserve it. Economic theory moved from the economy being social to 
economy being mechanical:  the powerful influence of Newton and the lure of mathematics. (See 
esp. Geof Mann’s book In The Long Run We Are All Dead, links The French Revolution, 
thorough Robespierre to Hegel to Marx to the rise of industrial monopolies to Keynes to the 
present. In contrast most histories of economics use hand picked moments that lead inexorably to 
the great present,  Cheerleading  all the way, and hence avoiding seeds of alternatives that might 
be of use to us .

There is much more to say about the rise of cities, the powers of war, the nation state and 
Westphalia. technology… but you get the drift. Central for me is Manuel Castell’s solid book,  
Aftermath,  describing  the destructive power of networks to have undermined society and 
increased entropy.

 I would like to approach GardenWorld  from the view of politics, philosophy and economics. 
But since all three of these words come from Athens in the 5th C B.C.  It suggestsa that there is a 
narrowness within the spirit f these words and as a result  I have looked at the way economy - 
using ohe words for sure, played out  in  the Weste in contrast to Asia (and other) ways of 
experiencing the world and ourselves in it.

The emergence of the modern

Florentine humanist Benedetto Varchi (1544 , 230 years before Adam Smith.) uses economy 
and the family separated from the religious. 

Real, practical, philosophy is divided into two principal parts. The first and more worthy 
is called practicable, treating not necessary – and consequently incorruptible and eternal – 
things, as real contemplative philosophy does, but things which are contingent and made 
by men –and consequently may be or not be; and this part is, in turn, divided into three 
parts: Ethics, or Morality, which considers chiefly the habits of the single person; 
Economy or Familial, which teaches how a father should govern his household; the third 
and last [part] is called Political, that is Civil, and declares the way in which states and 
republics should be held and governed; and this is nobler than the other two and is 
commonly called civil science and, in a single word, prudence.7
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But the family is still treated as source for governance.  The implication is the managing the 
well-being of the people of the house  is a good model for  the well being of the governed. 
Amazing how far we have moved away from that sense of takijng care of everyone.

Sebasitian Cesar (1650) “. And economists are ‘those who follow with attention the care and 
government of their own households so that they become capable of political and civil 
administration’.”

Things moved along quickly in that post Columbian age of  expanding trade and 
manufacturing.

“In a comparative study of conditions in Russia, Sweden and Denmark dated 1669, 
lexicographer Guy Miège (1644–c.1718) used the term ‘economy’ in an apparently 
modern manner: ‘We must now observe their way of life in public as regards political 
government: then we will turn to the state of the Economy, to that of the Police, and after 
this we will close the discussion with their Religion.’23 However, when he turned from 
intent to facts, he replaced the word ‘economy’ with ‘commerce’, and organized his 
treatment to delineate a system of interrelationships with a physiological–naturalistic 
tone:

In so far as regards Commerce, it is admirable with what wisdom divine providence has 
divided up unequally the goods of the earth to constitute society among men by means of 
traffic, so causing the one to have need of the aid of the others. And though there are 
those who condemn it as useless since (as they feel) there is no country which is not 
fertile enough to furnish man all that he requires to live: nonetheless one must declare 
that they are wrong in their sentiments and there are many countries whose inhabitants 
cannot live but with great difficulty is they have no recourse to foreign pacts.”

One issue of interest  the interchane begtween commerce and economy. What would 
havehapnend if we had kept using commerce and stopped, as he has, using economy? The 
coherence of economy makes it hard to dissassemble  and rethink the parts.  Capital and 
economy for example are as if welded together. Imagine the discusssion about capital and 
commonwealth..

       

To show the richness of this development longer quote from Maifreda.
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Iconologia, overo descritione dell’immagini universali, an influential encyclopaedic 
repertoire of human images personifying abstract concepts, composed by the Perugian 
academic Cesare Ripa as an aid to artists and printed in Rome in 1593, had no image for 
Economy.1 Only in the revised 1603 edition, consulted by Jan Vermeer and the artisans 
decorating Versailles, was Economy offered: a ‘matron of venerable mien, crowned in 
olive leaves, holding in her left hand a compass, and in her right hand a wand, and having 
by her side a rudder’. This, Ripa advised, was her aspect ‘for the happiness of common 
political life requires the union of many families, which live under shared laws and with 
them govern themselves’. And since ‘for each family to support itself with proper 
decorum, it needs laws that are more specific and limited than universal [laws]’, the 
‘private order of family government is passed on to us in a word that comes from the 
Greeks – Economy’.2 The literally familiar dimension of the word-concept oikonomìa 
induced Riva to suggest that artists who might wish to represent it should elaborate the 
profile of a mother ‘with the wand signifying the authority the householder has over 
servants and the rudder signifying the care and guidance a father must exercise over his 
children’. The olive-leaf chaplet with which the woman was crowned further showed that 
‘the good Economist must of necessity keep the peace in her home. The compass marks 
how much each person must measure his forces and, govern himself accordingly, in 
spending as in other things, to support his family and perpetuate it through careful 
[management].’ Guidance, consensus, measure: these were the characteristics of all good 
economy and, in virtue of

The struggle over private and public . 

These recommendations are based on the conviction – which Leone Zambelli stresses in 
Il savio industrioso nella economia (1635), a project for the education of young noblemen 
and dedicated to Odoardo I Farnese – that the dichotomy between raison d’état and 
economia in the domestic accession was only formal. The activity of the Prince, as ‘head 
of the family’ and as ruler, must rest upon the same value system. Therefore, education 
should combine the two areas of activity, indicating the same moral attitude towards both 
as proper behaviour for the young man being formed.

With regard to the administration of private resources, Antonio di San Giovanni, a 
nobleman from Vicenza, as late as 1686, reminded the ‘good landowner’ that ‘of 
necessity and for the satisfaction of seeing to his affairs’ he would ‘reside at length in 
[his] villa’; that he would ‘need a little economy so as to occasionally save the purse 
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somewhat, and not have to draw for sudden, unexpected, needs on that which supports 
his family’. The ‘economy’ referred to here – which already in some measure includes the 
sense that will be expressed as ‘parsimony’ – consisted in ‘pig sties, a good hen coop, a 
good dovecote, and a good vegetable garden, from all of which much can be usefully 
gained should unexpected visitors arrive, as well as commodity for the family’.1

The indistrial was slowly replacing th agricultural meaning of economy central to the Greeks  
as in the georgics

 “in 1661 by John Evelyn, the term œconomy still indicated two kinds of volumes of an 
exclusively agricultural nature: literary ‘Georgics’ and treatises on gardening.12”

The meaning was spreading. We have “economic meaning” prudent, a parallel form.

In Palermo in 1671, Onofrio Pugliesi Sbernia, Economy is so necessary to the happiness 
of ordinary daily life that without it one would be hard put to maintain political 
governance. Economy is one of the chief doctrines which ornament men. It holds 
together the maintenance of every family with particular laws, narrower than those 
[which are] universal; as private order for administering households, it is called economy 
– a Greek word – as Cesare Ripa writes in his Iconology – which signifies familial 
governance pertaining to human life….xperience, teacher of all things, having given an 
example of the happy followers of such a noble doctrine, which advances not only in 
private families – as in the case of merchants, where it shines so brightly – but even in the 
households of princes, in the universities, in the monasteries, and among all those who 
live on their own incomes; who, to live well and economically, keep their account books 
in an orderly manner so as to have at all times succinct, but clear, records. [It has] further 
spread so that there is no one who has any sort of income who fails to keep [someone] to 
hold [accounts]: for he clearly sees that, with attention and with the industry of the 
holders, or accountants, his patrimony grows: just as, meeting with carelessness and lack 
of precision in the administration of temporal goods, they wane, not to say that 
sometimes they loose [sic] families.13

He adds.

 ‘I do not need to describe here the prerogatives and the dignity of arithmetic,’ he 
continued, ‘because, as it is closely linked to economy (being, indeed, one of its principal 
parts), we can well say that what we have said and are about to say of economy is entirely 
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applicable to arithmetic.’14

‘To administer well any sort of household, whether public or of some private person’ one 
required ‘necessarily many books’. The ‘master Ledger’ constituted ‘the base and support 
of the whole machine, indeed a summary of all the other, simple, books’.17

In Pugliesi Sbernia’s Palermo, the land office had been reorganized in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, with an intense rationalization that refined, among other things, the tasks 
and responsibilities of official accountants, expressly designated as ‘rational’, as well as the 
structure of accounting procedure. ‘Desiring that the negotiations regarding the patrimony of this 
city be in the future administered with the clarity that reason requires’, the city council 
deliberated in 1574, ‘intending, as we do, that both the quantity and the diversity of its commerce 
be copious, we have decided with mature discussion to order this trafficking under the rules 
written hereafter.’ Among these rules was the division of the activity in question into subjects, 
‘so as to facilitate the business’, and the placing of ‘all these exchanges in two books appropriate 
to the subjects’, so that ‘at any moment [it should be] easy to have rapid and clear knowledge of 
anything whatsoever.’21

As the seventeenth century neared its end, the ways in which the term ‘economy’ and its 
derivatives were employed in the principal Western languages seem to expand, while their 
predominantly intellectual characterization continues as before. The printed editions of the 
periodical Diarium Europaeum, forerunner of modern journalism founded by Martin Meyer, 
which came out in Frankfurt in the second half of the century, still treated the words œconomie 
and œconomi as foreign, composing them in the same typeface as Latin quotations within a 
general text in regular fraktur font. The sense assigned appertains to

. In a comparative study of conditions in Russia, Sweden and Denmark dated 1669, 
lexicographer Guy Miège (1644–c.1718) used the term ‘economy’ in an apparently modern 
manner: ‘We must now observe their way of life in public as regards political government: then 
we will turn to the state of the Economy, to that of the Police, and after this we will close the 
discussion with their Religion.’23 However, when he turned from intent to facts, he replaced the 
word ‘economy’ with ‘commerce’, and organized his treatment to delineate a system of 
interrelationships with a physiological–naturalistic tone:

In so far as regards Commerce, it is admirable with what wisdom divine providence has 
divided up unequally the goods of the earth to constitute society among men by means of traffic, 
so causing the one to have need of the aid of the others. And though there are those who 
condemn it as useless since (as they feel) there is no country which is not fertile enough to 
furnish man all that he requires to live: nonetheless one must declare that they are wrong in their 
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sentiments and there are many countries whose inhabitants cannot live but with great difficulty is 
they have no recourse to foreign pacts.24

God’s dominion became te bais for a contract bween god and man, and that contract - the 
word being foedus in latin,  - become the basis for feudalism and later for federal organizaitons.

All this s important to udnerstadn because,since we are basically trapped in this language 
today, we need to understand it if we are get ourselves out to a fuller world.

P. Shaw, ‘Advertisement’, in G.E. Stahl, Philosophical Principles of Universal Chemistry, or 
the Foundation of a Scientifical Manner of Enquiring into and Preparing the Natural and 
Artificial Bodie for the Uses of Life (London: printed for John Osborn and Thomas Longman 
and the Ship, 1730), pp. VII–VIII at VIII.

27 This fact is recalled in the title of A.J. Guy’s fine study Œconomy and Discipline: 
Officership and Administration in the British Army 1714–63 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1985). Guy considers – perhaps limitingly – the term ‘œconomy’ employed by 
Molesworth to be a synonym for ‘clear-cut administration’.

\We should first recall that Christian theology had, from the first centuries of the era, used the 
word oikonomìa in the context of one of the two interpretative paradigms dominating the reading 
of political relationships.28 The first of these paradigms was strictly political because it was 
primarily public, situating in the one God the transcendence of sovereign power. A second 
paradigm, of economic theology, coupled to the first conception the idea of an oikonomìa 
conceived as immanent order, in divine, as well as in human, life. Philosopher Giorgio Agamben 
has argued that political philosophy and the modern theory of sovereignty derive from the first 
paradigm; in the second, instead, he finds the roots of a genealogy leading to modern biopolitics 
– that is, the affirmation of discourses and techniques aimed at regulating populations and 
adapting, intensifying and distributing human energies. In the second century, Patristic writings 
began to articulate what – with the Councils of Nicea and Constantinople – became the 
Trinitarian dogma; the re-employment of the word and the category, of oikonomìa (formulated 
by Aristotle) was functional to the attempt to conciliate the Trinity with monarchy and 
monotheism. This was true in an anti-monarchic function as well – that is, in the positions which 
affirmed that the oneness of God could not in any way be resolved in a plurality of divine figures 
without falling into polytheism. In the ‘organizational paradigm’ of oikonomìa29 early Christian 
theology found the instrument which made the reconciliation of monotheism, monarchy and the 
Trinity possible. It did so on the basis of the argument that God, who both in essence and nature 
is one, may, insofar as regards his oikonomìa – that is, the organization of his oikos and his 
divine life – have a son and may be articulated in a threefold figure. This is an oikonomìa that is 
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not, then, science in itself, for it is not bound to an internal system of discursive coherence. 
Rather, it was a group of decisions and dispositions that were declared ‘economic’ since they 
coped with specific, ever differing, problems concerning the functional order of the various parts 
composing the oikos. This was already the case in Aristotle, where the term 
‘householder’ (despotes) ‘does not indicate a science [epistemen] but a certain way of being’.30

This was true not only in works which, like Lutheran theologian Justus Menius’ Œconomia 
christiana of 1529, addressed the governing of the Christian family.31 For example, Huguenot 
Jean Daillé (1594–1670) gave the word œconomie a distinctly organizational tone when, in his 
sermons, he affirmed: ‘This œconomie of the Lord in the work of our health is the foundation of 
the exhortation which Saint Paul in other times addressed to the Philippians and which today he 
addresses to us in the verses we are about to read to you.’32 His fellow Calvinist, Jean Claude 
(1619–1687) made an analogous observation in his Traité de la composition d’un sermon: ‘These 
motifs may be nearly all found consolidated in Jesus-Christ, and in the mysteries of his 
Economie: and they are such that there is no soul which is not touched by them, unless it be – I 
say – not hard and insensible, but entirely dead or possessed by the devil.’3

The eighteenth-century English translation of Claude’s Treatise, in turn, used the word 
œconomy in its text (‘In this meeting of the angels and shepherds you see a perpetual character 
of the œconomy of Jesus Christ, wherein the highest and most sublime things are joined with the 
meanest and lowest’34), and it also appears in Robert Robertson’s annotation in his comments on 
the work: ‘The Mosaic œconomy included the patriarchal religion.’35 Robertson went on:

The Son presents to the Father at the last day, an account of his whole œconomy for public 
approbation. The world judged – the righteous rewarded – the wicked punished – the devils 
confined – death swallowed up in victory – eternal election accomplished. Heaven peopled with 
a holy multitude –Behold me, and the children, whom [sic] thou hast given me!36

Contemplations Moral and Divine by the judge and natural philosopher Sir Matthew Hale 
(1609–1676): ‘There is an admirable Œconomy of the divine Godness and wisdom, to bring his 
creature Man both to his duty and happiness,’37 Hale wrote. ‘Motion, order, and divine 
Œconomy’ are, in any case, terms whose ‘qualities, causes and operations’ he means to examine.
38 

Allestree, an able administrator of his college, was even more explicit in mentioning the 
divine organizing activity in another work, The Causes of the Decay of Christian Piety:

What then are our clamorous repining, but so many loud invectives against God’s decree; a 
desire to subvert his fundamental law, and confound the distinction her has irreversibly set 
between our earthly and our heavenly state: and, alas, what mad insolence is this, to expect that 
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the whole Œconomy of the world must be chang’d only to humour us?40
‘When the Father said to him: “Sit thou at my right hand”, he thereby delivered to him the 

dispensation and economy of the Kingdom’, declaimed Presbyterian minister John Flavel (1627–
1691), emphasizing the organizational sense of the term in the popular, many times republished, 
posthumous collection of his sermons entitled The Fountain of Life Opened.4

Jesuit historian, Daniello Bartoli (1608–1685) in his Ricreazione del savio of 1659. After 
recalling the variety of languages, laws, customs and forms of government in the world, Bartoli 
concluded that for God,

... that great Father of the family (since God so names himself ), the whole world is a home 
and as St Cyprian shows, all the generations of men are a family. Thus the economy of his 
providence, in so far as regards the universal motives of public sustenance, is the same for all: in 
the perpetual movement of the heavens, in the infallible rising of the Sun, in the fecund 
influences of the stars, in the stable coming of the night and the day, in the ordered succession of 
the seasons, in the opportune administration of the rains and the winds.

Bartoli turns from the economic dimension of the household to the organization of the system 
of the universe, which is, in turn, economic. He does this through the agency of God who, as 
father of the family, diffuses governing intelligence throughout reality. The theological 
foundations of the systemic sense of ‘economy’ could not be put more explicitly or be more 
explicitly linked to exchange, since, as Bartoli went on:

If, because of their different positions and their various relations to the sky, to heat and to 
cold, to cloudy and to fine weather, and to day and night, one or another country hold diverse 
shares [of natural bounty], this too, as we shall presently demonstrate, is wise foresight on the 
part of that great householder Providence, so as to unite what is divided and bring those far apart 
closer through abundance and need, so that commerce is born: otherwise, if every clime should 
have everything, none would bother with the others; and that they do not have certain things and 
of certain other things possess more than they can use is the work of providence which causes 
the variety of climates and, in accordance, the varying participation of the superior influences.43

(This might need to go up a few paagraphs)

By extension, however, it gradually became the preferred organizing principle of an entire 
theological science concerning the world and salvation. In very general terms, we might affirm 
that federal theology reads the story of the relations of God with humanity in the context of three 
overall theological covenants:44 the covenant of redemption (pactum salutis), the covenant of 
works (foedus operum) and the covenant of grace (foedus gratiae). These are defined as 
theological covenants because they are not explicitly presented by the Bible as covenants 
between God and humanity. Consequently, they are considered to be theologically implicit and to 
synthesize the whole scriptural message. In the traditional Christian- reformed system of thought, 
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federal theology is not, then, treated simply as a focus of doctrine, and not even as a central 
dogma. The foedus is instead seen as the architectural principle of Scripture – an intrinsic and 
organizing structure through which the biblical text finds internal coherence and a function in 
human history

 In this manner, the concept of œconomia took on the theological function of situating 
revelation in the context of human affairs: changing the historical context changes the economy 
of salvation.

In the writings of Cocceius’ most brilliant Dutch pupils these themes assumed an 
increasingly important role. In his most important treatise, De œconomìa foederum Dei cum 
hominibus, dated 1694, and immediately translated in Britain with the title The Economy of the 
Covenants between God and Man, Herman Witsius (1636–1707), who held Cocceius’ chair in 
Leiden after him, indicated nine beacons of the economy of redemption in the context of the 
New Testament. 

Hobbes is a bete noire of progressives, since he bases society on the negative of controlling 
violence by potential violence, not the positive of seeking experience and to help ones fellows..

Hence it is imporant that

Attention has recently been called to the decisive influences of federal theology, and 
especially of Herman Witsius’ The Economy of the Covenants between God and Man, on 
Hobbes’s thought. These influences are particularly evident in Hobbes’s view of the social 
contract, defined in Leviathan (1651) as a ‘pact of submission’ (Pactum subiectionis) – and 
referred to several times as a ‘covenant’ – through which humanity limits its own liberty, 
accepting the rules which the head of state enforces.51 It is worth noting that the combination of 
Cartesianism, theories of the state, new science and federal theology was favoured by the 
distinction – which in Cocceius is fundamental – between philosophy and theology: between the 
dominion of reason (which concerns natural science) and revelation. This induced many 
Cartesian and Copernican philosophers and scientists to embrace federal theology, accepting 
both its viewpoint and its lexicon.52

hickman on kant, hegel, 

what of s[inoza

Science is a phase in the history of art

Art science is one of the geat humanities.
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Next some thoughts about technology. Tech is the extension of the human body and mind -  
this is conventional thought. It also is the suppressor of the human body and mind. War, prisons, 
invading technologies which make us passive (inability of young people to be able to add or 
write). Surveillance is scary, people retreat to conformity.  Amazon is moing toward sending me 
books it thinks I may want and I can send them back no charge if I don’t. Here is a fantasy.

You get a note from your iPhone this afternoon reminding you of a meeting you have in 
two days. The note says a driverless Uber will pick you up at 1 in the afternoon, 
conveniently after lunch,  to take you to the meeting. (Place unspecified click for more 
information). Also here are attached two papers you should read before you arrive. In tow 
days, after some more warning, the car is in front of your house and shortly you arrive at 
the meeting in a place you have never been (click for more information). You walk  into 
the meeting - all formalities handled by your iPhone and electronic badge. You listen, are 
invited t4o make a few comments, and get a message on your phone “A driverless Lyft  
will pick you up at and take you to a hotl as at commute time traffic would take too long 
to drive you home. We have arranged for dinner at 7 and arranged a date for you. Have a 
good evening Your loyal Everywhere Concierge.) The next morning picked up and driven 
home.

Very  convenient, but you were never engaged as a person, yet armies of young are woking to 
make this a reality. 

Tech is complicated. We have never been able to figure out how to integrate it with 
democracy but are market rather than democratic procedures of decision,  one dollar one vote.

Th earliest compounds - walls around a collection of huts- wee long considered means for 
keeping others out, to avoid their stealing crops, cattle, woman and children.

That Turns out those walls were to keep prisoners in and early humans fought hard to stay 
outside. Inside was loss of diet, freedom to move, slave labor (how much of modern society is 
like this?)

Chapter 8. Technology and GardenWorld
Douglass Carmichael
revision May 2015

In the flow of technology and power, money and status, in a bath of fear and 
insecurity, empires clashed and millions died in the 20th century. It is hard to recall the 
scale  of  those  events,  given  that  contemporary  events,  such  as  Iraq,  Grenada, 
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Afghanistan, are so much smaller in scale, and even Katrina was small in comparison to 
the great wars of the last century. But huge movements are afoot today, stalking in like 
Eliot’s  London  fogs.  The  flow  of  digitalized  property,  dominance  of  financial 
institutions,  people  pushed  off  the  land,  and  the   promises  of  new  bio  and  nano 
technology are flooding our old expectations.  Space, time and life are redefined. Not 
what they are, but what we do with them.

Obvious tech will be a major part of a successful GardenWorld, but how? I take 
as a model the career of Fredrick Law Olmstead who used parks in Boston, New York 
and others as the liver and kidneys and lungs of the cities that surrounded his parks. He 
used the capacity of nature to clean the environment.  But he also enhanced the beauty 
of each project and made it a real extension of the quality of life of the people. Try to 
imagine Manhattan without Central Park. 

If we think of Olmsted's approach to the aesthetics of the land and its use of the 
technology of his decades, we now face many more choices. We have probably over 
used cars and roads, but autonomous cars widely owned may reverse this in interesting 
ways. Air traffic is out of control and greener fuel use not yet obviously achievable. 

But there are many other parts of tech in GardenWorld. The Internet will allow, 
among other things not so terrific,  the sharing of best practices across decentralized 
communities.  Humanity  is  much  more  aware  of  innovation  and  imagination  in  all 
things,  and this  is  being applied to an increasing range of  organic practice,  in food 
production and decorative gardens.  Standard agricultural and landscape practices are 
going to be vigorously modified.

 
The human species  is  successful,  to  the point  of  outdoing itself.  We are in a 

terrible balance between the technologies of living and the technologies of war, and 
between  tech  that  serves  special  interests  and  what  serves  the  general  good. 
GardenWorld is aimed at creating the conditions for a better balance, with much less 
war, and a meaningful approach to population and climate. Which means being smart 
about energy and agriculture, water and pollution. Technology is not going away and it 
will either be used to further centralize power and authority, or to help open it up, as in 
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the promise of the Internet, and be a major part of GardenWorld. This chapter is not 
going to be a  Whole Earth Catalogue of  potential  GardenWorld technologies,  but  a 
framing for  essential   tech choices  in  the context  of  politics,  economics  and human 
nature..  It  is  obvious  that  tech and community  are  in  many ways almost  the  same 
topic.because no tech will take hold unless it is attractive to actual humans with their 
desires and ideas, their culture and image of life.

Integration of humans and nature
 
 Tech has evolved rapidly, in a process probably still accelerating. In this context 

tech has taken the role of religion, a belief in an all powerful force that can save us. On 
the extreme we have writings like Brian Arthur’s  2009. The Nature of Technology: What it 
is  and How it  Evolves.  and Kevin Kelly’s   2010 What  Technology Wants.  Both look at 
technology as evolving without human participation, as if parts of tech automatically  
unite.  Obviously  this  cannot  happen  unless  humans  see  the  potential  of  a  new 
combination of technologies, and that means a better understanding of what is on the 
minds of those humans. The Aztecs had wheeled chariots as toys for kids but did not 
make adult models for work. Why? because humans would rather fit in than innovate. 

But “fitting in” is not just a blind reaction to circumstances. It is feeling good 
about  belonging  by  getting  in  step  with  the  dance  of  one’s  civilization.  It  is 
conversation, rhythms of work and the day, it is relationships in all their complexity. 
Those  who  choose  to  innovate  in  the  traditional  world  are  doing  something  quite 
strange and Of course serious innovation did not appear until quite late, perhaps the 
13th century. The innovator’s world is often lonely and, as a social mechanism, relies on 
the  single  inventor  and  the  small  market  that  is  attracted.  Innovation  makes  small 
moves that are isolated from the rest of society, and society becomes an ensemble of 
such small moves. Anything like democracy doesn’t apply to the paths that emerge. 
“One dollar one vote,” goes the logic, but the outcome can be a random walk away fro 
the centrality of human concerns, starting with survivability - witness climate change 
through fossil  fuels -  and the resulting system is a hodge-podge of incommensurate 
pieces and fragile to shock and maintenance problems. 
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The cleverness of innovation is not a high priority for most people in a society. A 
small percentage enter in to the financing, the banks and  venture capitalists and very 
small percentage are producing the  the actual innovation, motivated usually by money. 
The  broader  society  is  indifferent,  just  trying  to  live  their  life  with   a  desire  for  a 
background of stability. Advertising enters in as an industry trying to link innovation to 
customers  an  take  their  cut  from  the  money  flow.  Though  it  must  be  said  that 
retirement funds are dependent on that financial activity, which makes a large part of 
the population complicit in the necessity for growth. How much pension funds can live 
on dividends and not on "growth" is a good question.

The drive for innovation probably only becomes a strong motivator when the 
innovator is  in some state of  alienation from society.  To get the best  of  society and 
innovation  aligned  we  need  a  heightened  awareness  of  the  purpose  of  innovation  
beyond ego and money.

What  we  need  is  a  commitment  to  reworking  the  integration  of  nature  and 
humans and then the technology that will be needed to support that integration will be 
more obvious. 

But we do not have a good vocabulary for that integration. Even the words fail 
us. Just as “law” is used in most cultures for both the basis for the legal system and the 
regularities of nature, we are facing ideology masked as words. Nature, human, human 
nature… They don’t get at what we want, which is a recognition that human nature is 
part of nature but not reducible to a mechanical view of what nature is: that who we are 
is  profoundly  interrelated,  with  air,  water,  soil,  geography,  love,  literature  and 
meanings. Think of Jarrad Diamond’s Guns, Germs, Steel, showing how human fate and 
large geographical features are defining for human possibilities.

 Our ability to be reflective, relatively under developed or at least underutilized, 
gives us the capacity to play out the integration in a way faithful to both. Surely the 
better human is in better connection to the environment inside and out, body and earth. 
Our thoughts are supported by our  body which is  supported by the environment, 
which is affected by what we do. It is a complex circle from the environment through 
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our body and mind and back.
 
GardenWorld is not an anti technology project. There are too many of us, and it 

is too late. We need the smart use of technology in all forms: biotech and nanotech at 
the lead, with an Internet infrastructure. Most of us have hoped that the Internet would 
be an infrastructure for democracy allowing us to take place seriously without giving 
up the cosmopolitan world of serious interaction with other people and societies. But 
we also have our worries. One danger of the Internet is that it encourages democracy 
for  all  on  line,  but  may  support  a  political  and  economic  process  that  leads  to 
democracy for none in the real world of jobs, land, food, energy, security and services.

 
The standard alignment of technology with “progress” is unfortunate. Progress 

is highly aligned with  growth for the sake of profit. It is a smokescreen for hiding the 
social costs of change, change that often leads to wars, pollution, and the trashing of 
communities. The processes of change really are supported and encouraged by a small 
part of the population. This argument is hard here because most of the readers of this 
book  are  in  that  minority,  a  minority  that  makes  its  living  through  inventing, 
implementing, selling and maintaining change. 

 
The idea of progress, with its thrust toward the future, makes all "present” less 

interesting, discountable. Reproducing the present is not a project of much good for 
those who live by growth alone. 

Aristotle  wrote  "we can have growth without  development  (adding water  to 
wine) and we can have development without growth."  The better picture might be, not 
progress, but selection. How do we select from what we have what we really want, and 
make more of it. It might be leisure, art, relationships and thinking about the meaning 
of life and our own contribution to it. If we could free up technology from “progress” 
we could use it to enhance life, not replace it.

Part of this is the political question of who decides and who benefits. Elites have 
always used tech to control and exploit the population, win wars and look good. This 
will not go away but it is open to pressure, including revolts, to rebalance.
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The issue of balancing so that the environment and humans both survive – and 

thrive – will require smart design and lots of tolerance in policy making. Bucky Fuller 
one wrote "we have the planet and a few billion people. Putting them together is just a 
design problem." But it  will  require us to be smarter than maybe we can be.  Over-
reliance on protecting old structures will get in the way of needed experimentation. Yet 
the old often contains unrealized possibilities. Needed change requires full participation 
of the old and new, rich and poor, grass roots and abstract thinking, and the promise 
could be cut short by authoritarian dominance. The great spoiler of our better future 
would be increasing polarization of what has been often called the have’s and have 
not’s, but really are the over consumers and the under consumers. The difference, if we 
are honest, is based on circumstances of birth and access to paths of “advancement” in 
the current arrangement.We need a new arrangement.  The technology issues get at the 
core of the existential questions: who we are, what we can do with our lives that make 
sense. Narrow technical/financial choices are to be avoided.

Tech has always been encouraged and chosen by elites to enhance their grip on 
things and milk wealth from the epoch.

 The social contract that ties us all together is broken. Elites needed the rest of us, 
but maybe no longer.

Nature and the humans need to work together, with their dignity enhanced, in 
mutual respect and perhaps even love, as in the poets’ visions of man and nature in 
harmony,  as  in  Lao  Tzu,  “When  Heaven  and  earth  are  united  down  comes  sweet 
dew.”(chapter 32).

 
Humanity and technology are intrinsically bound together.  Early technologies 

are easy to forget – language, song, fire, pottery, weaving. Much was copied from the 
observation of other species – how they hunt, dwell, organize, decorate themselves. Our 
current advanced technologies are easily seen as extensions and elaborations on much 
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earlier  technologies.  Internet  and  voice  over  smoke  signals,  rocket  launchers  and 
slingshots, cars and horses: roads are still roads, after many millennia.

 
The choice of war and power
 
The use of technology to enhance daily life is often overshadowed by war and 

power,  profit  instead  of  community.  Humanity  is  in  a  crude  balance  between  the 
technologies  of  life  and the technologies  of  war.  The result  is  not  going well.  New 
technologies have continually upset the balance and the deciding factor is: who gets to 
make the choices? Our dependence on oil has invaded a previous society of villages and 
craft  and farms and fundamentally  changed its  character  at  just  about  every point. 
Moreover it  created a new ensemble of corporations that,  through their owners and 
regulations, have a powerful determining effect on what our future course can be. As 
that industry and all who make a living from it is threatened we find they are fighting 
with  everything  in  their  power  to  maintain  their  economic  dominance.  As  a  shell 
executive said when asked by a reporter  about green technologies,  “When the new 
green industries are mature we will buy them.”

The general  public  view is  that  such use  of  tech  and money is  reponsive  to 
threats, but there is anoher uglier side. War can be used to burn cash that oherwise 
would heva been available for social good - education, health, greening. hhhh

Technology and finance

 
 
Another threat  to technologies that  can support  GardenWorld is  the financial 

community. Finance was created as the mechanism to make capital in the social system 
available  for  projects.  In  fact  it  was  created by people  who held previous  profit  as 
capital and wanted to make more with it. The story of capital funding projects for the 
population  that  desired  goods  is  belied  by  the  history  that  says  early  finance  was 
mobilized to  lend money to  Kings  for  national  wars.   Yet  the  system more  or  less 
worked. Interesting pattens of public belief and realistic conditions in the world led to 
cycles and depressions and then new euphorias.
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 In 2007 financial services were on the order of twenty percent of the entire US 
business,  activity  crudely  summed into  GDP,  way too much,  making finance  not  a 
service to economic activity but a core piece of economic activity itself.

But worse, over forty percent of all profit in the US economy went to finance. Its 
participation  at  20%  yielded  40%.  As  finance  led  corporations  to  be  down  sized, 
divided,  arbitraged,  merged  –  all  so  fees  can  be  made  on  the  transactions  and  a 
percentage  of  the  extracted  “savings”,  as  those  responsible  for  the  future  of  the 
corporation, innovation labs and marketing, are reduced and productivity, the amount 
produced per worker, increases. Carlotta Perez, the Brazilian economist, has eloquently 
analyzed how such a diversion of profit from the productive ground means that less 
money is available for investment in new tech. She has suggested rather strongly that 
the  promise  of,  for  example,  computerization,  moving  from  broad  adoption  to 
ubiquitous  computing,  has  just  begun,  but  cannot  be  realized  without  much  more 
capital  investment,  capital  which  is  not  available  because  it  is  off  bubble  making 
elsewhere in the economy, or invested in private islands and safe enclaves.

 
Technology is deeply “owned” by money. And the partnership continues with 

the problems of climate change and global systems collapse. In tech circles much recent 
discussion is on the ability to bubble the green. In an example I know an engineer had a 
very clever technique for distribution of a green product. He went to the bank with a 
business plan and asked for ten million.  The bank said “too small.” Our hero went 
home,  scratched  his  head,  did  some  more  numbers  (they  are  very  plastic  actually, 
despite the reputation for exactness), and came back and asked for a hundred million, 
and got it. 2.5 million went to legal fees and a couple of percentage points up front for 
bank fees. The whole deal depends on the continued existence of some fairly obscure 
federal subsidies. If they disappear, the project fails. But the actors don’t care. The bank, 
the lawyers, and the borrower all were paid off.

 
The problem is, this kind of operation continues the process of making the rich 

richer without much work (having become rich the game is to lend money), and helps 
continue the bad distribution of wealth in society. In this transaction, technology is seen 
not as a way to solve social problems, but as a way to make money. The balance (never 
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100 % either way) shifts between product focus and deal focus.
 
My understanding is that this kind of use of technology, helping put the society 

at risk in terms of wealth, is giving it a bad name. People are not happy with much 
current use of technology. Technology advocates in fact seem unaware of the negative 
consequences  most  non-technologists  have  a  feel  for.  The  obvious,  Hiroshima, 
Chernobyl, thalidomide, pollution, climate change, and the turning to the dominance of 
finance based on computerization. 

 
This  gets  crucial  as  we  consider  earth  crises  including  climate  change.  The 

sustainable future, given the size of the population  and dependence on tech,  has to be 
a high tech future, especially using nano-tech and biotech in combination with small 
local  craft  production.  This  is  a  new world,  and it  can  be  an  attractive  one,  but  if 
technology is seen as self-serving of financial interests, the willingness of the public to 
support

 
There is no question but what rethinking tech and society is under way. I have 

long admired the mayor and now ex mayor of Bogata, Enrique Peñalosa, who exhibits 
humanity  and  imagination  as  he  forthrightly  questions  the  role  of  the  automobile 
(“auto” implies it goes by itself- better to call it the oil-mobile).

 
Man With a Plan
 
Interview by DEBORAH SOLOMON
 
Q: As a former mayor of Bogotá, Colombia, who won wide praise for making the 

city a model of enlightened planning, you have lately been hired by officials intent on 
building world-class cities, especially in Asia and the developing world. 

A.What is the first thing you tell them? In developing-world cities, the majority 
of people don’t have cars, so I will say, when you construct a good sidewalk, you are 
constructing democracy. A sidewalk is a symbol of equality.
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I wouldn’t think that sidewalks are a top priority in developing countries. The 
last priority. Because the priority is to make highways and roads. We are designing 
cities for cars, cars, cars, cars, cars. Not for people. Cars are a very recent invention. The 
20th century was a horrible detour in the evolution of the human habitat.  We were 
building much more for cars’ mobility than children’s happiness.

 
[fn: from the NYT ]
 
The question of the control of technology has been around for a long time. What 

is often missed is that the problem is not the tech but those who invest to develop it in 
ways that are self rather than socially serving. Technology is part of a solution to a real 
problem. Writers like Erik Erikson and Erich Fromm shared a belief that humans have 
the instinctual energy of animals, but not the instinctive hardwired solutions animals 
are born with. For humans a rigid pattern of inheritance of the well adapted animals 
gets replaced with open-ended culture: beliefs, habits and technology, Culture becomes 
the “second nature” that  provides  us  humans with a  way to  live,  work,  and mate. 
Obviously, technology, from pottery and speech to the Internet and genetics, forms the 
core  of  our  “second  nature”  capacity.  But  the  underlying  emotional  integrity,  the 
integrity of the instinctual, remains intact, despite whatever technologies emerge. Mood 
and mind altering drugs can only play on the chromatic spectrum of feelings given by 
our inheritance. Genetic modification, by playing with our DNA, and all efforts so far 
are for profit, is the new mouse in the inkwell of the human story.

 
GardenWorld raises the technology  issue to one of policy and choice – what 

kind of  world  do  we want  our  efforts  to  work  toward?  The  more  open culture  of 
GardenWorld  should  support  our  rethinking  the  mix,  development  priorities  and 
ownership  of  technologies.  My  hope  is  that  shifting  social  awareness  toward 
GardenWorld will lead to market corrections and make much of this happen without 
much interference. Simply removing existing subsidies on old technologies would do a 
great deal, though it is increasingly realized that these may not be enough to move us 
toward graceful sustainability. Part of the reason why such changes are not enough is 
that  those  “old  technologies”  and  “existing  subsidies”  are  a  very  complex  web  of 
interwoven institutional arrangement that are getting in the way of technical innovation 
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for human good. 

Freeman Dyson (see page XX for earlier quote) argues persuasively that three 
facts  will  take  us  toward  a  new  green  civilization:  solar  energy,  which  is  vastly 
distributed; genomic innovations which can create crops that otherwise could not grow; 
and the Internet which connect everyone and make knowledge of solar distribution and 
genomic innovations more widely available, because of access to power and money, 
less meaningful. Being in the flow of relevant information and sense of participating in 
the leading edge of the culture(s), have the power to create a better future through the 
widespread distribution of the knowledge.

 
This optimistic view has to be seen in the context of the difficulty of governing 

society. Dyson does not touch on this issue. The tendency is toward centralization of 
wealth and power through the use of technology. How inevitable is this? Are we locked 
in to a move towards soft fascism, or is open more democratic heterarchy still a real 
possibility? The way we use technology, and the way we make choices, will be crucial. 
Dyson’s argument is typical of technological enthusiasts: our solution, widely adopted, 
will solve the problems. But this leaves out how and by whom it will be adopted (and 
modified).  Technical  solutions  are  different  from biological  ones  in  that  they  stress 
survival along a few variables, such as more output of electricity. But nature looks at all 
the contingencies that are present in its living field. As a result biological “evolution” is 
much  slower,  but  more  accurate,  than  technical  “evolution.”  Bringing  in  a  greater 
sensitivity  to  the  full  implication  of  a  new  tech,  what  are  often  called  “secondary 
consequences”, will be very important in the future, or the population will turn against 
tech in destructive rage (It had happened before, from the principled Luddites to those 
who murdered Lavoisier)..

 
Technology plays a central role in GardenWorld, but by using its understandings 

to enhance, not suppress, nature. The conquest of nature, its replacement by machines 
and  sanitized  living,  is  the  current  official  future.  GardenWorld  moves  towards  a 
balance and integration of project, design, and problem solving, with an appreciation 
for the flow of the environment, the seasons, and growing. Bio-mimicry, from products 
to arts,  extends the natural and the technical in mutually compatible ways. But this 
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requires deep understanding and involvement with nature and technology. I have met 
a number of young people, say at Planetworker meetings, who have several degrees in 
diverse fields, say a first degree in technical and a second in ecological approaches, and 
they have traveled the world, and worked in demanding projects in the poorer regions, 
inner cities, or rugged environments. They are models of what we all need to learn.

 
Understanding technology is one key part. The problem is for a generation that 

grew up with computers,  games,  cell  phones and cars they never thought to try to 
repair,  technology is treated as a background reality,  not something man made and 
political  and financially managed. A project  such as that  of  the Dutch Architectural 
Firm gets at the immensity of what needs to be considered.

 
Perhaps  MVRDV’s  most  ambitious  theoretical  exercise  was  the  traveling 

computer installation they called MetaCity /Datatown. Predicting that globalism and 
an exploding planetary population will push certain regions throughout the world into 
continuous urban fields,  or megacities,  MVRDV conceived a hypothetical  city called 
Datatown,  designed solely  from extrapolations of  Dutch statistics.  (“It  is  a  city  that 
wants to be explored only as information; a city that knows no given topography, no 
prescribed ideology, no representation, no context. Only huge, pure data.”) According 
to its creators, Datatown was a self-sufficient city with the population of the United 
States (250 million) crammed into an area the size of Georgia (60,000 square miles), 
making it the densest place on earth. MVRDV then subjected this urban Frankenstein to 
21  scenarios  to  see  how  they  would  affect  the  built  environment:  What  if  all  the 
residents of Datatown wanted to live in detached houses? What if they preferred urban 
blocks? What could be done with the waste? (Build 561 ski resorts.) What kind of city 
park would be needed? (A million Central Parks stacked up over 3,884 floors.) “The 
seas, the oceans (rising as a result of global warming), the polar icecaps, all represent a 
reduction in  the  territory  available  for  the  megacity.  Does  that  mean that  we must 
colonize the Sahel, the oceans or even the moon to fulfill our need for air and space, to 
survive? Or can we find an intelligent way to expand the capacities of what already 
exists?”

 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/08/magazine/08mvrdvt .html?
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pagewanted=3&_r=1&ref=magazine
 
Once  we  understand  the  dynamics  of  mathematics,  and  its  appeal  to  the 

compulsive prone mind we all share, we can better understand the problem of why and 
how societies chose their technologies. Technologies are attractive because they imply a 
degree of control that is mostly illusory. I hope I was helpful in the  Chapter on Human 
Nature, in exploring this aspect of our being in the world.

 
Let’s  face  it;  technologies  replace  the  complex  with  the  simple.  No  human 

invention is more complex than a frog or even a blade of grass. The machine is designed 
to be coherent without reference to its full environment, but only to the most limited 
aspects necessary for its participation in some part of current society.. But the frog or 
blade  of  grass  are  clearly  part  of  a  whole  system  of  which  the  foreground  and 
background are intimately interwoven, of seasons predators and prey.

 
Both  technology  and  corporations  are  simplification  machines,  replacing 

complex process with simple ones in the case of tech, or taking complex outputs and 
reducing them to simple inputs in the case of corporations (skills and culture and raw 
materials in – product and profit out.)

 
Joseph Tainter,  in his  powerful  1990 book The Collapse of  Complex Societies 

shows that those who have power misuse the technologies available to them, seeking 
more power and profit, seek ever more complex and expensive solutions to the next 
challenge facing their civilization. Civilizations collapse because the increasing costs of 
complexity overtake increases in productivity. The elites are the elites because they own 
the infrastructure of the state (as in GE, Shell,  and the Carlyle Group, ConAgra and 
Citicorp) and, when things start looking bad, instead of trying to fix the system, they 
ramp up their  exploitation of  it,  to  get  the cash to  survive,  by cutting costs,  which 
further degrades the systems performance and capacity to innovate. Watch how those 
institutions are able to take the federal budget and bail themselves out, as has been 
happening with bear Sterns and others.

 
Some argue that technologies are neutral,  but almost all invention is done up 
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with  a  market  in  mind  (Or,  in  earlier  times,  to  attract  the  support  of  Kings  and 
ministers, not bakers, brick layers nor mothers). There is a web of feedback such that as 
society chooses technologies, society changes, which in turn changes its priorities for 
new technologies. The result is not a clear causal chain but a true mess of feed-backs 
and resistances. A few sellers, a few buyers, and a trend can be set. Take tobacco and 
compare the incredible costs and the extraordinary effort that society had to take to 
reverse a decision made by a minority of the population as what was ceremonial in the 
Native American World, became big business, stimulating slavery and shipping and 
land settlement (The first  slave were brought to the US for tobacco farming) in the 
British Empire.  So too for the car,  the phone, and a computer.  Stories of their deep 
penetration in the society is not a story of decisions taken either in a democratic or a 
more authoritarian way, but based on the small number of decisions made by critically 
placed  people,  decisions  amplified  by  the  “ah  ha’s”  of  multitudes  seeing  local 
opportunities, such as having a car, a cigarette, or a cell phone, and avoiding thinking 
about systemic costs. The railroad is a good example of how an invention, improved 
over  time,  provided  the  opportunity,  and  then  men  with  means  brought  together 
political and economic arrangements to make the railroads happen. The outcome was 
social good and social damage. [fn: see the wonderful exploration of the early observers 
of  the railroads in Leo Marx,  The Machine in the Garden.]The choice was made by 
economic  opportunity  which  engendered  new  economic  opportunity  –  realistically 
available to only a few. i[i]

 
In  traditional  societies  leaders  feel  themselves  to  be  part  of  a  culture  and 

community, and the choices they make reflect shared tastes while also enhancing their 
power. The leaders and the led remain part of a coherent culture of interdependencies. 
Take for example the Italian hill town or city state such as Florence. Things cohere. The 
leaders  can see  from their  windows the  people,  the  essential  farmers  and potential 
soldiers, all those the leaders are counting on to enhance the city.

 
Industrialization  maintained  this  pattern,  because  it  required  workers  and  it 

required managers to hold together complex systems. Information systems weaken that 
connection.
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Late  industrialization  broke  apart  the  interdependencies  of  industrial  owners 
with managers and workers – first to be noticed were the missing workers, then the 
disappearing managers,  but  they really lost  out  together,  as  we now see in the de-
middleclassification of so many who used to feel quite secure. In modern times, given 
that the economy of capital tends to set the capitalist in the midst of his owning, choices 
made fit the limited sense of taste and opportunity offered to the rich: Hamptons, Paris, 
Resort Islands, shopping, cars, boats, clubs and spas. and this world of choice is not 
inclusive of the rest of the surrounding population. It is remarkable how many trophy 
houses do not have places to create art or otherwise experiment with aspects of culture.

 
The result is a continually distorted community. Cell phones on airplanes is a 

good  example  of  how  the  balance  between  economic  opportunity,  customers  and 
annoyed non-users will play out. Look at the way FedEx made us feel good by allowing 
us to look up a delivery on the Internet – saved them from having to answer the phone. 
Much more irritating are the many phone button choices necessary to get to a correct 
line  and  then  a  long  wait.  In  these  cases  corporations  are  passing  off  the  costs  of 
transactions  onto  the  customers.  Sometimes  increasing  but  more  often  decreasing 
customer well-being.

 
Tolls on highways, and higher plane fares, play into class lines. With GPS it will 

be possible (London is doing this)  to tax on the basis of use,  but since the rich can 
continually move rules and incomes to their advantage, they can cover their new costs 
in  such  a  way  that  at  the  same time  increased  costs  are  born  by  the  middle  class 
downward.

 
We do not have any democratic mechanism for deciding what technologies will 

dominate society. People used to define themselves as citizens where voting was the 
way they made their important choices. Today that identity is fading and replaced by 
that of the consumer who makes choices with dollars. The technologies that win do so 
because of the dollar votes of corporations, by their high payoff, and the manipulation 
of regulations, from bandwidth to building codes.

 
The imagination of  the reader can further integrate how the quantification of 
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society and money, the mechanization of things, and the impoverishment of people all 
go together. We have created the dominance of the economy with all that is good and 
distressing about its dominance as nearly the “only game in town” in the modern world 
– “Machine Dreams”.

 
Stephen Jay Gould argued that  the only reason we have not  been visited by 

intelligent life from other parts of the universe is because no species has been able to 
develop  the  technology  to  get  here  along  with  a  strong  enough  social  system that 
prevented  collapse  through  technology.  Nuclear  war  always  precedes  intergalactic 
travel.

 
Dee Hock, who started VISA said “The purpose of business is to separate the 

consumer from the conditions  of  production.”  That  is,  bad working conditions  and 
environmental impacts are part of the cycle but unseen.

 
A problem is that key trends associated with our current economy, especially the 

marginalization and impoverishment of too many people and the destructive effects on 
the environment, probably are not reversible under the current rules. The forces making 
the rich richer and the rest poorer are systemic and powerful. Powerful because the 
motives to make it this way are huge payoffs in dollars and power.

 
I think we see that we need, for our sanity, an alternative path – actually system – 

for the development and deployment of technologies, a complex path large enough to 
be a viable alternative to the momentum of the current system. I say “large enough” to 
make clear that partial solutions are not strong enough to create a new set of rules. 
Government financing of elections, rather than getting the media exposure that benefits 
the largest donors to a campaign, might be one of the essentials, lessening the power of 
money in congressional choices.

 
It is not going to be sufficient to just add on mechanisms which alter the balance 

but keep the current forces the same. This is the approach of many of the non-profit 
socially motivated organizations – they thrive on opposition to institutions they assume 
will stay in place.We need to prune. 
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In  the  county  where  I  live,  the  green  progressives  are  against  the  use  of 

“packaged waste disposal systems” because they would allow people to develop on 
land that otherwise is unbuildable (lack of septic system possibilities). The result is that 
progressive  environmentalists  are  against  a  technology  that  would  help  the 
environment.  But  the  county  manages  point  out  that  the  only  people  applying  for 
permission to use the new systems are indeed those who have land that otherwise can’t 
be developed. Leadership of brining the two together to work a deal – permits only for 
land that would be conventionally suitable – does not emerge. Hence the shift to a new 
technology that, system wide, would be an advance in terms of costs to owners and to a 
better use of water which could be returned to the proximal land after processing

I  think  it  is  still  true  that  most  engineering  and  science  students  and 
professionals have some view that technology and science will be of human benefit. 
They also believe that the fruits of science and the great inventions of mankind should 
be owned by society and not by individuals or corporations. When pressed, they will 
have  a  hard  time  supporting  this  belief  with  arguments.  They  tend  to  think  that 
individuals are real and a society is no more than the aggregate of its individuals. So 
they will tend to support the idea that, yes, if something exists, it must be owned by 
somebody or some group of people smaller than that of society itself. The very meaning 
of “us” has shifted. If one is a member of several generations of the well adapted middle 
class, ” us” no longer includes a sense of citizenship that spreads further outward into 
the  population  of  different  geographic  origins  and  economic  circumstances. 
Newcomers, either as children born in the nation, or immigrants choosing to come into 
it, align with the existing society, and adapt to living within a narrow sense of “us”.

 
Probably  neither  democracy  nor  a  government  of  the  expert  elites  can  make 

adequate choices about technology. Democracy does not frame the issues, and elites 
frame the issues for their own career enhancing interests. Here we are on the leading 
edge of the need for new thinking about governance. Many, but not enough people, are 
thinking  about  the  ethics  and  wisdom  of  technical  interventions.  It  started  with 
Hippocrates thinking about the ethics of medicine and saying, “First do no harm”. We 
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now have the “Cautionary”ii[ii] principle which is a way of asking for more time to 
understand the implications of what we’re doing. “Sustainability” is another way of 
saying let’s  keep doing what  we’re  doing without  rocking the boat.  The shift  from 
“sustainability” to “sustainable development” is a rhetorical opening for a Trojan horse 
of keeping things the way they are. Things have to change in order to remain the same.” 
The values behind the idea of sustainability are guidelines but hard to apply in practice. 
What is sustainable for a bank is not the same thing that is sustainable for a small scale 
organic  Farmer,  or  for  a  salmon fishermen.  And “cautionary”  just  slows  down the 
process  which  might  not  be  the  best  when  facing  dramatic  climate  change  or  the 
discovery of a severe new threat, such as bird flu.

 
The problem of tech is profound, and vastly limits other aspects of life. It is fair to 

say  that  politics  is  the  supreme form of  social  innovation  from early  empire  days, 
through  the  renaissance  when  authoritarian  nation  states  came  to  dominate.  But 
technology has undone this dominance, and it may be that technology, incombination 
with elites and finance that use it,  is the determining fact of our lives now the way 
politics was in the past.

 
In fact politics now is just a tool bought and manipulated by the combination of 

tech and money. The implications here are powerful and suggest that GardenWorld 
will  come about  more by thinking about  technologies  than by politics.  Technology, 
because of its interconnections, is increasingly important to governance and hence to 
the combination of state and corporations.

 
Technology is  an  extension  of  the  body.  Just  as  it  would  not  make  sense  to 

discuss the meaning of a disembodied hand or eye, it does not make sense to talk about 
the meaning of technology without reference to the person or persons or community of 
which it is an extension. Hand and eye only take on significance when seen as a part of 
a person, and persons in a community of symbols and discourse, and community in the 
environment to which it has adapted itself.

 
But technology tends to remove us from the body and the history. The way we 

slaughter an animal or make wine were and still are complex processes, but the way we 
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interact  with them as consumers removes us from the organic,  soul making (strong 
feelings that provoke reflection and awe about “nature”),  and experience enhancing 
‘meaning” of the use. At the same time we have created “jobs” where labor is paid 
minimally to do these things, not to feed a family or a community, but working ten 
hour days cutting up cattle or chickens, which have been treated badly through their 
life, for unseen millions.

 
Computer manufacturing is, so far, a very dirty business, and hence is located in 

parts of Texas, Mexico or Asia, where folks like us will rarely show up.
 
Many people live difficult lives and their economic difficulties are combined with  

the complexities of technology.  A local clinic sees a mother who has five children; two 
by a first marriage and three by her current husband. All three parents have different 
racial national backgrounds. The mother’s mother lives with them all in a two bedroom 
apartment of a total of 600 square feet. The grandmother is there to help but is tense 
about the racial differences and takes it out on the children. All three of the adults living 
in the apartment work part  time jobs in order to survive and the husband has two 
fulltime “part time” jobs – that is,  jobs paid by the hour with zero security in local 
grocery stores. His main aim is to get enough money for a down payment on a House. 
Technology for them is simple: car, phone, the television, a shared washing machine, 
heat and air conditioning. We need to be aware of how in the web of events and other 
choices of technologies by the rest of us effect the many people whose live are like this.

 
In the county where this family lives population growth is predicted to be 30% 

by the year 2030. Yet all existing housing is more than filled and to new permits are 
very few. Land use, population, technology, and the economy set the conditions we 
have to cope with.

 
The major political issue in this century may be technology. It goes to the core of 

war,  economy,  the  environment,  and  poverty.  Nanotechnology,  hydrogen  cells  and 
biotech for medicines,  foods,  and growing things like continuous wood panels,  will 
arrive  rapidly.  The  issue  is  that  these  technologies  will  be  mechanisms  of  money 
transfer to the owners, not social benefit. They are high cost investments, and owners 
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will seek power and rewards. In order to work these technologies of course must attract 
enough customers, managers, and regulators, but that will always be a subset of society, 
not the whole. Every change (and not changing) has winners and losers.

 
As we face climate change we can see how hard it is to make changes because the 

losers in that case, traditional lines of business, have a lot, they perceive, to lose.
 
During the Y2K period, much work was done inside organizations to cope. This 

made Y2K a “non-event” by actually making it a big deal.iii[iii] What I learned, working 
as a consultant where Y2K one of the emerging issues, was that with Y2K accountability 
could be assigned internally to the organizations. With climate change, that is not nearly 
as  possible,  so  I  think  dealing  with  climate  change  will  be  much  harder.  We  are 
beginning to see movement however at the more macro political and economic levels 
that are beginning to address the problem. We will see (and participate,  willing or not).

 
An image of GardenWorld as the goal, the design principle, would help clarify 

what is at stake in climate change, and provide guidance and motive to make climate 
change innovation more attractive and livable.

 
Dealing with climate change will require lots of flexibility and innovation and 

critical thinking. Just recently there has been discussion of the problem of planting trees 
as CO2 traps – the reality is that trees absorb heat and heat the atmosphere more than 
offsetting the effects of the trapped co2 sustains cooling.

 
Technology and the mechanical often are seen as repressing life. GardenWorld is 

an  approach  that  highlights  the  organic  as  we  learn  to  integrate  tech  in  ways  that 
enhance rather than replace nature. The aim is a better world for all, through the use of 
human reason in the context of compassion and imagination under the guidelines, the 
design template, of the human life cycle remembering that technology is only part of the 
human condition and only partly constitutive of human nature.

The idea of  design could be a big help. Design is about the way things are put 
together  to  meet  human  needs  and  realities  in  ways  that  are  attractive  and 
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implementable. As we shift from small part systems to truly holistic awareness, design 
may be the core discipline for putting it all together.

 

 add Leo Marx The Machine in the Garden.
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Arthur, W. Brian (2009-07-24). The Nature of Technology (Kindle Location 366). 
Simon & Schuster, Inc.. Kindle Edition.

Anything that a computer can do is with known categories. It cannot introduce new ones. It is 
a totally terrible way to deal with a changing future.Take earth temperature as an example. 
Before we looked at climate change and had to take it seriously, many data sets about the earth 
and its uses existed. But changes in temperatrure outside of seasons not included because not 
relevant to anything.

The computer cannot put numbers into a new category that emerged,  or name that category.
WE, you and I - cannot see an object, say a coffee cup   on a table, without attributing the cup 

the table, the room and beond to being somehow in the whole universe. The attribution is always 
there, often not conscious.  Try it. No computer can do this. A computer is a large army of well 
organized zeros and ones.

Imagine a chessboard. The pattern of the 8x8 board is some kind of material, paint, ink, ivory 
inlay, solidly attached to the board. But the pattern cannot be derived from the properties of he 
board even though it could not exist without those porperties.

Plato
Descares
Commercial activity and political power.
Big data can find very weak correlations in a large data set, but cannot deal with unique 

individuals.

Craft, trade and finance  replaced the agricultural/farming/garden complex and 
came to be a second nature,  society riding on top of the management of sexuality in 
society - yes - the breeding of grain, animals and people If we are to rethink what we 
have, which we must because it is failing too many people,  if we are to see the system 
for what it is.

Early trade  focused on  grains of wheat and corn,  easy to measure weight and 
volume,  and the quantities changing over time can be  mapped with differential 
equations. Obviously each grain of wheat or corn  is different, but the differences can be 
ignored. But when the quantity is about say paintings in the national gallery, or children 
in school, the uniqueness of each is crucial to it appreciation. Numerical systems can’t 
cope with individual differences except by ignoring them.  Grain was a focus because of 
the ease of taxing it to support the central authority/elites. It could be measured, or  
before measuring, by comparing several piles: one for the farmer, one for the land 
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owner, one for the miller to grind the whet. 
The estate way of organizing things: food gathered centrally and measured out to 

the local people, gave way to a focus on trade at a distance in grain, and, increasingly 
but very slowly bright shiny things, what Adam Smith called trinkets, and even more 
slowly the things we mostly associate with markets:  that supported middle class 
households as they emerged: kitchen and sewing, building supplies. (It is important for 
us to feel the nearly inexorable, immediate, inevitable movement along these lines 
occurring in all societies, but the differences are important because they hint at the 
major  changes necessary  to cope with the current failures.

———————

Voegelin
Against the Grain
Sahlins Stone Age Economy
Charles C. Mann 1491, 1493 Prophet
Schabas

That Turns out those walls were to keep prisoners in and early humans fought hard to stay 
outside. Inside was loss of diet, freedom to move, slave labor (how much of modern society is 
like this?)

Chapter 8. Technology and GardenWorld
Douglass Carmichael
revision May 2015

In the flow of technology and power, money and status, in a bath of fear and 
insecurity, empires clashed and millions died in the 20th century. It is hard to recall the 
scale  of  those  events,  given  that  contemporary  events,  such  as  Iraq,  Grenada, 
Afghanistan, are so much smaller in scale, and even Katrina was small in comparison to 
the great wars of the last century. But huge movements are afoot today, stalking in like 
Eliot’s  London  fogs.  The  flow  of  digitalized  property,  dominance  of  financial 
institutions,  people  pushed  off  the  land,  and  the   promises  of  new  bio  and  nano 
technology are flooding our old expectations.  Space, time and life are redefined. Not 
what they are, but what we do with them.

Obvious tech will be a major part of a successful GardenWorld, but how? I take 
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as a model the career of Fredrick Law Olmstead who used parks in Boston, New York 
and others as the liver and kidneys and lungs of the cities that surrounded his parks. He 
used the capacity of nature to clean the environment.  But he also enhanced the beauty 
of each project and made it a real extension of the quality of life of the people. Try to 
imagine Manhattan without Central Park. 

If we think of Olmsted's approach to the aesthetics of the land and its use of the 
technology of his decades, we now face many more choices. We have probably over 
used cars and roads, but autonomous cars widely owned may reverse this in interesting 
ways. Air traffic is out of control and greener fuel use not yet obviously achievable. 

But there are many other parts of tech in GardenWorld. The Internet will allow, 
among other things not so terrific,  the sharing of best practices across decentralized 
communities.  Humanity  is  much  more  aware  of  innovation  and  imagination  in  all 
things,  and this  is  being applied to an increasing range of  organic practice,  in food 
production and decorative gardens.  Standard agricultural and landscape practices are 
going to be vigorously modified.

 
The human species  is  successful,  to  the point  of  outdoing itself.  We are in a 

terrible balance between the technologies of living and the technologies of war, and 
between  tech  that  serves  special  interests  and  what  serves  the  general  good. 
GardenWorld is aimed at creating the conditions for a better balance, with much less 
war, and a meaningful approach to population and climate. Which means being smart 
about energy and agriculture, water and pollution. Technology is not going away and it 
will either be used to further centralize power and authority, or to help open it up, as in 
the promise of the Internet, and be a major part of GardenWorld. This chapter is not 
going to be a  Whole Earth Catalogue of  potential  GardenWorld technologies,  but  a 
framing for  essential   tech choices  in  the context  of  politics,  economics  and human 
nature..  It  is  obvious  that  tech and community  are  in  many ways almost  the  same 
topic.because no tech will take hold unless it is attractive to actual humans with their 
desires and ideas, their culture and image of life.

Integration of humans and nature
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 Tech has evolved rapidly, in a process probably still accelerating. In this context 

tech has taken the role of religion, a belief in an all powerful force that can save us. On 
the extreme we have writings like Brian Arthur’s  2009. The Nature of Technology: What it 
is  and How it  Evolves.  and Kevin Kelly’s   2010 What  Technology Wants.  Both look at 
technology as evolving without human participation, as if parts of tech automatically  
unite.  Obviously  this  cannot  happen  unless  humans  see  the  potential  of  a  new 
combination of technologies, and that means a better understanding of what is on the 
minds of those humans. The Aztecs had wheeled chariots as toys for kids but did not 
make adult models for work. Why? because humans would rather fit in than innovate. 

But “fitting in” is not just a blind reaction to circumstances. It is feeling good 
about  belonging  by  getting  in  step  with  the  dance  of  one’s  civilization.  It  is 
conversation, rhythms of work and the day, it is relationships in all their complexity. 
Those  who  choose  to  innovate  in  the  traditional  world  are  doing  something  quite 
strange and Of course serious innovation did not appear until quite late, perhaps the 
13th century. The innovator’s world is often lonely and, as a social mechanism, relies on 
the  single  inventor  and  the  small  market  that  is  attracted.  Innovation  makes  small 
moves that are isolated from the rest of society, and society becomes an ensemble of 
such small moves. Anything like democracy doesn’t apply to the paths that emerge. 
“One dollar one vote,” goes the logic, but the outcome can be a random walk away fro 
the centrality of human concerns, starting with survivability - witness climate change 
through fossil  fuels -  and the resulting system is a hodge-podge of incommensurate 
pieces and fragile to shock and maintenance problems. 

The cleverness of innovation is not a high priority for most people in a society. A 
small percentage enter in to the financing, the banks and  venture capitalists and very 
small percentage are producing the  the actual innovation, motivated usually by money. 
The  broader  society  is  indifferent,  just  trying  to  live  their  life  with   a  desire  for  a 
background of stability. Advertising enters in as an industry trying to link innovation to 
customers  an  take  their  cut  from  the  money  flow.  Though  it  must  be  said  that 
retirement funds are dependent on that financial activity, which makes a large part of 
the population complicit in the necessity for growth. How much pension funds can live 
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on dividends and not on "growth" is a good question.

The drive for innovation probably only becomes a strong motivator when the 
innovator is  in some state of  alienation from society.  To get the best  of  society and 
innovation  aligned  we  need  a  heightened  awareness  of  the  purpose  of  innovation  
beyond ego and money.

What  we  need  is  a  commitment  to  reworking  the  integration  of  nature  and 
humans and then the technology that will be needed to support that integration will be 
more obvious. 

But we do not have a good vocabulary for that integration. Even the words fail 
us. Just as “law” is used in most cultures for both the basis for the legal system and the 
regularities of nature, we are facing ideology masked as words. Nature, human, human 
nature… They don’t get at what we want, which is a recognition that human nature is 
part of nature but not reducible to a mechanical view of what nature is: that who we are 
is  profoundly  interrelated,  with  air,  water,  soil,  geography,  love,  literature  and 
meanings. Think of Jarrad Diamond’s Guns, Germs, Steel, showing how human fate and 
large geographical features are defining for human possibilities.

 Our ability to be reflective, relatively under developed or at least underutilized, 
gives us the capacity to play out the integration in a way faithful to both. Surely the 
better human is in better connection to the environment inside and out, body and earth. 
Our thoughts are supported by our  body which is  supported by the environment, 
which is affected by what we do. It is a complex circle from the environment through 
our body and mind and back.

 
GardenWorld is not an anti technology project. There are too many of us, and it 

is too late. We need the smart use of technology in all forms: biotech and nanotech at 
the lead, with an Internet infrastructure. Most of us have hoped that the Internet would 
be an infrastructure for democracy allowing us to take place seriously without giving 
up the cosmopolitan world of serious interaction with other people and societies. But 
we also have our worries. One danger of the Internet is that it encourages democracy 
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for  all  on  line,  but  may  support  a  political  and  economic  process  that  leads  to 
democracy for none in the real world of jobs, land, food, energy, security and services.

 
The standard alignment of technology with “progress” is unfortunate. Progress 

is highly aligned with  growth for the sake of profit. It is a smokescreen for hiding the 
social costs of change, change that often leads to wars, pollution, and the trashing of 
communities. The processes of change really are supported and encouraged by a small 
part of the population. This argument is hard here because most of the readers of this 
book  are  in  that  minority,  a  minority  that  makes  its  living  through  inventing, 
implementing, selling and maintaining change. 

 
The idea of progress, with its thrust toward the future, makes all "present” less 

interesting, discountable. Reproducing the present is not a project of much good for 
those who live by growth alone. 

Aristotle  wrote  "we can have growth without  development  (adding water  to 
wine) and we can have development without growth."  The better picture might be, not 
progress, but selection. How do we select from what we have what we really want, and 
make more of it. It might be leisure, art, relationships and thinking about the meaning 
of life and our own contribution to it. If we could free up technology from “progress” 
we could use it to enhance life, not replace it.

Part of this is the political question of who decides and who benefits. Elites have 
always used tech to control and exploit the population, win wars and look good. This 
will not go away but it is open to pressure, including revolts, to rebalance.

 
The issue of balancing so that the environment and humans both survive – and 

thrive – will require smart design and lots of tolerance in policy making. Bucky Fuller 
one wrote "we have the planet and a few billion people. Putting them together is just a 
design problem." But it  will  require us to be smarter than maybe we can be.  Over-
reliance on protecting old structures will get in the way of needed experimentation. Yet 
the old often contains unrealized possibilities. Needed change requires full participation 
of the old and new, rich and poor, grass roots and abstract thinking, and the promise 
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could be cut short by authoritarian dominance. The great spoiler of our better future 
would be increasing polarization of what has been often called the have’s and have 
not’s, but really are the over consumers and the under consumers. The difference, if we 
are honest, is based on circumstances of birth and access to paths of “advancement” in 
the current arrangement.We need a new arrangement.  The technology issues get at the 
core of the existential questions: who we are, what we can do with our lives that make 
sense. Narrow technical/financial choices are to be avoided.

Tech has always been encouraged and chosen by elites to enhance their grip on 
things and milk wealth from the epoch.

 The social contract that ties us all together is broken. Elites needed the rest of us, 
but maybe no longer.

Nature and the humans need to work together, with their dignity enhanced, in 
mutual respect and perhaps even love, as in the poets’ visions of man and nature in 
harmony,  as  in  Lao  Tzu,  “When  Heaven  and  earth  are  united  down  comes  sweet 
dew.”(chapter 32).

 
Humanity and technology are intrinsically bound together.  Early technologies 

are easy to forget – language, song, fire, pottery, weaving. Much was copied from the 
observation of other species – how they hunt, dwell, organize, decorate themselves. Our 
current advanced technologies are easily seen as extensions and elaborations on much 
earlier  technologies.  Internet  and  voice  over  smoke  signals,  rocket  launchers  and 
slingshots, cars and horses: roads are still roads, after many millennia.

 
The choice of war and power
 
The use of technology to enhance daily life is often overshadowed by war and 

power,  profit  instead  of  community.  Humanity  is  in  a  crude  balance  between  the 
technologies  of  life  and the technologies  of  war.  The result  is  not  going well.  New 
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technologies have continually upset the balance and the deciding factor is: who gets to 
make the choices? Our dependence on oil has invaded a previous society of villages and 
craft  and farms and fundamentally  changed its  character  at  just  about  every point. 
Moreover it  created a new ensemble of corporations that,  through their owners and 
regulations, have a powerful determining effect on what our future course can be. As 
that industry and all who make a living from it is threatened we find they are fighting 
with  everything  in  their  power  to  maintain  their  economic  dominance.  As  a  shell 
executive said when asked by a reporter  about green technologies,  “When the new 
green industries are mature we will buy them.”

The general  public  view is  that  such use  of  tech  and money is  reponsive  to 
threats, but there is anoher uglier side. War can be used to burn cash that oherwise 
would heva been available for social good - education, health, greening. hhhh

Technology and finance

 
 
Another threat  to technologies that  can support  GardenWorld is  the financial 

community. Finance was created as the mechanism to make capital in the social system 
available  for  projects.  In  fact  it  was  created by people  who held previous  profit  as 
capital and wanted to make more with it. The story of capital funding projects for the 
population  that  desired  goods  is  belied  by  the  history  that  says  early  finance  was 
mobilized to  lend money to  Kings  for  national  wars.   Yet  the  system more  or  less 
worked. Interesting pattens of public belief and realistic conditions in the world led to 
cycles and depressions and then new euphorias.

 In 2007 financial services were on the order of twenty percent of the entire US 
business,  activity  crudely  summed into  GDP,  way too much,  making finance  not  a 
service to economic activity but a core piece of economic activity itself.

But worse, over forty percent of all profit in the US economy went to finance. Its 
participation  at  20%  yielded  40%.  As  finance  led  corporations  to  be  down  sized, 
divided,  arbitraged,  merged  –  all  so  fees  can  be  made  on  the  transactions  and  a 
percentage  of  the  extracted  “savings”,  as  those  responsible  for  the  future  of  the 
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corporation, innovation labs and marketing, are reduced and productivity, the amount 
produced per worker, increases. Carlotta Perez, the Brazilian economist, has eloquently 
analyzed how such a diversion of profit from the productive ground means that less 
money is available for investment in new tech. She has suggested rather strongly that 
the  promise  of,  for  example,  computerization,  moving  from  broad  adoption  to 
ubiquitous  computing,  has  just  begun,  but  cannot  be  realized  without  much  more 
capital  investment,  capital  which  is  not  available  because  it  is  off  bubble  making 
elsewhere in the economy, or invested in private islands and safe enclaves.

 
Technology is deeply “owned” by money. And the partnership continues with 

the problems of climate change and global systems collapse. In tech circles much recent 
discussion is on the ability to bubble the green. In an example I know an engineer had a 
very clever technique for distribution of a green product. He went to the bank with a 
business plan and asked for ten million.  The bank said “too small.” Our hero went 
home,  scratched  his  head,  did  some  more  numbers  (they  are  very  plastic  actually, 
despite the reputation for exactness), and came back and asked for a hundred million, 
and got it. 2.5 million went to legal fees and a couple of percentage points up front for 
bank fees. The whole deal depends on the continued existence of some fairly obscure 
federal subsidies. If they disappear, the project fails. But the actors don’t care. The bank, 
the lawyers, and the borrower all were paid off.

 
The problem is, this kind of operation continues the process of making the rich 

richer without much work (having become rich the game is to lend money), and helps 
continue the bad distribution of wealth in society. In this transaction, technology is seen 
not as a way to solve social problems, but as a way to make money. The balance (never 
100 % either way) shifts between product focus and deal focus.

 
My understanding is that this kind of use of technology, helping put the society 

at risk in terms of wealth, is giving it a bad name. People are not happy with much 
current use of technology. Technology advocates in fact seem unaware of the negative 
consequences  most  non-technologists  have  a  feel  for.  The  obvious,  Hiroshima, 
Chernobyl, thalidomide, pollution, climate change, and the turning to the dominance of 
finance based on computerization. 
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This  gets  crucial  as  we  consider  earth  crises  including  climate  change.  The 

sustainable future, given the size of the population  and dependence on tech,  has to be 
a high tech future, especially using nano-tech and biotech in combination with small 
local  craft  production.  This  is  a  new world,  and it  can  be  an  attractive  one,  but  if 
technology is seen as self-serving of financial interests, the willingness of the public to 
support

 
There is no question but what rethinking tech and society is under way. I have 

long admired the mayor and now ex mayor of Bogata, Enrique Peñalosa, who exhibits 
humanity  and  imagination  as  he  forthrightly  questions  the  role  of  the  automobile 
(“auto” implies it goes by itself- better to call it the oil-mobile).

 
Man With a Plan
 
Interview by DEBORAH SOLOMON
 
Q: As a former mayor of Bogotá, Colombia, who won wide praise for making the 

city a model of enlightened planning, you have lately been hired by officials intent on 
building world-class cities, especially in Asia and the developing world. 

A.What is the first thing you tell them? In developing-world cities, the majority 
of people don’t have cars, so I will say, when you construct a good sidewalk, you are 
constructing democracy. A sidewalk is a symbol of equality.

 
I wouldn’t think that sidewalks are a top priority in developing countries. The 

last priority. Because the priority is to make highways and roads. We are designing 
cities for cars, cars, cars, cars, cars. Not for people. Cars are a very recent invention. The 
20th century was a horrible detour in the evolution of the human habitat.  We were 
building much more for cars’ mobility than children’s happiness.

 
[fn: from the NYT ]
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The question of the control of technology has been around for a long time. What 
is often missed is that the problem is not the tech but those who invest to develop it in 
ways that are self rather than socially serving. Technology is part of a solution to a real 
problem. Writers like Erik Erikson and Erich Fromm shared a belief that humans have 
the instinctual energy of animals, but not the instinctive hardwired solutions animals 
are born with. For humans a rigid pattern of inheritance of the well adapted animals 
gets replaced with open-ended culture: beliefs, habits and technology, Culture becomes 
the “second nature” that  provides  us  humans with a  way to  live,  work,  and mate. 
Obviously, technology, from pottery and speech to the Internet and genetics, forms the 
core  of  our  “second  nature”  capacity.  But  the  underlying  emotional  integrity,  the 
integrity of the instinctual, remains intact, despite whatever technologies emerge. Mood 
and mind altering drugs can only play on the chromatic spectrum of feelings given by 
our inheritance. Genetic modification, by playing with our DNA, and all efforts so far 
are for profit, is the new mouse in the inkwell of the human story.

 
GardenWorld raises the technology  issue to one of policy and choice – what 

kind of  world  do  we want  our  efforts  to  work  toward?  The  more  open culture  of 
GardenWorld  should  support  our  rethinking  the  mix,  development  priorities  and 
ownership  of  technologies.  My  hope  is  that  shifting  social  awareness  toward 
GardenWorld will lead to market corrections and make much of this happen without 
much interference. Simply removing existing subsidies on old technologies would do a 
great deal, though it is increasingly realized that these may not be enough to move us 
toward graceful sustainability. Part of the reason why such changes are not enough is 
that  those  “old  technologies”  and  “existing  subsidies”  are  a  very  complex  web  of 
interwoven institutional arrangement that are getting in the way of technical innovation 
for human good. 

Freeman Dyson (see page XX for earlier quote) argues persuasively that three 
facts  will  take  us  toward  a  new  green  civilization:  solar  energy,  which  is  vastly 
distributed; genomic innovations which can create crops that otherwise could not grow; 
and the Internet which connect everyone and make knowledge of solar distribution and 
genomic innovations more widely available, because of access to power and money, 
less meaningful. Being in the flow of relevant information and sense of participating in 
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the leading edge of the culture(s), have the power to create a better future through the 
widespread distribution of the knowledge.

 
This optimistic view has to be seen in the context of the difficulty of governing 

society. Dyson does not touch on this issue. The tendency is toward centralization of 
wealth and power through the use of technology. How inevitable is this? Are we locked 
in to a move towards soft fascism, or is open more democratic heterarchy still a real 
possibility? The way we use technology, and the way we make choices, will be crucial. 
Dyson’s argument is typical of technological enthusiasts: our solution, widely adopted, 
will solve the problems. But this leaves out how and by whom it will be adopted (and 
modified).  Technical  solutions  are  different  from biological  ones  in  that  they  stress 
survival along a few variables, such as more output of electricity. But nature looks at all 
the contingencies that are present in its living field. As a result biological “evolution” is 
much  slower,  but  more  accurate,  than  technical  “evolution.”  Bringing  in  a  greater 
sensitivity  to  the  full  implication  of  a  new  tech,  what  are  often  called  “secondary 
consequences”, will be very important in the future, or the population will turn against 
tech in destructive rage (It had happened before, from the principled Luddites to those 
who murdered Lavoisier)..

 
Technology plays a central role in GardenWorld, but by using its understandings 

to enhance, not suppress, nature. The conquest of nature, its replacement by machines 
and  sanitized  living,  is  the  current  official  future.  GardenWorld  moves  towards  a 
balance and integration of project, design, and problem solving, with an appreciation 
for the flow of the environment, the seasons, and growing. Bio-mimicry, from products 
to arts,  extends the natural and the technical in mutually compatible ways. But this 
requires deep understanding and involvement with nature and technology. I have met 
a number of young people, say at Planetworker meetings, who have several degrees in 
diverse fields, say a first degree in technical and a second in ecological approaches, and 
they have traveled the world, and worked in demanding projects in the poorer regions, 
inner cities, or rugged environments. They are models of what we all need to learn.

 
Understanding technology is one key part. The problem is for a generation that 

grew up with computers,  games,  cell  phones and cars they never thought to try to 
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repair,  technology is treated as a background reality,  not something man made and 
political  and financially managed. A project  such as that  of  the Dutch Architectural 
Firm gets at the immensity of what needs to be considered.

 
Perhaps  MVRDV’s  most  ambitious  theoretical  exercise  was  the  traveling 

computer installation they called MetaCity /Datatown. Predicting that globalism and 
an exploding planetary population will push certain regions throughout the world into 
continuous urban fields,  or megacities,  MVRDV conceived a hypothetical  city called 
Datatown,  designed solely  from extrapolations of  Dutch statistics.  (“It  is  a  city  that 
wants to be explored only as information; a city that knows no given topography, no 
prescribed ideology, no representation, no context. Only huge, pure data.”) According 
to its creators, Datatown was a self-sufficient city with the population of the United 
States (250 million) crammed into an area the size of Georgia (60,000 square miles), 
making it the densest place on earth. MVRDV then subjected this urban Frankenstein to 
21  scenarios  to  see  how  they  would  affect  the  built  environment:  What  if  all  the 
residents of Datatown wanted to live in detached houses? What if they preferred urban 
blocks? What could be done with the waste? (Build 561 ski resorts.) What kind of city 
park would be needed? (A million Central Parks stacked up over 3,884 floors.) “The 
seas, the oceans (rising as a result of global warming), the polar icecaps, all represent a 
reduction in  the  territory  available  for  the  megacity.  Does  that  mean that  we must 
colonize the Sahel, the oceans or even the moon to fulfill our need for air and space, to 
survive? Or can we find an intelligent way to expand the capacities of what already 
exists?”

 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/08/magazine/08mvrdvt .html?

pagewanted=3&_r=1&ref=magazine
 
Once  we  understand  the  dynamics  of  mathematics,  and  its  appeal  to  the 

compulsive prone mind we all share, we can better understand the problem of why and 
how societies chose their technologies. Technologies are attractive because they imply a 
degree of control that is mostly illusory. I hope I was helpful in the  Chapter on Human 
Nature, in exploring this aspect of our being in the world.
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Let’s  face  it;  technologies  replace  the  complex  with  the  simple.  No  human 
invention is more complex than a frog or even a blade of grass. The machine is designed 
to be coherent without reference to its full environment, but only to the most limited 
aspects necessary for its participation in some part of current society.. But the frog or 
blade  of  grass  are  clearly  part  of  a  whole  system  of  which  the  foreground  and 
background are intimately interwoven, of seasons predators and prey.

 
Both  technology  and  corporations  are  simplification  machines,  replacing 

complex process with simple ones in the case of tech, or taking complex outputs and 
reducing them to simple inputs in the case of corporations (skills and culture and raw 
materials in – product and profit out.)

 
Joseph Tainter,  in his  powerful  1990 book The Collapse of  Complex Societies 

shows that those who have power misuse the technologies available to them, seeking 
more power and profit, seek ever more complex and expensive solutions to the next 
challenge facing their civilization. Civilizations collapse because the increasing costs of 
complexity overtake increases in productivity. The elites are the elites because they own 
the infrastructure of the state (as in GE, Shell,  and the Carlyle Group, ConAgra and 
Citicorp) and, when things start looking bad, instead of trying to fix the system, they 
ramp up their  exploitation of  it,  to  get  the cash to  survive,  by cutting costs,  which 
further degrades the systems performance and capacity to innovate. Watch how those 
institutions are able to take the federal budget and bail themselves out, as has been 
happening with bear Sterns and others.

 
Some argue that technologies are neutral,  but almost all invention is done up 

with  a  market  in  mind  (Or,  in  earlier  times,  to  attract  the  support  of  Kings  and 
ministers, not bakers, brick layers nor mothers). There is a web of feedback such that as 
society chooses technologies, society changes, which in turn changes its priorities for 
new technologies. The result is not a clear causal chain but a true mess of feed-backs 
and resistances. A few sellers, a few buyers, and a trend can be set. Take tobacco and 
compare the incredible costs and the extraordinary effort that society had to take to 
reverse a decision made by a minority of the population as what was ceremonial in the 
Native American World, became big business, stimulating slavery and shipping and 
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land settlement (The first  slave were brought to the US for tobacco farming) in the 
British Empire.  So too for the car,  the phone, and a computer.  Stories of their deep 
penetration in the society is not a story of decisions taken either in a democratic or a 
more authoritarian way, but based on the small number of decisions made by critically 
placed  people,  decisions  amplified  by  the  “ah  ha’s”  of  multitudes  seeing  local 
opportunities, such as having a car, a cigarette, or a cell phone, and avoiding thinking 
about systemic costs. The railroad is a good example of how an invention, improved 
over  time,  provided  the  opportunity,  and  then  men  with  means  brought  together 
political and economic arrangements to make the railroads happen. The outcome was 
social good and social damage. [fn: see the wonderful exploration of the early observers 
of  the railroads in Leo Marx,  The Machine in the Garden.]The choice was made by 
economic  opportunity  which  engendered  new  economic  opportunity  –  realistically 
available to only a few. i[i]

 
In  traditional  societies  leaders  feel  themselves  to  be  part  of  a  culture  and 

community, and the choices they make reflect shared tastes while also enhancing their 
power. The leaders and the led remain part of a coherent culture of interdependencies. 
Take for example the Italian hill town or city state such as Florence. Things cohere. The 
leaders  can see  from their  windows the  people,  the  essential  farmers  and potential 
soldiers, all those the leaders are counting on to enhance the city.

 
Industrialization  maintained  this  pattern,  because  it  required  workers  and  it 

required managers to hold together complex systems. Information systems weaken that 
connection.

 
Late  industrialization  broke  apart  the  interdependencies  of  industrial  owners 

with managers and workers – first to be noticed were the missing workers, then the 
disappearing managers,  but  they really lost  out  together,  as  we now see in the de-
middleclassification of so many who used to feel quite secure. In modern times, given 
that the economy of capital tends to set the capitalist in the midst of his owning, choices 
made fit the limited sense of taste and opportunity offered to the rich: Hamptons, Paris, 
Resort Islands, shopping, cars, boats, clubs and spas. and this world of choice is not 
inclusive of the rest of the surrounding population. It is remarkable how many trophy 
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houses do not have places to create art or otherwise experiment with aspects of culture.
 
The result is a continually distorted community. Cell phones on airplanes is a 

good  example  of  how  the  balance  between  economic  opportunity,  customers  and 
annoyed non-users will play out. Look at the way FedEx made us feel good by allowing 
us to look up a delivery on the Internet – saved them from having to answer the phone. 
Much more irritating are the many phone button choices necessary to get to a correct 
line  and  then  a  long  wait.  In  these  cases  corporations  are  passing  off  the  costs  of 
transactions  onto  the  customers.  Sometimes  increasing  but  more  often  decreasing 
customer well-being.

 
Tolls on highways, and higher plane fares, play into class lines. With GPS it will 

be possible (London is doing this)  to tax on the basis of use,  but since the rich can 
continually move rules and incomes to their advantage, they can cover their new costs 
in  such  a  way  that  at  the  same time  increased  costs  are  born  by  the  middle  class 
downward.

 
We do not have any democratic mechanism for deciding what technologies will 

dominate society. People used to define themselves as citizens where voting was the 
way they made their important choices. Today that identity is fading and replaced by 
that of the consumer who makes choices with dollars. The technologies that win do so 
because of the dollar votes of corporations, by their high payoff, and the manipulation 
of regulations, from bandwidth to building codes.

 
The imagination of  the reader can further integrate how the quantification of 

society and money, the mechanization of things, and the impoverishment of people all 
go together. We have created the dominance of the economy with all that is good and 
distressing about its dominance as nearly the “only game in town” in the modern world 
– “Machine Dreams”.

 
Stephen Jay Gould argued that  the only reason we have not  been visited by 

intelligent life from other parts of the universe is because no species has been able to 
develop  the  technology  to  get  here  along  with  a  strong  enough  social  system that 
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prevented  collapse  through  technology.  Nuclear  war  always  precedes  intergalactic 
travel.

 
Dee Hock, who started VISA said “The purpose of business is to separate the 

consumer from the conditions  of  production.”  That  is,  bad working conditions  and 
environmental impacts are part of the cycle but unseen.

 
A problem is that key trends associated with our current economy, especially the 

marginalization and impoverishment of too many people and the destructive effects on 
the environment, probably are not reversible under the current rules. The forces making 
the rich richer and the rest poorer are systemic and powerful. Powerful because the 
motives to make it this way are huge payoffs in dollars and power.

 
I think we see that we need, for our sanity, an alternative path – actually system – 

for the development and deployment of technologies, a complex path large enough to 
be a viable alternative to the momentum of the current system. I say “large enough” to 
make clear that partial solutions are not strong enough to create a new set of rules. 
Government financing of elections, rather than getting the media exposure that benefits 
the largest donors to a campaign, might be one of the essentials, lessening the power of 
money in congressional choices.

 
It is not going to be sufficient to just add on mechanisms which alter the balance 

but keep the current forces the same. This is the approach of many of the non-profit 
socially motivated organizations – they thrive on opposition to institutions they assume 
will stay in place.We need to prune. 

 
In  the  county  where  I  live,  the  green  progressives  are  against  the  use  of 

“packaged waste disposal systems” because they would allow people to develop on 
land that otherwise is unbuildable (lack of septic system possibilities). The result is that 
progressive  environmentalists  are  against  a  technology  that  would  help  the 
environment.  But  the  county  manages  point  out  that  the  only  people  applying  for 
permission to use the new systems are indeed those who have land that otherwise can’t 
be developed. Leadership of brining the two together to work a deal – permits only for 
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land that would be conventionally suitable – does not emerge. Hence the shift to a new 
technology that, system wide, would be an advance in terms of costs to owners and to a 
better use of water which could be returned to the proximal land after processing

I  think  it  is  still  true  that  most  engineering  and  science  students  and 
professionals have some view that technology and science will be of human benefit. 
They also believe that the fruits of science and the great inventions of mankind should 
be owned by society and not by individuals or corporations. When pressed, they will 
have  a  hard  time  supporting  this  belief  with  arguments.  They  tend  to  think  that 
individuals are real and a society is no more than the aggregate of its individuals. So 
they will tend to support the idea that, yes, if something exists, it must be owned by 
somebody or some group of people smaller than that of society itself. The very meaning 
of “us” has shifted. If one is a member of several generations of the well adapted middle 
class, ” us” no longer includes a sense of citizenship that spreads further outward into 
the  population  of  different  geographic  origins  and  economic  circumstances. 
Newcomers, either as children born in the nation, or immigrants choosing to come into 
it, align with the existing society, and adapt to living within a narrow sense of “us”.

 
Probably  neither  democracy  nor  a  government  of  the  expert  elites  can  make 

adequate choices about technology. Democracy does not frame the issues, and elites 
frame the issues for their own career enhancing interests. Here we are on the leading 
edge of the need for new thinking about governance. Many, but not enough people, are 
thinking  about  the  ethics  and  wisdom  of  technical  interventions.  It  started  with 
Hippocrates thinking about the ethics of medicine and saying, “First do no harm”. We 
now have the “Cautionary”ii[ii] principle which is a way of asking for more time to 
understand the implications of what we’re doing. “Sustainability” is another way of 
saying let’s  keep doing what  we’re  doing without  rocking the boat.  The shift  from 
“sustainability” to “sustainable development” is a rhetorical opening for a Trojan horse 
of keeping things the way they are. Things have to change in order to remain the same.” 
The values behind the idea of sustainability are guidelines but hard to apply in practice. 
What is sustainable for a bank is not the same thing that is sustainable for a small scale 
organic  Farmer,  or  for  a  salmon fishermen.  And “cautionary”  just  slows  down the 
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process  which  might  not  be  the  best  when  facing  dramatic  climate  change  or  the 
discovery of a severe new threat, such as bird flu.

 
The problem of tech is profound, and vastly limits other aspects of life. It is fair to 

say  that  politics  is  the  supreme form of  social  innovation  from early  empire  days, 
through  the  renaissance  when  authoritarian  nation  states  came  to  dominate.  But 
technology has undone this dominance, and it may be that technology, incombination 
with elites and finance that use it,  is the determining fact of our lives now the way 
politics was in the past.

 
In fact politics now is just a tool bought and manipulated by the combination of 

tech and money. The implications here are powerful and suggest that GardenWorld 
will  come about  more by thinking about  technologies  than by politics.  Technology, 
because of its interconnections, is increasingly important to governance and hence to 
the combination of state and corporations.

 
Technology is  an  extension  of  the  body.  Just  as  it  would  not  make  sense  to 

discuss the meaning of a disembodied hand or eye, it does not make sense to talk about 
the meaning of technology without reference to the person or persons or community of 
which it is an extension. Hand and eye only take on significance when seen as a part of 
a person, and persons in a community of symbols and discourse, and community in the 
environment to which it has adapted itself.

 
But technology tends to remove us from the body and the history. The way we 

slaughter an animal or make wine were and still are complex processes, but the way we 
interact  with them as consumers removes us from the organic,  soul making (strong 
feelings that provoke reflection and awe about “nature”),  and experience enhancing 
‘meaning” of the use. At the same time we have created “jobs” where labor is paid 
minimally to do these things, not to feed a family or a community, but working ten 
hour days cutting up cattle or chickens, which have been treated badly through their 
life, for unseen millions.

 
Computer manufacturing is, so far, a very dirty business, and hence is located in 
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parts of Texas, Mexico or Asia, where folks like us will rarely show up.
 
Many people live difficult lives and their economic difficulties are combined with  

the complexities of technology.  A local clinic sees a mother who has five children; two 
by a first marriage and three by her current husband. All three parents have different 
racial national backgrounds. The mother’s mother lives with them all in a two bedroom 
apartment of a total of 600 square feet. The grandmother is there to help but is tense 
about the racial differences and takes it out on the children. All three of the adults living 
in the apartment work part  time jobs in order to survive and the husband has two 
fulltime “part time” jobs – that is,  jobs paid by the hour with zero security in local 
grocery stores. His main aim is to get enough money for a down payment on a House. 
Technology for them is simple: car, phone, the television, a shared washing machine, 
heat and air conditioning. We need to be aware of how in the web of events and other 
choices of technologies by the rest of us effect the many people whose live are like this.

 
In the county where this family lives population growth is predicted to be 30% 

by the year 2030. Yet all existing housing is more than filled and to new permits are 
very few. Land use, population, technology, and the economy set the conditions we 
have to cope with.

 
The major political issue in this century may be technology. It goes to the core of 

war,  economy,  the  environment,  and  poverty.  Nanotechnology,  hydrogen  cells  and 
biotech for medicines,  foods,  and growing things like continuous wood panels,  will 
arrive  rapidly.  The  issue  is  that  these  technologies  will  be  mechanisms  of  money 
transfer to the owners, not social benefit. They are high cost investments, and owners 
will seek power and rewards. In order to work these technologies of course must attract 
enough customers, managers, and regulators, but that will always be a subset of society, 
not the whole. Every change (and not changing) has winners and losers.

 
As we face climate change we can see how hard it is to make changes because the 

losers in that case, traditional lines of business, have a lot, they perceive, to lose.
 
During the Y2K period, much work was done inside organizations to cope. This 
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made Y2K a “non-event” by actually making it a big deal.iii[iii] What I learned, working 
as a consultant where Y2K one of the emerging issues, was that with Y2K accountability 
could be assigned internally to the organizations. With climate change, that is not nearly 
as  possible,  so  I  think  dealing  with  climate  change  will  be  much  harder.  We  are 
beginning to see movement however at the more macro political and economic levels 
that are beginning to address the problem. We will see (and participate,  willing or not).

 
An image of GardenWorld as the goal, the design principle, would help clarify 

what is at stake in climate change, and provide guidance and motive to make climate 
change innovation more attractive and livable.

 
Dealing with climate change will require lots of flexibility and innovation and 

critical thinking. Just recently there has been discussion of the problem of planting trees 
as CO2 traps – the reality is that trees absorb heat and heat the atmosphere more than 
offsetting the effects of the trapped co2 sustains cooling.

 
Technology and the mechanical often are seen as repressing life. GardenWorld is 

an  approach  that  highlights  the  organic  as  we  learn  to  integrate  tech  in  ways  that 
enhance rather than replace nature. The aim is a better world for all, through the use of 
human reason in the context of compassion and imagination under the guidelines, the 
design template, of the human life cycle remembering that technology is only part of the 
human condition and only partly constitutive of human nature.

The idea of  design could be a big help. Design is about the way things are put 
together  to  meet  human  needs  and  realities  in  ways  that  are  attractive  and 
implementable. As we shift from small part systems to truly holistic awareness, design 
may be the core discipline for putting it all together.

 

 add Leo Marx The Machine in the Garden.
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Arthur, W. Brian (2009-07-24). The Nature of Technology (Kindle Location 366). 
Simon & Schuster, Inc.. Kindle Edition.

Craft, trade and finance  replaced the agricultural/farming/garden complex and 
came to be a second nature,  society riding on top of the management of sexuality in 
society - yes - the breeding of grain, animals and people If we are to rethink what we 
have, which we must because it is failing too many people,  if we are to see the system 
for what it is.

Early trade  focused on  grains of wheat and corn,  easy to measure weight and 
volume,  and the quantities changing over time can be  mapped with differential 
equations. Obviously each grain of wheat or corn  is different, but the differences can be 
ignored. But when the quantity is about say paintings in the national gallery, or children 
in school, the uniqueness of each is crucial to it appreciation. Numerical systems can’t 
cope with individual differences except by ignoring them.  Grain was a focus because of 
the ease of taxing it to support the central authority/elites. It could be measured, or  
before measuring, by comparing several piles: one for the farmer, one for the land 
owner, one for the miller to grind the whet. 

The estate way of organizing things: food gathered centrally and measured out to 
the local people, gave way to a focus on trade at a distance in grain, and, increasingly 
but very slowly bright shiny things, what Adam Smith called trinkets, and even more 
slowly the things we mostly associate with markets:  that supported middle class 
households as they emerged: kitchen and sewing, building supplies. (It is important for 
us to feel the nearly inexorable, immediate, inevitable movement along these lines 
occurring in all societies, but the differences are important because they hint at the 
major  changes necessary  to cope with the current failures.

———————

Voegelin
Against the Grain
Sahlins Stone Age Economy
Charles C. Mann 1491, 1493 Prophet
Schabas

Charles c. Scott.Aainst the Grain
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Marshal Sahlins
Charles Mann.
Otto Rank Art and Artist
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Chapter What can happen

WHAT CAN HAPPEN?

“we will have to convert the military industrial 
complex into the environmental industrial complex.”

-  When this is on everyone’s mind

We may end up learning how to feed each other.
———————

It appears that the most important thing for philosophy is to move from data worship and 
computer models, to a new interest and respect for humans in the context of the life forms that 
surround and preceded us. Computer have a place but usefulness has spread to assumptions 
about what a human is and how the mind works.  The reult is to create a majo initiative of 
economics to replace all modles of humans with computable models, therfeby assimilating 
humans into the world computer and anticipated by Phulip Mirowski.

The implication is that economics a aamjor drivre of hte image of society has fialed to deliver  
a humane world. Concern for he hous, the eco in econoics, has been replaced for a concner fo the 
methods of wealth extraction fr the rich. The lgic of capitalism, withou restraints, moves 
inexorably in that direction.We can eithe rhave a war of expropriation vs contsraints, a war that 
confinues for ever, or a rethinking of power and economy.

The serious purpose of politics is to bring peple into discussions which develop their capacity 
for critical thinking and appreciation of civilization, and from ther taken a stnd on what thye 
think should happen.

There are thousands of experiments responding to or anticipating the climate crisis. Far fewer 
experiments in new forms of governance and new ways of having an economy.. So long as the 
effect of economic activity to siphon of wealth from the society into a small, say the .01%,  
group of asset owners cynicism will prevail and turn to bloody violence before too long. Thus we 
need experiments, we need good thinking about how these experiments interrelate so they are not 
compromising each other, and we need a new economics and a new governance. The odds are 
not terrific of getting from here to there in a straight line. Holders of wealth worild rather kill off 
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a large part of the world’s people, through the slow death of incarceration and civil strife,  than 
find ways to redistribute (which no one knows how to do) Better odds, but frightening, is that we 
will get there but after some serious warfare, sorting out the world’s resources under a new 
climate. 

Lets start with a plausible good future.
 I assume for the moment that we have had crisis: maybe a lot. How can we come out of it? 

Assume the following distribution of needed work.
Since most people want to live in a mix of nature and civilization, why don't we use our 

wealth to go there? Not a plan but intent. To humanize and green every aspect of our lives.
Society is facing a crisis. People will need to be included, and redeployed away from 

consumption and pollution to relationships, art and intense practicality. In the transition people 
will have a hard time. The goal however can give hope and roles. I see the following emerging 
major sectors of useful employment.

1. Green everything, landscape remediation, aesthetics, climate remediation, and food.
2. Health and the care, feeding and housing and occupying of all those hurt by the very 

messy process of  transitioning, since people will have to give up places of living for the new 
opportunities. Jobs will change and places to live will be repurposed. This is a combination of 
health, medicine and fitness. Distribution of income, distribution of food and temporary to 
permanent re-housing.. - creating a sense of belonging will be hard in the chaos

3. Management of 1 and 2 will be huge. We will need more managers than every before. Part 
of management to provide unfortunately needed security as people are hurting and in flux

4. The art and education
5. Making needed things.
There will be more, but these are the main sectors. 

On Infrastructure:

1755. Infrastructure project: roads or extended culture centers

There is a lot of agreement that spending on infrastructure could spread income and move the 
economy.
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But lets get expansive. What if, instead of roads and bridges for today’s cars, we let that go to 
autonomous  cars and instead we built community centers that combines a culture center, new 
schools and places for startup business, and the  senior citizen centers, all in the same place, In a 
park setting.

There are several  issues with the standard infrastructure approach.

Infrastructure  projects likely to be user of old technology;  diesel trucks to move around 
equipment for example.

2. The Trump proposal would be not federal spending on projet that would then be public, 
but the guarantee of loans to construction companies to build and then own, with the result that 
toll fees would be paid to private corporations, the middle class and upward could afford, and the 
rest forced to bypass.

3. The expectation is to rebuild bridges and roads. But the autonomous vehicle needs much 
less space and a different infrastructure. Retrofitting existing roads and bridges for networked 
vehicles would be far more effective.

4. More roads, etc are a nightmare in terms of destroying the existing landscape, and 
autonomous cars make this unnecessary, even wasteful.

Alternative: instead of roads and bridges, how about culture centers in every town and 
subsidized art performance, mixing local schools and senior centers, maybe even a startup 
pavilion, all in a park setting  We have too many young people without parents and too many old 
people without children. Let’s put them together in the same space.. I think of the Carnegie 
Library project, putting libraries with great architecture in many of the towns in America.

Almost 200 in California alone

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Carnegie_libraries_in_California

Again,  lets get expansive. What if we built community centers that combines a culture 
center, new schools and places for startup business, and the senior citizen centers? In a garden 
and park setting.
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It is very hard to change, but change itself is mis-perceived. Most academics think that ideas 
move societies. It probably is the other way around. 

Take this from a recent HP proposal on funding change.

U.S. academics and civil society organizations initially seemed focused on advancing 
progressive policy ideas within the existing free market paradigm, rather than challenging 
the paradigm itself. When pushed to raise their aspirations, however, they did not 
hesitate. While still interested in proximate reforms, they recognize the potential 
significance of clearing space for new and different policy models, and are eager to 
participate.

Such positive indications notwithstanding, we mustn’t understate the difficulties and risks 
involved. Changing intellectual paradigms in the academy is difficult enough; moving 
ideas from there into public policy circles and the broader public arena is still more so. 3

GardenWorld will be an integration of people and task in relatively team based democratic 
approaches as to how we do this. Much of the discussion will have to be about economics and 
economy. I used to think that we use the economic language too much and that economics has 
become the governing perspective, even infrastructure, of our time, and we would be better off 
without that compulsive focus on economics in our lives. But as I thought through the 
alternatives I came to realize that while the use of “economics” in its narrowness failed to 
actually cope with the serious issues we face, rethought economics (beyond taking corporations 
and capital as defaults) could become the solution to the problems as much as it now is the cause. 

The past of economic thinking, especially in the early centuries, was much broader and spoke 
to holistic approaches to land, society and human lives. I slowly got the idea that resurrecting 
economics to the place it had with, say Aristotle or in early Christianity ( a surprise discovery for 
me) had an excellent chance of helping us open up the discussion of what social evolution needs 
to be about.

——————————
The best examples of how to live are closer to the organic and downplay the mechanical and 

abstract. In a way it s simple: would you rather be working toward being a good person or having 
a lot of stuff. Economics in this sense is closer to art (techne in Greek meant art, craft. Earlier to 
engender) than automated mass manufacturing. 

We need to dare to directly face the problems of climate and inequality directly It is clear that 
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we have used contemporary economics to push these more important issues to the side in a kind 
of fatalism.

 Nature, the green outdoors, is potentially everywhere. We need to take that impulse and 
make it the basis of a goal and a strategy, not of selling more stuff but of living a more rewarding 
life. I am hoping that GardenWorld will help do this. First to remind us how beautiful nature can 
be, and second how, treated well it treats us well with food, water and clean air and comfortable 
temperatures fit for growing humans across the human life cycle. GardenWorld seems on the 
face of it to be an urgent goal given our seriously intractable problems.

Society currently is more divided and organized by interest groups than in congenial 
groupings of appreciative humans.. Such isolating groupings try to deal with issues one at a time 
but the proposed solutions would make the other major problems worse: jobs tend to create 
pollution. Particulates in the atmosphere, while they lessen the impact of greenhouse gases ,also 
cut sunlight for agriculture. 

The great promise of technology to eliminate drudgery instead ended up eliminating the 
workers . Writers on technology and society were criminally blind to the obvious - that those 
who paid the workers would end up owning the machines and the workers would be out of the 
loop no jobs nor income while the owners got richer with their new slaves. (robot in Russian 
means slave). The truth is the elites always try to get more for themselves and leave the rest with 
less. The “losers”, over and over, have to organize to maintain some semblance of fairness.

Rethinking society (for we are asking for nothing less, and exigencies will force it for good 
or ill) means rethinking how to bring technology into a more egalitarian and democratic and 
worthwhile life for all. Working on climate, with jobs, technology and governance all together 
has a better chance than the problem by problem approach of an engineering mentality that likes 
segmented problems. What binds us together, our humanity, is good , but it is not as powerful as 
having a shared strategy we can come to believe in. 

We start with a shared awareness of the problems: “Climate is heating, migrations are under 
way, , sea levels are rising while the sea itself is poisoned, fish which used to be the support of 
the poor are not the health diet for the rich, trees are being cut to make space for industrialization 
and its secondary consequences, slavery exists and prisons are filled with political opponents (In 
the US most of the prison population would vote democratic, shifting the balance of power), jobs 
are stagnant and the wealth of a few is increasing allowing the wealthy to control the political 
process. There are too many weapons, weakly designed systems for health and education, lack of 
understandings and little shared conversation. Corruption (especially one dollar one vote) has 
replaced democracy. So guys, what should we do?”
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We need to be wise about humans and wise about nature, and we need an economy politics 
and some philosophical mulling it all over. It is a time for action but not without thought and a 
vision of the resulting lives. Beyond vision we also need strategic thinking to achieve that vision 
and, since we don't yet have the right skills, or even know what those would be, , we need a 
broadly distributed modern education for teamwork, cooperation, compassion, curiosity and 
inventiveness, an education that helps more of us put all the parts together with broad 
participation of energized people, not just some. 

We also need a politics of experimentation, not resentment, which helps get from the frozen 
inequalities we have to a more free and experimental and secure society. Can a democracy face 
its problems, or is it intrinsically too manipulable by a press that likes conflict and advertisers 
what want consumerism to solve all problems? These are very serious questions.

We need to rethink philosophy from Socrates “What is the fit life for a human being” to what 
we need now, an exploration of what that would mean. Children are very responsive to this kind 
of teaching. 12 year olds and under are bright eyed and curios. But the pressures of peer group 
sexuality and needing to navigate the economy by putting together an identity burn out many 
young people and they become listless. Capacity descends into habit. William James wrote, 
“Habit is the enormous flywheel of society:

• Habit is thus the enormous fly-wheel of society, its most precious conservative agent. 
It alone is what keeps us all within the bounds of ordinance, and saves the children of fortune 
from the envious uprisings of the poor. It alone prevents the hardest and most repulsive walks of 
life from being deserted by those brought up to tread therein. It keeps the fisherman and the 
deck-hand at sea through the winter; it holds the miner in his darkness, and nails the countryman 
to his log cabin and his lonely farm through all the months of snow; it protects us from invasion 
by the natives of the desert and the frozen zone. It dooms us all to fight out the battle of life upon 
the lines of our nurture or our early choice, and to make the best of a pursuit that disagrees, 
because there is no other for which we are fitted, and it is too late to begin again.

We have had enough of this, not just because it is bad for too many humans, but because it 
has led society into a self destructive path where global climate is too hot and social climate is 
too cynical.

We have an increasing population with a very poor management of its relationship to nature. 
The ideology of this economy is that individuals should look out for his or herself and make 
decisions that are all too often against society. Global warming is one of the resulting threats, but 
the social threats are larger and less well known. Governance is in the control of money and the 
economy works to aid the rich get richer. Economics describes that part of the economy and not 
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the more human part left to anthropology social science and literature. 
 We are still in the long historical phase of the French Revolution with remaining problems 

that still do not have solutions. I propose that we return to the original meaning of economics as 
estate management. The whole thing. For the Greeks it was large households, more like cattle 
ranches. For us it should be the earth, the planet, the continents and oceans as a home needing 
management. Providing that management thoughtfully and creatively will help solve the major 
problems as we become more. 

Earlier I discussed scenarios. The book proposes that GardenWorld, the second scenario, is 
the viable and more attractive possibility. To get there  might require some more aggressive 
changes, such as rethinking corporate charters, the way interest on capital works, the way 
Congress works, land use, and international cooperation. Great progress can be made simply by 
shifting the rules enough so that increasing concentration of wealth and income stops and 
measurable and visible decreases are sustained. Rethinking bureaucracy, as Gore rather 
successfully attempted with the National Performance Review, and a better distribution of 
resources from the Federal to the local level are probably also necessary.

“Sustainability” has emerged as a consensus word to describe where we going, but 
“sustainability” for a farmer or soap manufacturer is different than sustainability for a bank or a 
brokerage house. This second group, the financial houses and extended broker relations, depend 
on expansion of economic activity beyond population growth and force all of us to align with 
that financial agenda.

 Financial services, which ought to be the oil that makes investment function, is about 15% of 
all US economic activity, and pulls out  about 40% of the profit. This is intolerable. GardenWorld 
helps give meaning to sustainability, making clearer what can be sustained and what cannot. 
Choices have to be made. One of the first and most oft-cited definitions of sustainability is the 
one created by the Brundtland Commission, sustainability “meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” A good starting 
point, but need is too often limited to economic need, such as “basket of goods”, and not the 
requirements of quality of life based on a better human understanding.

Aristotle wrote a little book, Coming to Be and Passing Away, in which he argues that we can 
have growth without development, and development without growth. (fn) Pondering this may be 
the key to the 21st century. When I read it I felt intense relief. It gives license to think beyond the 
usual growth or climate trade off we are mostly stuck in.  Development without growth? The 
rearrangement of what we have, not extracting from earth or each other. Development without 
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growth provides us with an opening to a more interesting, humane, intelligent, intuitive future we 
can start on now in this first decades of the 21st century, as we replace more with better. What 
really is quality of life for humans and the planet, and what have we sacrificed that was precious 
for growth and the rat race?

We can have growth
without development,

and development
without growth.

There may be a deep continuity running from Napoleon, Bismarck and then Lincoln, through 
WW1, WW2, and the Cold War to our present situation. Communism and Fascism (think 
Mussolini) were attempts to solve the problem of how to integrate capital, corporations, 
governance, status and power. Those attempts fortunately failed. They both tried to be 
technocratic and control oriented. But the problems of the organization of the state and the 
corporation, elites and the people, capital and benefits, are unsolved, and current politics may be 
a replay of the 20th Century, showing we are stuck in an endless loop, “sustainable” in the worst 
sense. Market capitalism in the US and its partnership with government might be a third attempt 
to solve the problem of capital and technology, and it too might be failing through narrowing 
ownership and increasing militarization.

How will we negotiate the difference between the growth forces and the development 
possibilities? I’m convinced that getting to a sustainable future is possible and attractive, but the 
story needs filling out, a lot of creativity, a lot of seriousness, and lot of tolerance. In particular, 
to protect and give hope and some measure of security but the many of us who are not 
developing time to thinking about it.  They didn't ask for this. GardenWorld is an attempt to 
provide an integrating vision for action that creates a vibrant and attractive economy without 
technocratic and bureaucratic over-control, and with concern for the environment and quality of 
life.

Simply think of what it would be like if our cities and towns were organized like most 
college campuses, with green space between buildings, where walking to work and small stores 
is possible, in the midst of green space that mediates between humans and nature, rich in species 
variety and providing local niche crops. Connections to the global through a ubiquitous Internet 
would be even easier, and It is entirely within our means to do this local design and global 
connectedness for everyone. And we may be forced to.

Recent work in hierarchies and meshes, networks, self-organization and emergent 
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phenomena, led by writers like Prigogine,, Castells,  deLanda, and Chris Alexander’s ideas about 
liveliness in architecture, provide some helpful ideas for thinking about the future. It is not a 
question of hierarchies or networks, but how to combine them. Not one issue at a time, but 
integrated interdependent multi-feedback loops and emergent effects should change the way we 
think about historical causality and politics. Ideas do help. But the current political leadership is 
still framed by Democrats and Republicans who, fighting, like Don Quixote over what is not 
real, define a nearly imaginary landscape of issues, while the real world lies spread out in the 
face of their voters many of whom see through the fog what is happening, and have no adequate 
response available on the ballot.

Let’s combine the quality of life vision of a GardenWorld with the practical task of wider 
participation in income, wealth, education, and health in a vital economy of entrepreneurship and 
technical innovation that is environmentally and humanely sensitive.

In such a world,  growing and making are in better balance, making our world a place where 
we are delighted to live. In such a world the current focus on finance, technology, health and 
security (all the big systems) are balanced with concern for family, children, home, community, 
justice, art, education and the environment (the local systems). We are far from such a balance 
now.

The book has been hard to write because it is a mix of obvious ideas (though the consensus 
has been won only slowly in recent years) with some ideas that are newer and more 
controversial. Hence many readers feel insulted by the simplicity and others scared off by the 
challenge to accepted opinion. Read it in the spirit of my trying to tell the whole story, which 
requires both modes, in different proportions, for different readers. Everyone feels an obligation 
to work out the story of where we are, how we got here, and what we should do now. This does 
require a combination of the obvious with things that are not obvious, hard thought and study. To 
help, I’ve tried to write each chapter with the core ideas toward the beginning, and more 
reflective and detailed thinking toward the end.

Almost every argument made here or assumed has been made elsewhere, often passionately 
and with a lifetime of discipline. David Handlin’ s book on the American Home describes how in 
each generation since the Constitution major community reforms were crushed by technological 
forces. Christopher Lasch in his book The True and Only Heaven, shows that each generation, 
since the Founding Fathers, had leading critics who saw through to our problems and got it right, 
but it made no difference. I think of the work of Walter Anderson on the need for society To 
Govern Evolution. I think of the work being done to create better diplomacy by people such as 
Richard Falk. Will this good work have a cumulative effect? In health, education, and art there 
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are also efforts toward brilliant reform. But these efforts are barely visible, especially if you start 
looking from scratch without guidance. Why? The great trend is towards technical 
“rationalization”, which means power coordinates itself into one machine, a machine owned by 
very few. I learned a great deal about this from Phillip Mirowski and his great book Machine 
Dreams: how economics became a cyborg science. From Philip Hart’s Money in an Unequal 
World I learned that markets are not the same as capitalism and that we have been misled to 
think that our problem is free markets when it really is the functioning of our current corporate 
and financial (rather than agricultural or industrial) capitalism, which is really a mechanism of 
controlled exchange, not free exchange.

I am struck by how little people can imagine about the future. Our fading images are still the 
Buck Rogers – Star Trek, or the 1937 New York World’s Fair vision of bullet trains and personal 
helicopters in “modern” cities – no dogs, squirrels, children or old people. Can we bring into 
greater clarity what already exists within most of us about a sense of a decent and creative life? 
GardenWorld is my sense of that image and hope. I think we each already carry a personal, but 
not public, image of GardenWorld in our hopes for the future.

We need a vision of were we are going. That vision, seems to many of us, must be built 
around a task of reintegrating humans with the natural environment. GardenWorld is a fleshing 
out and  a greening out of that vision.

Above all, through lack of vision, the way we have allowed the economy to be managed has 
severely failed to achieve the promise that seemed ready to manifest itself after WWII. Simply 
being aligned with the economy, as owner, manager, employee or consumer, has absorbed the 
energy of most people, and many of them are not happy with the results. Instead of shared wealth 
we have bifurcated society, domestically and internationally, and, perhaps, reduced our vision of 
what a human being is, and what the universe is. The promise of leisure in 1945 was co opted by 
the managers into rising managerial, professional and owner incomes, while making every effort 
to cut the wages of workers. Think what it would be like if wages and profit were on one side 
and costs on the other. Such simple accounting rules have huge effects.

I believe that most people have a deep image in their mind of good living, and I believe this 
image usually contains a natural setting, with green and sky – close or near at hand, clean air, 
flowing water, greenery, flowers, sun and shade. It usually takes the form of a house surrounded 
– and hence separate from other houses – by trees, grass, gardens and cultivation, then extends 
outward to green or interestingly shaped hills or sky, streams, rivers and lakes, oceans or 
mountains. The human community, in this image, feels contained and protected by a mostly 
benevolent natural settings with seasonal and diurnal rhythms. We also want one or more of the 
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landscapes from the home to open towards easily accessible work, markets, arts, and meeting 
places.

We are also attracted to the complexities of civilization: the bustle of invention and new 
ideas, high art and good conversation, watching strangers and products, rhythms and 
information. The two desires; for rural calm and downtown stimulation, are both powerful. Is 
there a 21st century place between the rural idiocy of a mind without companionship and the 
urban sprawl of a mind without safety? 

But  GardenWorld  is  not  a  one-size-fits-all  planning  task  like  Le  Corbusier’s 
nineteen  twenties  plan  to  replace  much  of  Paris  with  a  new  garden  city.  For 
GardenWorld should be an evolution over time responsive to the existing buildings, the 
settings,  preservation,  and  the  emerging  possibilities  that  people  discover  as 
GardenWorld unfolds. We are looking for organic growth that integrates people and 
nature,  a  mixture  of  ease  and  innovation,  creativity  and  restful  appreciation.  Not 
narrowing of the range of activities, but supportive, from the  bustle of our ambitions to 
the sleep that knits up the raveled sleeve of care.

What do we observe that might help us? There are some hints in the past that suggest more 
possibilities for the future than we are normally aware of.

For example, the water and caravan world of early Petra in Jordan, and the water course way 
in Bali still active. The flowing of water (“water knows how to lover itself “- lao tzu) suggests 
that efforts to use the water for agriculture created the conditions for fairly euql societies. The 
power of example, as water, so humans?

Latin American civilizations
Tetihuacan
Pegtra.

Anima,ls,  birds ,fish, insects and much else, such as trees or floweers coalesece into groups, 
but these groups do not have a fixed hierarchy and so remain fluid and responsie to new 
conditions. 
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  The present is more diffferent from even the immediate past than we are aware of.

We must rmember that every human being spends most tof their day trying, however 
obscurely, to improve their life. Sometimes it is washing the dishes, sometimes it is building 
extraodinary architecture or creatig public baths with flowing fresh water.

The island of Hydra.

There are many ideas about what we should be doing, but not many about how to get there. 
Politics is not read much, and we thought we lived in a democracy despite the fact that it never 
arrived in our life space. 

 
Talking about what to do is sobering because so many have concluded that this all does not 

end well and that the only thing in history to bring about a redistribution of wealth and authority 
is revolution, or other names for a severe threat to elites and state managers.. This is a rapidly 
shifting discussion so I have a website, GardenWorldPolitics.com , to discuss the latest thinking I 
become aware of.

There are several serious attempts to lay out a future along less threatening lines.   (and try to 
reconnect with  Roszak’s  Voice of the Earth, long forgotten).

Roberto Unger At Harvard Law  says we need primarily to take the model of advance 
production, basically team based, and break it out of its silo and share it with the 90% or more of 
the world that is stuck in old hierarchies. This would free up creativity to cope, enhance the value 
of relationships, and be above all interesting and compelling. Along with opening institutions up 
to advanced management, he  proposes an education in thinking and cooperation, and a politics 
of large highly energized participation. Not a once a year voting but a daily world of 
conversation and conflict.

http://GardenWorldPolitics.com
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Unger sees that the present period  as a break in the long term general trend towards more 
democracy and deeper concern for human well being. 

Progress is the best project but we don't have  view of next steps. "The left has no project." 

With wage labor we are not free.  The transformation of humanity has been replaced with the 
humiliation of humanity. Populism is weak because it makes no structural demands on change.

Unger proposes…
Share progressive cooperative team based approach to projects.
Inrease education for strong participation by people with confidence
A strong democracy of conversation and argument. People are too isolated from those with 

different ideas.

Jeremy Rifkin has written The Compassionate Civilization, basically about how humanity 
can expand more with love than hate in an Internet Age. Worth reading for ideas.  As is also his 
more recent The End of Work and the most important for this essay The Zero Marginal Cost 
Society. If we can produce it all at no cost (thanks to computing and automation), then what? 

My view is that there are millions of experiments going on, and most of the world is thinking 
about these issues, creating websites, conferences and books. Some will succeed and maybe be 
the seeds of larger experiments. Many will fail. My guess is that we will increasingly share the 
results of these experiments via the Internet where, even in GardenWorld we will “live” a good 
part of the time.

We need an economics that can support these experiments.  We need to enhance  education 
and health as enablers of fuller participation and engagement. It might turn out that if we mostly 
fail  the great task then will be to take care of those who are hurting, seriously organizing our 
efforts to  take care of them (which just might include us).

The obvious scenarios are
• Collapse (Joseph Tainter The Collapse of Complex Societies, Jarrad Diamond, 

Collapse)
• Authoritarian technocracy
• Decentralized experimental (and possibly more democratic) society.

We need to rethink our species in relation to the planet and I suspect the  course of events 
will involves element of all three scenarios (plus a number of wild card unknowns). We need 
GardenWorld and its politics with  the goal of reintegrating humans into nature, the planet, the 
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soil. This is not an anti-tech vision. With so many people the need for tech, especially a free 
Internet to share ideas and outcomes, and threats, is central. But the aesthetics of greening  the 
world also would be central. GardenWorld is the place to grow healthy people in a cultural 
enterprise that is culture creating.  A model worth exploring is the 1880-1910 Craftsman 
movement, “A democratic architecture for a democratic America." Art Deco has some 
similarities, when a serious attempt was made to blend machine production with organic forms. 
These bypassed social and cultural movements are precious resources for humanity.

I have been thinking about  a rather radical proposal. The drive in this economy is to tie 
everything together. the result is concentration of wealth, power, fragility of systems, inability to 
turn the tanker.

What if the goal going forward is to untie everything? I can think of many reasons why this 
wouldn’t work, but it has to be compared with what we have which also is not working.  Its like 
pickup sticks, lets untie whee we can, not upsetting more than necessary, maintaining the 
integrity of each stick but creating space for creativity and play.

I also think that, given our complexity and the drive of the corporations to tie everything 
together into a serious tyranny with lots of vulnerabilities and unmet human needs, that the real 
goal of the emerging  future might be to untie as much as possible.

Now the hard part, what can happen that is positive might be preceded by what is damaging 
and distressing, like the  plague period in the Europe of the 1340’s, living surrounded   by the 
uncollected dead, people so traumatized they are incapable of helping each other.
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STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK: SCENARIOS  AND THE NEED FOR A VISION
“A worldwide business culture that knows how to create wealth but not how to distribute it.”
“without a vision the people will perish”[v]
To support the changes I’ve been proposing, we need a believable and achievable vision 
divergent from the present momentum to which most people are still trying, out of necessity 
more than conviction, to stay aligned. It is hard to make changes, especially difficult ones, unless 
there is a fairly wide spread acknowledged vision of where we want to go. I think such a vision 
exists and much of it is already widespread. A solid alternative, vital, alive, aesthetic, humane, 
respecting the need for beliefs and meaning, with a desire for the quality of real lives, is 
necessary. With such a vision we could bend the current world trend towards a better future, and 
if we can’t create such an alternative, the current trend, unsustainable, probably breaks into a 
much rougher world, or, if it coheres, will be in a tighter more controlled world.
To create a vision that includes at least the elements in that list I keep working the elements, and 
playing with alternative scenarios. Here are a few  frames that have provided some insights, and I 
find audiences of many kinds like them. Follow along with me
Let’s start with a pair of the largest unknowns about the future:
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▪  Will we solve the major problems? Environment, population, war, education, 
families, quality of life?

▪  Will we do this with large globalizing institutions, or with smaller, regional and local 
ones?
 
This generates four different outcomes, if we move toward the paired extremes. The scenarios 
can be summarized in a diagram:

 First, in the upper right, is that we will solve the problems (or at least keep them 
managed) with large organizations. This is a kind of official future describing the way Europe, 
the United States and parts of Asia seem to be moving. This is market globalization or 
technocratic centralism.
Second, that we will solve the problems, but with smaller, local and regionally focused efforts. 
We can call this the Jeffersonian Democracy scenario.
Trying large systems and failing, as Germany, Russia, England (more gracefully), and now the 
US is dangerously close to, if we follow Jarred Diamond and Chalmers Johnson, tends toward 
fascism, the militarized failed large state.
Trying with small local and regional effort and failing, which means scarce resources, leads to 
local mafias that try to make deals of security in exchange for participation and acknowledgment 
of new tough local power.
Failure on the right side leads toward the left side. This suggests the importance of staying on the 
right side.
The major result from these is to notice that the managers and owners that are propelling us 
toward the Official Future also prefer the Jeffersonian for their personal lives. They want semi-
rural homes, even if just for weekends and vacations, and they would like their children to live in 
a detached house surrounded by trees, and even “acreage”, with a school they can walk to and a 
dog that can roam with them. This suggests that polarizing between the Technocratic Future and 
more regional and local development of Jeffersonian Democracy is not smart. We need a policy 
of blending the two with mixed strategies, social policies that support some degree of 
globalization, but with renewed focus on local and regional development. This would pull most 
people together and prevent the conflict that would also push us toward the left side of fascist or 
mafia “arrangements”, where the result will be to increase policing and isolation, and to shift the 
emotional climate toward these negative outcomes.
The way to achieve this complex mixed strategy is to realize that regional and local development 
requires a more equitable distribution of resources, and the education at local levels to make 
sense with those resources. This approach, blending globalization and local developments, in 
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order to bend rather than break, requires that we all learn to deal with complexity and 
compassion – capacities we are not good at.
For political dialog, with its need for simplification, contrast with other views, and attractiveness 
to the ear and mind and memory, this alternative needs a name. Major political symbols are 
evocative of deep meanings. Democracy, Socialism, Freedom, Rule of Law, Nation, Community 
all have complex resonances, sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Evocative symbols 
are necessary for the dialog. Another range is in the words death, marriage, child, food, money, 
home, art.
GardenWorld, as word and its images, is what I favor for this complex strategy blending problem 
solving with the large and the small. It cuts to the core. It has high contrast with alternatives – the 
dead and concrete and steel and dirt trashed misuse of land. . The Japanese countryside gives us a 
hint at what a well treated environment can look like. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon could 
even help integrate our friends in the Middle East, helping to revive this great tradition. Fredrick 
Law Olmstead in creating Central Park in Manhattan set an american model for city-rural 
integration that is design based and organic. The environment, through agriculture, is probably 
the key infrastructure for our population, much more important than energy. A GardenWorld is 
attractive, healthy believable and possible. It uses the technical, but in the service of the humane 
and organic. It offers quality of life for rich and poor.
GardenWorld is the real contrast to the Buck Rogers sci-fi techno-dominant world that is our 
current official direction.[vii] GardenWorld allows the humanists, the religious, and the scientific 
to have a shared goal of a realizable better world. Without such a goal, we will see increased 
terrorism, where each new freedom fighter embraces a last and self annihilating action in a social 
field of utter despair. A person only becomes a suicide bomber when they feel that to not be also 
destroys them and their loved ones. One should re-red Camus’s The Rebel, where he argues that 
saying “no” is always simultaneously a way of saying “yes” to trampled on values.
We are dealing with meanings, which the progressive professional technocratic class forgot to 
cultivate beyond a scientism that was serving masters they didn’t care to recognize they worked 
for. There are great traditions of science, art, governance, and yes religious thought, and only by 
integrating them in a new and tolerant way can we avoid factionalism and what the founding 
fathers feared, “Interests.” We are no longer viewing two potential futures, but comparing where 
we are now, the over-commodified and “unnatural” world, to a potential called GardenWorld. 
The GardenWorld alternative is worth a new look, with deeper appreciation for its necessity and 
benefits. People are ready, with the ugliness already around us, to move toward a realizable 
alternative, rather than just vaguely anticipated “progress”. The wider understanding of income 
divergence and environmental stress has decidedly increased people’s desire for new leadership 
for a new vision.
We need to bend toward GardenWorld rather than follow the current path aligning ourselves 
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along the axis of finance, or the systems on which we all depend, economics, corporations, 
governments, health, and education. If we don’t redesign the path we will break. We need to give 
the religiously inclined a way to participate in a better future rather than using their own religious 
beliefs as a way, out of deeply felt frustration, of saying “no”. We need to provide the technically 
and scientifically inclined a real possibility that their creativity will build a better world. Besides, 
GardenWorld is a beautiful vision, and worth all our talent to work for.
“Working” is also becoming increasingly abstract, driven by the informational aspects of work 
and the drive for profit and cost cutting. Even the road crew, agriculture workers, truck drivers, 
and all “operators” are increasingly network tied in isolated work spaces, and increasingly live 
within computer driven time demands. We needed a more attractive image and experience of 
work in society, both to meet our needs, and to create meaning. That is, we need to know more 
about what we are doing. A simple example: garbage trucks in many places used to have a crew 
of three, a driver and two loaders. They often switched roles. You could see them singing, telling 
jokes, measuring their styles of handling big cans against each other in a spirit of play. The jobs 
got redesigned. Now the trucks have one driver who picks up the cans with a machine forklift. 
The driver is alone in the cab for hours and without exercise. Was this job change designed by a 
reasonably thinking person? Or slave to the logic of efficiency? Progress?
Dreams, waking and sleeping, can help clarify the issues. A few years ago I was working with 
the local Smart Growth Coalition, and we were talking about how farmers took one of the local 
valleys and cut it up, across the stream and then each developed a personal style for their own 
land. The valley, instead of looking like a natural or flowing landscape, looked like a collage of 
pictures of very different farm images. The result was the “valley” could hardly be seen.
That night I had a dream that at the Louvre there was a discussion among the Board of Directors 
about increasing maintenance costs and the threat to the budget. One of the members suggested 
auctioning off the Mona Lisa to raise funds. One of the lawyers on the board suggested that it be 
cut up in pieces and each sold separately so more money could be raised (farmland divided is 
worth more than farmland in tact). This was done, and each successful buyer ran off with their 
piece to hire an artist to “improve” their piece so it would be the most famous of the fragments.
The point is that our surround is not just us and our private living space, an office, some 
frequented stores each an isolated Lego block of personal property, but we live in a culture that is 
a whole, which is a manmade fabric, and currently deteriorating. We have been a part of a whole, 
we remain inescapably embedded in a whole cultural and econo-social context and we will be. 
Seeing this continuity across past present and future is the first step toward being able to reinvent 
and take responsibility for it, choosing our discontinuities rather than being victims of them.
The coming of the Internet and the virtualization of relationships and locations lets us gain new 
perspective on the human creation side of our current lived environment, and the possibility of 
rethinking it as easily as we rethink the Internet environment. 
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One’s whole life is hard to envisage fully, since it takes having lived one to get the full idea, but 
our society is designed around money which means around business which means around laws 
and institutions favorable to business. This biases against the child, the mother, the artist, the old 
person.

Are exploiters. Is the a way out of this?

Will capitalism, already vague, remain central? And will new transnational forms of 
organization with sovereignty (what’s that?) emerge Most likely scenarios.

Will humanity seem important or assimilated into technology and big data?

Can a human identity strengthen for example 

Watershed identification. People feel stronger about watersheds than about political 
boundaries of town, county or state. 

Hello participated in the project with the Department of the Interior on watershed 
management. We found that people identified more deeply and quickly with their 
living in a watershed event in living in the a town. They felt a kind of brotherhood with 
other people living in the watershed. As a result trade-offs say between fishing and 
canoeing were easier to negotiate the watershed context then in the town or county 
context. What's we want to encourage his people to identify with where they live so 
they can work on making it better, more productive and more aesthetic.

People locating themselves in their  watershed and in their life cycle and in their 
family begin to create the conditions for an active engagement and creativity.

Planning for GardenWorld - what it might be like.

Since most people want to live in a mix of nature and civilization, why don't we use 
our wealth to go there? Not a plan but intent. To humanize and green every aspect of 
our lives.

Society is facing a crisis. People will need to be included and no longer 
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marginalized, but redeployed away from consumption and pollution to relationships, 
art and intense cooperative practicality. In the transition people will have a hard time. 
The goal however can give hope and roles. I see the following emerging major sectors of 
useful employment.

Green everything, landscape remediation, aesthetics, climate remediation, and food.
Health and the care of all those hurt by the very messy process of  transitioning, 

since people will have to give up places of living for the new opportunities. Jobs will 
change and places to live will be repurposed. This is a combination of health, medicine 
and fitness. Distribution of income, distribution of food and temporary to permanent re-
housing.

Management of 1 and 2 will be huge.
The unfortunately needed security as people are hurting and in flux.
The art and education to support the whole
Making needed things.
There will be more, but these are the main sectors. 

On Infrastructure:

Infrastructure project: roads or extended culture centers

(This section is very rough). Politics is central however as to how we move from the current 

catastrophic path to a new one, a path where civilization and families are possible, people feel 

meaningfully engaged and appreciated. Interesting how economics, when we consider the 

political, moves into the background. Sure, we have economic consequences or organizing 

property  effort and distribution, but the content is very different from most of what we mean 

now by economics. People won’t have tome to work out trade policies, they will just do it. 

Politics is about conflict and how it is resolved. Centralized vs decentralized, democratic or 

authoritarian

Old goals, new goals. This is the great political dilemma. People want to hold on to what they 

have,  some people want to take it away from them. We actually don’t know much about why 

there seems to always be the balance. 

 Maybe not always as the example of class free society of Mexico’s Teotihican may be an 
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example of the possibility of an exception - an egalitarian society (as seen mostly by the similar 

size of all housing).

The tendency of many is to look for what is solid and build on that. But that takes a stand 

with what is vs whet is becoming, and the dilemma is there, and we are in it.

Mumford (The Condition of man) , asks why Plato got stuck. Here is his telling paragraph.

Why Plato failed so completely to regenerate his own culture or to lay down even an 

ideological basis for renewal. What undermined, what undermined the Greeks, was their 

failure to embrace humanity: to address the soldier, sailor, craftsman, farmer, and to give 

hope and faith to the common Man in every region. Plato's message was addressed solely 

to his class and  his culture.  It called for a radical reorientation to life, and yet it left the 

chief sacred cows of his world, slavery and class rule , contentedly choosing their cud. 

Pride of family, prde of city, acidity, pride ofintellect were all self-defeating. Failing to 

embrace humanity the philosophers could not even save themselves.

My view is related but different. Plato took it to be that the truth existed in the universe and 

that all the things we could see were examples of those hidden truths, and these examples wee 

imperfect copies. The truth was solid and  permanent.

This is important because most people like to think there is something that is the solid ground 

on which (especially their own) truths could be built, had been built, or given by antecedent 

gods). And were not to be questioned.

In this way philosophy tends to take one or the other direction - fixed truths or flux.

Policies tend to be abstract and without directions for action. Politics is necessary when 

accommodations (more the realm of  economics) don’t happen. Politics is the way, often messy, 

that the elites and the rest of us can move into the future. Maybe a good way to look at it is that 

real life shifts back and forth between economics  and politics, guided by philosophy.

Politics now is  a failing system. By trying too successfully to replace politics with 

economics as the major language of decision making and institutions we supressed too many 

aspects of reality. We do not have a democracy. We were sold on the idea of representative 
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democracy where the powers that be knew that they, not the mob, would be the real power 

through choosing who we could vote for as our representatives.  But even representative 

democracy required a knowledgeable electorate. We absorbed the idea that democracy was 

achieved by extending voting.  But a real understanding of democracy means the people are in 

conversation about the key issues with each othe across lines of differnece.  Now  we  are too 

segmented and do not know how to have a conversation. We have not learned how to draw out 

another perso, but ony to squash them.

The origin of economics in land management has been lost but might also prove a path of 

success for the species.  Worth lots of revisiting.Land is key to law and life styles.  All the 

resource are in land, the struggle between commons - water and air now - is being fought. But  

when we mention land the idea of private property comes to the front. The ideas of land and 

private property are mixed to the point of no visible separation. How do we reclaim some of the 

wealth of the rich for society as a whole?  Economics likes to think in terms of balance and 

harmony, the dynamcs of equilibrum. The supply/demand curve (vasty over relied on as a model 

in  economics because prices and demand are not so easy to define) is an example.  But inth real 

world while equilibrating forces offur, real human are divided by intrests that cannot eqilibrate 

but have to be fought over. The great invsion f politics is to try things like democracy and voting 

to sort out wo gets what.

Politcs needs to be understood much better. The shift from the various -octracy’s, democracy, 

monarchy, plutocracy, to the minor variants, representative democracy, inherited monarchy,  

meritocracy - are important. But few these days know the history nor the examples.

When the founding fathers were putting together the Constitution many read and discussed 

all the relevant historical models. Few in politics today could do that. Most naively assume that 

what we have now is all we ever had.

Look at the discussion around private property. Feudal rights still pertain. When there was so 

much earth people could pretend nobody was here.

 Locke said its ok to take - providing you don’t interfere with others. But this isn’t possible 

when  hunter gatherers roam a territory.

Jefferson, who always thought the current generation owned the earth, was clear that the core 
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issue was the right to a livelihod and land could be taken for subsistence living, but no one had a 

right to hoard it beyond subsitence. Clearly not dealing with his own owning of laves and a 

plantation.  Benjamin Franklyn, one of the other smart founding fafhers, .

land “not required for subsistence was ‘the property of the public, who by their laws, have 

created it, and who may therefore by other laws dispose of it, whenever the welfare of the public 

shall demand such disposition’. The point was for an individual or family to gain the means for 

an independent life, not to grow rich from land ownership or to take the resources of the 

commons out of the public realm. This idea extended to limiting trespassing laws. Hunting on 

another’s unenclosed land was perfectly legal, as was – in keeping with the Charter of the Forest 

– foraging.

Locke is crfedited with much of he thinkingthat supported the constitution and took private 

property as given by god. Thought the bible is clear that the land is given to the people, not to 

individuals. A we learn more from anthropology we see that common and became king’s land 

became aristocrats’ land became middle class land. But the  result is that all the land is o 

somebody’s grid and we can’t go there. It has been struggle at every turn. Locke against the king 

supportig the large land owners but not “the people” who wfre losing feudal rights to enclosures..  

In Scotland land is not closed to public use. If I own an estate local people can walk and picnic 

there. I spent enough time in rural Scotland, in part at Yester House in  East Lanarkshire,  to 

appreciate the amazing feeling of freedom and respect that quickly shifted me out of my bounded 

land intuition from life in the US. Things , since the must turn different, can be different. These 

examples are precious hints for us.

 This misses the history - when how by whom was private property established.which begins 

with “property is what is propert to a man of status  to show his rank in society.

People ranking themselves follows other species, dogs, elephants,  is very early as in see I 

have this because I got it in war, in hunting, in travels.. I am powerful. As is well known, in 

many societies clothes marked the person and dressing out of caste.  Prowess leading a few to 

being perceived as leaders  and signs of that superiority had to evolve at the same time, which 

means very slowly. Either without the other would be resisted by the community. Sometimes this 
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included the right to having a horse, or a sword of a certain size; a hat, a cape, shoes, gloves, type 

of collar. The timing of the psychology of the shift from proper to property is not known,but you 

can imagine the process. The operational idea here is that of rank and sign that signifies it. This 

makes the signifier social object. When it becomes property they will have lost any intrinsic tie 

to the person who earned the rank.  zi go into this because it's a model of a different way of doing 

things and we need every close we can get to different ways of doing things to cope with the 

current world crisis and to get to GardenWorld. I have my proper things, but can I sell them? At 

that point proper signs of rank become alienable (can be sold to a stranger) property. If that 

moves from my horse to me castle - property. But note that the move to castle as saleable was 

prevented for a long time. Land could be inherited, or shifted in marriage, but not sold. Selling 

land was not legal for a very long time.Even then lien’s on land, such as the right of a certain set 

of relatives to be the only legal potential owners it, made borrowing on land impossible. In fact 

the very first land that could be mortgageable was surprising to me in the United States with 

Land Grant homestead in property, the first property to be guaranteed free from entailments of 

any kind. This began the process of using land as collateral for loans for more land or 

participation in the new industries.

We can sense how complex the process of ownership and land actually is, and that sugests 

that we should talk a bit about philosophy to which we now turn.
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Chapter what to do.
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